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Purpose of this paper
This paper examines the need and necessary conditions to increase commercial forest plantation
establishment in Myanmar. It assesses opportunities and constraints faced by investors of all types
that result from the current investment environment, and it presents options and approaches that
should be considered with the aim of incentivising a significant increase in private sector
investment in forest plantations.
The purpose of the paper is to inform a policy reform process aimed at accelerating private
investments in sustainable forests plantations within the context of the Myanmar Reforestation
and Rehabilitation Program (MRRP) and guide priority investments linked to the World Banksupported Forest Restoration, Development and Investment Project (FREDIP).
The paper does not represent a Forest Plantation Strategy, but it clearly lays out the reasons why
Myanmar would very much benefit from the preparation and implementation of such a strategy.
Neither is the paper intended to be a comprehensive review of Myanmar’s forest sector, and it
deals only with aspects relevant to investments in commercial forest plantations. More detailed
information on the country’s forest sector can be found in the Myanmar Country Environmental
Analysis – Forest Resources Sector Report 2019.1 A summary of key points about Myanmar’s forest
sector is included as Annex 1.
The policy and investment recommendations derive not only from a literature review but also from
many interviews with the Forest Department (FD), key stakeholders, and from a workshop with
national and international private and public entities, including the non-governmental organization
(NGO) that was organized by the FD in December 2019 in Nay Pyi Taw.2

Structure of the paper
The paper comprises nine sections in addition to the Executive Summary. Section 1 examines
national and regional trends that are relevant to private sector investment in plantations, including
the decline in Myanmar’s timber production against increased domestic and regional demand for
forest products. Section 2 describes policies in similar countries in the region and elsewhere that
have encouraged plantation investment. Section 3 then reviews Myanmar’s current policies
relevant to private plantation investment, including the scope for domestic financing. Section 4
describes the country’s current plantation targets and progress made towards achieving them.
Section 5 provides views from private sector respondents on constraints to increasing investment.
Section 6 sets out broader challenges and risks that need to be addressed if private investment is
to be scaled up. Section 7 outlines potential options for financing plantations, and Section 8
presents possible alternative tenure approaches for plantations on state land, including the need
for involvement of communities. Section 9 draws the main conclusions and suggests next steps for
policy makers to consider; it also summarises the outputs of a stakeholder workshop held in
December 2019 on policy reform needed to encourage plantations.

1

World Bank (2019). Myanmar Country Environmental Analysis – Forestry Resources Report
(https://www.worldbank.org/en/country/myanmar/publication/myanmar-country-environmental-analysis)
2
See Annex 4.
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Executive summary (English)
KEY POINTS:
• Myanmar’s natural forests can no longer supply domestic timber needs, nor sustain an
export market.
• A switch to plantation forestry is needed if the country is to have a significant commercial
forest sector in future. Beyond public plantations, the private sector involvement is
needed to achieve the scale required.
• Myanmar has a number of comparative advantages for developing a viable plantation
forest sector: it is next door to the world’s largest and fastest-growing markets for wood
products; its own population’s demand for wood-based products is not met; it has good
growing conditions for a range of plantation species and sound technical capability in
plantation establishment; and it has the lowest labour costs in the region.
• Attracting investment in the plantation sector and associated downstream processing
offers important formal rural employment opportunities.
• Land tenure disputes are a significant risk for private plantation establishment, but
cooperative approaches that benefit both local communities and investors can help
resolve such risks.
• National financing packages are not favourable for the forest industry. In the short-term,
private equity financing would be needed; in the medium term, adequate financing
options are needed to explore the full potential of the industry.
• Despite its advantages, Myanmar would benefit from a comprehensive review of policy
aimed at attracting private investments and, at the same time, guaranteeing application
of sustainable practices.
• Improved landscape-level planning, information on land availability, improved
authorising environment, increased tenure security and fiscal and other incentives will
be key elements of policy reform.

Myanmar’s forest and timber sector has been central to the country’s economy and
society, particularly over the last century. Myanmar’s forests contain some of the most
valued species in the world – particularly rosewoods, ironwood, and teak. Myanmar also
has one of the longest-standing forest management systems in the tropics. Today, despite
reduced timber extraction revenues, wood industry still generates five percent of formal
Government revenues. Beyond timber, rural society largely depends on non-timber forest
products (NTFP) and agroforestry for food, medicine, and woodfuel which is by far the
most important energy source in Myanmar, with between 60-80 percent of communities
relying on this source.
To address the impacts of the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak, the safety net
provided by forests and forest products will be increasingly important to compensate
xi

for lost income and jobs. Forest-based industries, sustainable tree plantations, and
restoration of degraded forest areas are amongst the few economic activities in rural areas
that have the potential to provide large-scale employment.
Myanmar has lost about 12.5 million ha of forest over the last three decades through
land clearing for agriculture and other uses and excessive and illegal logging. Large areas
of natural forest have also been degraded, so they can no longer be relied on for future
timber supplies, and their environmental functions are threatened.
The permitted annual timber harvest has been reduced to around 523,000 m3 in 2019/20
from around 2.7 million m3 in 2013/14 to allow the remaining natural forests time to
recover. Of this, about 55 percent will be processed for export, leaving only about 235,000
m3 available for the domestic market. The current permitted harvest of teak (Tectona
grandis) – Myanmar’s premium species – is only around 9,000 m3, about half of which is
now planned to be extracted from mature plantations. There is little information on the
age-class structure or quality of existing plantations, but these are unlikely to produce
more than 2 million m3 per year at maturity.
The domestic consumption of non-fuel wood is estimated to be around 4 million m3
annually3, indicating that most timber supplying the domestic market comes from other
sources, including land cleared for other uses, from old rubber plantations, imports of
processed wood products but also, to a large degree, from illegal logging in natural forests.
Wood product exports have plummeted from around 4 million m3 (round-wood equivalent
(RWE) prior to 2014 to about 700,000 m3 RWE in 2018. Woodfuel, which provides most of
the country’s energy, accounts for an estimated additional 36.3 million m3, compared to
an allowable harvest from state forests of less than 1.8 million m3.
Unless these gaps between demand and supply are closed, continued forest loss and
degradation will continue. Due to lack of alternative wood supply, communities and
national industry will continue using natural sources to satisfy their timber demand.
At the minimum, a plantation area of 2 million ha would be required to supply a total
roundwood demand of around 40 million m3 of woodfuel and industrial wood just to meet
domestic demand, assuming a conservative annual growth rate of 15 m3 per ha and that
a portion of woodfuel could continue to be sourced from natural forests, old rubber
plantations, and farm trees. If a large proportion of wood production were destined for
exports, an even larger area than 2 million ha of plantation area would be needed.
Despite good silviculture practices applied in publicly managed plantations, it is doubtful
that this effort alone will be able to fill the timber supply gap. Publicly managed
plantations have suffered from high mortality rates and timber theft due to lack of
adequate long-term maintenance as a result of low budget allocations. Because future
state budgets can likely not be assured in the long run, successful plantation establishment
at this scale will require significant private sector investment. Most private plantation

3

Based on FAO Stat estimates.
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companies typically also invest in technology for vertical processing which would further
increase employment and economic impacts of the forestry sector.
Including China’s southern provinces, the total area planted with fast-growing species in
the region now exceeds 7 million ha. Thailand, Lao PRD, Vietnam, Indonesia, and Malaysia
have already adopted policies to promote plantation establishment aimed at
compensating for the reduced availability of natural forest timber. These have included
favourable credit arrangements and regulatory regimes suited to fast-growing species and
smaller diameter logs. Such policies have also boosted processing industry.
These increases in plantation area underline a trend away from extractive forest
economies where, despite prescribed selection management systems, natural forests
have been overharvested and degraded, to ones where plantation-grown timber now
contributes more to raw material supplies. The timber processing industries of other
countries in the region have adapted to the different type of raw material produced. The
success of plantations in other countries demonstrates their technical and economic
feasibility and, with the decline in legal harvests from its natural forests, such a transition
in Myanmar is inevitable.
Transition from extraction-based forestry towards forest plantations also involves
significant environmental and social risks. Past experiences in the region demonstrate
that private plantations have not always been managed sustainability. There is a range of
environmental and social risks associated with large-scale plantations, especially where
they involve intensively managed monocultures. These may relate to the plantation crop’s
water demands, the effects of fertilisers and pesticides, increased encroachments on
native forests, and reduction in biodiversity. Despite high employment benefits, the
involvement of local communities needs to be guaranteed. Myanmar can learn from good
and bad examples on how these risks are addressed elsewhere.
Much of Myanmar’s denuded or degraded forest is suitable for establishing timber
plantations, either as commercial plantations or through community forestry (CF), which
would allow to establish plantations without encroaching on forested lands. The country’s
proximity to the world’s largest and fastest-growing markets in Asia and its current
apparent timber deficit create opportunities to supply domestic and regional demand for
wood-based raw material. This would also allow Myanmar to grow and diversify its own
wood-based industry.
The forest sector is currently a relatively minor source of employment, accounting for
only around 0.2 percent of Myanmar’s formal employment, but possibly two-thirds of
the country’s population depend on forests for part of their livelihoods. And for most rural
communities forests provide essential basic needs, particularly woodfuel, non-timber
forest products, and animal fodder. There are opportunities for increased formal
employment through plantation establishment and associated downstream processing,
and Myanmar’s low wage levels give it a comparative advantage. There is also a number
of good opportunities for outgrower schemes and other possibilities to benefit
communities in forest plantations.
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The Government aims to restore or reforest about 884,000 ha on Reserved Forest (RF)
and Protected Public Forest (PPF) land under its 2016-28 Myanmar Reforestation and
Rehabilitation Programme (MRRP). The bulk of this – about 312,000 ha – will be through
CF, some of which is expected to involve tree planting for commercial use. The programme
also includes establishment of around 226,500 ha of commercial plantations, to which the
private sector is expected to contribute more than half.
After three years of implementing MRRP, less than 13 percent of the overall plantation
target and less than 10 percent of private plantation targets have been met. Total private
sector planting (excluding rubber) on all land types is reported to be about 152,200 ha,
although the actual locations and quality of these plantations are unclear. Teak is the most
widely-planted species by the private sector, with an area of about 60,000 ha reported,
but there is an increasing focus on fast-growing industrial species – primarily Eucalyptus
hybrids and Acacia mangium – with 47,000 ha reported established in mid-2019.
Reported progress with community forestry is somewhat better, with CF certificates
issued covering about 63,800 ha – 20 percent of the target area. However, this does not
necessarily equate to reforestation or restoration, and efforts are constrained by current
government capacity, lack of defined delivery mechanisms to support development, and
weak links to markets for CF produce.
There are opportunities for the private sector to help address CF constraints by assisting
farmers to establish plantations by providing quality planting material and technical
advice and guaranteeing markets or providing market links for both timber and nontimber forest products. Models involving private sector-community cooperation in
bamboo cultivation and product development and also small-holder pulpwood outgrower
schemes have also been initiated and these could be replicated for other products.
Advantages to private sector entities from such arrangements include augmenting their
own raw material supplies as well as reducing potential conflicts and consequent damage
to their plantations.
The Government has prepared a draft strategy to increase reforestation which
recommends four strategic areas for action: (i) creation of enabling conditions – namely
necessary institutions, policies, laws, instructions, and procedures; (ii) establishment of
responsible institutional participation structures; (iii) development of benefit-sharing
systems; and (iv) sustainable financing mechanisms. These aspects are essential elements
in framing a commercial plantation strategy and creating favourable conditions for private
sector investment.
Land availability for plantation leases: There are two categories of State-owned land
available for establishing private sector forest plantations or community forests: forest
land, which includes RF and PPF, and Virgin, Fallow and Vacant (VFV) land. The terms of
private sector leases vary depending on the size of area and the species planted, with
special conditions for teak. Areas between 100 and the maximum of 1,000 acres (40.5 –
405 ha) are subject to competitive tender. For VFV land, up to 3,000 acres (1,214 ha) can
be leased, after excluding areas with remaining good natural forest and those occupied by
farming.
xiv

The current upper limit of 1,000 acres for leases on forest land is considered too small
for larger-scale investors. Depending on species and aim of the investor in terms of
product and planned processing, 15,000 ha (37,000 acres) of plantable area is considered
to be the minimum viable area. However, the Forest Department (FD) has stated that
contiguous blocks exceeding 10,000 acres are not available, because areas suitable for
plantations are scattered between blocks of natural forest, existing plantations, and areas
occupied by farming. Although contiguous blocks are desirable for investors, scattered
areas are also acceptable, with access and distance to processing or export points the most
important considerations.
Current incentives for private commercial plantations are not considered sufficient by
investors for forest plantations: A range of government policies have been designed to
encourage foreign investment in Myanmar, including in the forest sector. These include
commercial and income tax holidays, tax-free profits if reinvested, deductions for research
and development, and exemptions for import and export duties and other local taxes.
Incentives vary by economic zone with most favourable terms available for leastdeveloped economic areas, but overall regulatory framework, financing, and other issues
have not yet created a sufficiently attractive environment for large-scale investors.
The Myanmar banking sector is undergoing reforms, and debt financing for forestry is
either not available or too expensive. The banking sector is still immature and interest
rates for both state banks and commercial banks for secured loans are set by the
government at 8.5 percent and 13 percent respectively, which, although low compared to
the informal sector, are considered too high for borrowing for forest plantation
investment. The State-owned Myanmar Agriculture Development Bank (MADB) is
mandated to provide loans for the forest sector, but it has no funding sources for this, and
it does not accept leased State land or planted trees as collateral. Likewise, Myanmar’s
commercial banks currently have no suitable products that are appropriate for lending for
plantation development. These constraints make national debt financing for private
plantation development an unlikely prospect in the near future.
All private plantations established so far are assumed to have made use of equity
financing by both local and international investors. These include recent joint ventures
involving foreign partners from India, Singapore, and British Virgin Islands. International
investment funds are providing equity for plantation businesses in the region, but so far
there is no evidence of their engagement in Myanmar.
Current and potential investors list a range of constraints to increased investment. These
include: (i) poor availability of large contiguous blocks of land within reserve forest, or lack
of access to such areas; (ii) land tenure issues, especially informal occupation of forest land
for farming; (iii) perception of difficulty of doing business; (iv) complicated procedures to
acquire land and to harvest, transport, ship, process, and trade timber; (v) insufficient
government staff able to promote and support forest sector investment; (vi) lack of
enforcement capacity to prevent encroachment and illegal logging in plantation areas; (vii)
lack of finance; and (viii) widespread availability of illegal timber, which depresses log
prices and reduces demand for plantation-grown logs.
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Granting large-scale tenure rights to private entities carries real and perceived
sustainability risks. These arise from issues with social acceptance and conflict over tenure
rights and concerns over establishing monocultures of a few species with potential
impacts on biodiversity, soil and water, and pest and diseases outbreaks. This means that
large- and medium-scale investors should have comprehensive social and environmental
management plans in place and ideally seek forest management certification that meets
recognised international standards.
To meet these requirements, investments should be based on transparent finance
sources, operate in accordance with high social and environmental standards, and also
aim for value-added processing. These principles would help assure that positive
contributions are made to Myanmar’s economic development, and also that resulting
products can gain and retain access to increasingly demanding high-value export markets.
A debate is also needed as to what type of investment should be promoted in terms of
meeting the country’s future domestic forest products needs, and also whether there
should be a focus on a particular export segment in which Myanmar might have a
competitive advantage.
Other investor requirements relate to location of areas close to potential processing sites
and transport infrastructure linked to export facilities, free choice of joint venture
partners, and the ability to repatriate profits or capital on exit. To provide early income,
acquisition of management rights to existing timber resources, in combination with new
plantations, is likely to be more attractive than starting plantations on greenfield sites.
Myanmar could explore a larger range of possible plantation models, or combinations of
models, to attract sustainable investments:
a)
b)

c)

d)

Establishment of greenfield plantations on leased denuded or degraded FR land (current
model);
Establishment of greenfield plantations on leased denuded or degraded VFV land, or
conversion of VFV land currently under agricultural crops to timber plantations (also
currently practiced);
Management leases, including timber harvest rights, for existing government-owned
plantations (including degraded or failed plantations) in combination with new plantation
establishment on adjacent FR land; and
Management leases, including timber harvest rights, for natural forest in FR or VFV land
in combination with new plantation establishment on adjacent FR and VFV land.
In all cases, arrangements with local communities and/or farmers are likely to be
necessary to reduce the likelihood of conflicts and risks of encroachment and timber theft.
These could include support for and commercial arrangements with local communitybased forestry enterprises on adjacent RF or VFV land, contract tree growing with farmers
on nearby private land, or establishing tree rows at wide spacings and allowing
intercropping between rows – also possibly incorporating sharing the proceeds from the
harvested timber.
A range of external finance sources could be considered. These include:
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a)

b)
c)

equity finance in joint ventures or partnerships with local companies, from foreign
institutional and industrial investors, including international investment funds and
Development Finance Institutions (DFIs);
loan financing to private investors, including through DFIs; and
multilateral development bank loans to the government, routed to investors through
local state-owned banks.

A blend of different financing sources is possible. International climate funds, voluntary carbon
markets and investments funds to support green businesses are other interesting options to
explore.
There is a need to develop and implement a coherent action plan to develop a
sustainable commercial plantation strategy, including policy reforms, investment
incentives, infrastructure needs, and finance and trade aspects. The reform process should
target both large scale investments that can bring silviculture, advanced processing
technology and best environmental and social practices, as well as smaller and medium
scale plantations, including community forestry, outgrower, and small-scale private
investors. The changes required could be categorised according to the level at which
formal decisions need to be made:
a)
b)

c)

d)

Those that can be made by decision at the departmental level within existing
capacity and through issuance of instructions or procedures;
Those that can be made at the departmental level, but need capacity development
support (e.g., land use inventories, preparing tender packages, communications,
etc.);
Those that need inter-agency cooperation in land use planning (e.g., cooperation
between FD and the Department of Land Management and Statistics (DALMS) within
the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Irrigation (MOALI) in landscape planning,
or additional incentives needing approval from Myanmar Investment Commission
(MIC); and
Those that need legislative change, for example through amendments to the Forest
Law, the Forest Rules, or passage of the Land Law.

To achieve the Government’s targets for plantations and to attract quality investment,
a range of perceived risks and constraints need to be addressed. Possible actions include:
a)

b)

c)
d)
e)

Addressing social risks, in particular potential conflicts related to land and consequent
risks for plantation protection; this demands adequate surveys and consultations in the
land use allocation planning and adoption of partnership models;
Adoption and promotion of a wider range of plantation enterprise models, including
management of existing government forests in combination with plantation
establishment that allow larger management units to be made available, and links with
CF;
Lease tenure terms that allow for multiple rotations (subject to meeting performance
requirements);
Streamlined processes for lease acquisition and transparent and simplified licensing and
decision-making processes;
Lighter regulatory requirements for plantation timber harvest and transport;
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f)
g)

Demonstration of government efforts to strengthen forest sector governance and tackle
illegal logging; and
Better publicity to promote plantation investment, including identification of and
information on available sites and investor incentives.
There is an expressed desire to create a formal multi-stakeholder body that includes
representatives of the private sector, affected government agencies, CSOs representing
community interests, and legislators. This would support policy reforms and guide
implementation of the action plan.
Further technical, social, and economic analyses, and data collection are likely to be
necessary to ensure that deliberations and decisions are properly informed. These should
examine the potential impacts of suggested changes on, for example, investment
feasibility, government revenues and local economies, social impacts and environments.
The current lack of information on existing plantations – both government and private –
indicates the need for development of a national plantation database to support rational
development of trade and industry policies This could be linked to the planned national
forest inventory project to be supported by the Government of Finland.4
The medium to long-term impacts of the 2020 COVID-19 outbreak on plantation
investments will most likely depend on investors’ views of Myanmar’s attractiveness
compared to other countries and other investment options, rather than its immediate
economic affects. Domestic and global demand for forest products is expected to return
eventually, and investors’ decisions are likely to be based on factors such as their
perceptions of political stability, governance quality, and ease of doing business. Given the
employment needed for plantation establishment, the Government should consider
prioritising policy reforms to stimulate investment.
Recommendations for action are given in the following table.

Recommendation

Actions

Timing5

Legislative change
needed

Establish Multistakeholder Working
Group on plantation
reform

Decide group membership

Short

No

Improve information
availability

Compilation and translation of current
procedures, instructions and other
documents

Short

No

Shortmedium

Instructions and/or
Procedures

Prepare instruction on formation
Group to decide its rules and procedures

Preparation of guidance document on
acquisition and management of
plantation leases according to current
regulations and instructions
Streamline lease
acquisition process

Review current lease procedures

4

https://www.forestdepartment.gov.mm/news/26887.
Short-term actions could generally be accomplished within a 12-month period; medium-term actions
within 36 months and long-term actions (because of legislative amendment) longer than 36 month.
5
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Recommendation

Actions

Timing5

Legislative change
needed

Medium

Forest Rules on
timber marking
requirements

Prepare recommendations on investor
prequalification, bidders’ bonds, tender
criteria, pre-operational requirements,
performance bonds, etc.
Streamline
regulations on
plantation timber

Review requirements for FD harvest
approvals, log measurements, timber,
other forest product royalties and
transport requirements for plantation
timber and other forest products.

Instructions on
fees and royalties

Consider need and requirements for a
streamlined plantation Timber Legality
Assurance System (including reviews of
systems in other countries)
Policy studies to
inform MultiStakeholder Group
work

Decide key studies (plantation
economics, fiscal options, tender
process options, etc..) and prepare
terms of reference

ShortMedium

No

Medium

Possibly, if
amendments
recommended

Engage consultants
Organise workshops to deliberate
recommendations
Review fiscal
incentives

Review Departmental procedures,
instructions, guidelines and other
instruments that could incentivise
plantation investment (FD, ECD, DICA,
IR, Customs, etc.)
Recommend revised incentives.

Identify target areas
for private plantations

Consultation with prospective investors
and other stakeholders on most suitable
areas with regard to area availability,
access, site quality, other infrastructure.

Short

No

Include government
plantations and
natural forest areas
within lease scope

Consider options in Multi-Stakeholder
Group

Shortmedium

Yes – probably at
Forest Rules level

Shortmedium

No

Review management acquisition
procedures and management
regulations, benefit sharing etc.
Prepare recommendations

Landscape planning

Develop appropriate planning
procedures in consultation with IUCN
TRI Project and FAO Sustainable
Cropland and Forest Management in
Priority Agro-Ecosystems Project
Establish local ad hoc institutions for
consultation, including township offices
of FD, DALMS and GAD
Procure imagery
Undertake local consultations with
communities, CSOs and government
agencies
Conduct site surveys
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Recommendation

Actions

Timing5

Legislative change
needed

Prepare maps and area descriptions
Increase FR lease area
limits

Consultation with stakeholders on limits

Medium

Forest Law
amendment

Increase FR lease
term

Consultation with stakeholders on term

Medium

Possible ministerial
or departmental
instruction

Prepare lease tenders

Determine area boundaries

Medium

No

Mediumlong

Departmental
procedures

Medium

Instructions to
mandate state
research
institutions’ roles.

Prepare area descriptions and tender
terms
Initiate tender process with pilot tender
Review and refine tender procedures
Establish national
plantation database

Identify key plantation information
requirements (areas, species, age
classes, site classes, growth rates, etc.)
Explore possible linkages with the
national inventory project to be
supported by the Government of
Finland.
Prepare database specifications
Prepare data acquisition processes and
plans (remote sensing, field surveys,
investor surveys)
Initiate data collection.

Establish research cooperative

Hold consultation on role and structure
Decide priorities (e.g., tree
improvement, seedling production,
plantation silviculture and agroforestry,
growth and yield, pests and diseases,
extraction technology, wood quality and
utilisation, markets, etc.)
Consider financing opportunities
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Executive summary (Myanmar) အစီရင်ခံစာအကျဉ်းချျုပ်
အဓိကကျသ ာအချက်မျာ်း
•

မြန်ြာသ
ို ာ့ နတ
် ်းကွက်
ာ့ ဘာဝသစ်တတာြျာ်းသည် မပည်တွင်း် သစ်လိုအပ်ချက်ြျာ်းနှင ာ့် မပည်ပပကို
တရရှည် တည်တတ
ံာ့ ရ်းတက
ို ာ့ ို တ

•

မြန်ြာနင
ို င
် အ
ံ တနမြင ာ့်
ရရှလပ
ို ါက

ာက်ပံာ့မြညာ့်ဆည််းတပ်းနင
ို မ် ခင််း ြရှတတာတ
ာ့ ပ။

အနာဂတ်တွင ်

သသာ

င်ရှာ်းတသာ

သစ်တတာစက
ို ်ခင််းလိုပ်ငန််းြက်သို ာ့

စီ်းပွာ်းမြစ်သစ်တတာကဏ္ဍကို

အလျင်အမြန်

ဦ်းလှည်ရ
ာ့ န်လသ
ို ည်။

လိုအပ်တနတသာ အတိုင်း် အဆ ပြာဏ မပညာ့်ြီရန် နင
ို င
် ပ
ံ ိုငသ
် စ်တတာစိုက်ခင််းြျာ်းအမပင်
ပိုဂဂလကကဏ္ဍကလည််း ပါဝင်တဆာင်ရွက်ရန်လသ
ို ည်။
•

အမခာ်းနင
ို င
် ြ
ံ ျာ်းနှင ာ့်

နင််းယှဉလျှင ်

မြန်ြာနင
ို င
် ၌
ံ

ရှငသ
် န်ြံွံ့ွ ဖြျု်းတသာ

စိုက်ခင််း

သစ်တတာလိုပ်ငန််း ကဏ္ဍတစ်ရပ် မြစ်တပေါ်လာတရ်းအတွက် အာ်းသာချက် ြျာ်းစွာရှတနပါသည်
- အကကီ်းြာ်းဆံို်းနှင ်ာ့ ြွံွံ့ ဖြျု်းြ အမြန်ဆ်းိုံ ကြ္ာသ
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် ျာ်းနှင ်ာ့

သစ်အတမခကိုန်

တ
ို ်ကိုနပ
် စစည််း

ဝယ်လိုအာ်း

မပညာ့်ြီတအာင် မြညာ့်ဆည််းနင
ို မ် ခင််း ြရှတသ်းတပ။ သစ်တတာစိုက်ခင််းတည်တ
သစ်ြျျု်းစတ်

အြျျု်းြျျု်း

သစ်တတာစိုက်ခင််း တည်တ

တကာင််းစွာကကီ်း

ာွ ်းနင
ို သ
် ညာ့်

အတမခအတနြျာ်း

ာင်နင
ို သ
် ည်ာ့
ရှတနဖပီ်း

ာင်ရာ၌ ခိုငြ
် ာတသာ နည််းစနစ်ပိုင်း် ဆင
ို ရ
် ာ စွြ်း် ရည်ကို ပင
ို ဆ
် ိုင ်

ာ်းသည်။ တေသတွင်း် ၌ လိုပ်အာ်းခ ကိုနက
် ျစာ်းရတ် အနြာ့်ဆို်းံ လည််းမြစ်သည်။
•

သစ်တတာစိုက်ခင််းကဏ္ဍနှင ာ့်
လိုပ်ငန််းြျာ်းတွင ်

အမခာ်းဆက်စပ်တနသညာ့်

ရင််းနှ်းီ မြျုပ်နမံှ ခင််းက

ကိုနတ
် ချာမပျုမပင်

အတရ်းကကီ်းတသာ

တကျ်းလက်တေသ

တ
ို ်လိုပ်ြ
တရာ်းဝင်

အလိုပ်အကင
ို ် အခွငအ
်ာ့ လြ််းြျာ်းကို ြန်တီ်းတပ်းသည်။
•

တမြအသံ်းို ချပိုငခ
် င
ွ အ
ာ့် တပေါ်
တည်တ

ာင်ရာတွင ်

အမငင််းပွာ်းြြျာ်းက

သသာ

င်ရှာ်းတသာ

ပိုဂဂလကသစ်တတာစက
ို ်ခင််းြျာ်း

အခက်အခဲမပဿနာတစ်ရပ်

မြစ်တသာ်လည််း

တေသခံ မပည်သအ
ူ စိုအြွဲွံ့ြျာ်းနှင ာ့် ရင််းနှ်းီ မြျုပ်နသ
ံှ ူြျာ်း နှစြ
် က်လံို်း အကျျု်းမြစ်
ပူ်းတပါင််းတဆာင်ရွက်ြမြင ာ့်

ချဉ်းကပ်မခင််းက

န
ွ ်း် တစြညာ့်

အ
ို ခက်အခဲမပဿနာြျာ်းကို

ကူညီတမြရှင်း် တပ်းနင
ို ပ
် ါသည်။
•

နင
ို င
် ၏
ံ

ဘဏ္ဍာတငွ

တ

ာက်ပံာ့ြ

အစီအစဉြျာ်းသည်

အခွငသ
ွ ် ပိုဂဂလက ရှယ်ယာ
ာ့် ာတစမခင််း ြရှတပ။ တရတိုတင

သစ်တတာစက်ြလိုပ်ငန််းကို
ညာ့်ဝင်မခင််းြှ ဘဏ္ဍာတငွကို

လိုအပ်ဖပီ်း ကာလလတ် အချန်အတွက်ြူ သစ်တတာစက်ြလိုပ်ငန််း၏ အလာ်းအလာကို
အမပညာ့်အဝ ရရှတစရန်အတွက် လံိုတလာက်သညာ့် တရွ ်းချယ်စရာ ဘဏ္ဍာတရ်း နည််းလြ််းြျာ်းကို
လိုအပ်သည်။
•

မြန်ြာနင
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် ၌
ံ အာ်းသာချက်ြျာ်း ရှတနသညာ့်တင
ို ၊် ပိုဂဂလက ရင််းနှ်းီ မြျုပ်နြ
ံှ ြျာ်းကို ဆွတ
ဲ ဆာင်ရန်
ရည်ြှန်း် ဖပီ်း တစ်ချန်တည််းြှာပင် တရရှည်တည်တသ
ံာ့ ညာ့် လိုပ်ကိုငတ
် ဆာင်ရွက်ြ နည််းလြ််းြျာ်း
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် သ
ံ ည် ကြ္ာာ့ အပူပိုင်း် တေသအတွင်း် အ ကာရှညဆ
် ို်းံ
သစ်တတာစီြံအပ
ို ်ချျုပ်ြ စနစ်ြျာ်းကို တည်တ
ယခိုအခါ သစ်

ာင်

ာ်းဖပီ်းမြစ်သညာ့် နင
ို င
် တ
ံ စ်နင
ို င
် ံ လည််းမြစ်သည်။

တ
ို ်ယမူ ခင််းြှ ရရှသညာ့်ဝင်တငွြှာ တလျာန
ို ် သစ်လိုပ်ငန််းြှ
ာ့ ည််းသွာ်းဖပီမြစ်သညာ့်တင

အစို်းရဝင်တငွ ၅ ရာခိုငန
် န််းခန ် ာ့ ရရှတနဆဲမြစ်သည်။ တကျ်းလက်လအြွ
ူ ာ့ အ
ဲွံ့ စည််းသည် သစ်အမပင်
သစ်ြဟိုတ်သညာ့်

သစ်တတာ

က
ွ ်ပစစည််းြျာ်း

(NTFPs)

တရာတနှာစိုက်ပျျု်းမခင််းတက
ို ာ့ ို အစာ်းအစာ၊ တဆ်းဝါ်းနှင ာ့်
ြှီခိုအာ်း

ာ်းတနရဖပီ်း

ယခိုအချန်အ

င််း/ြီ်းတသွ်းသည်

၆၀

နှင ်ာ့

သီ်းနှ-ံ သစ်တတာ

င််း/ြီ်းတသွ်းတအတွ
ို ာ့
က် ကျယ်ကျယ်မပနမ် ပန
ာ့ ် ာ့

ြှ

၈၀

ရာခိုငန
် န််းတသာ

မပည်သူအစိုအြွဲွံ့ြျာ်း

ြှီခိုတနရသည်ာ့ အတရ်းအကကီ်းဆံ်းို စွြ််းအင်ရင််းမြစ်မြစ်သည်။

၂။ လတ်တသလာ

အ က်ရှှူလမ််းသ ကာင််းဆိင
ို ရ
် ာသရာဂါ

က်သရာက်မှုမျာ်းကိို ကိုစာ်းရန်

စ်သတာမျာ်းနှငဲ့်

(COVID-19)

မြစ်ပွာ်းမခင််း၏

စ်သတာထွကပ
် စစည််းမျာ်းက ပံဲ့ပိို်းသပ်း ညဲ့ ်

ြလံသ
ို ရ်း အသထာက်အက ည် ဝင်သငွနင
ှ ဲ့် အလိုပ်အကိင
ို မ
် ျာ်း ဆံ်းို ရှု ံ်းမှုကိို သထမိသစသရ်းအတွက် တိ်းို ၍
အသရ်းပါလာမည်မြစ် ည်။

သစ်တတာအတမခမပျု

သစ်တတာစိုက်ခင််းြျာ်းနှင ာ့်
မပန်လည်မပျုစိုပျျု်းတ
အလာ်းအလာ

စက်ြလိုပ်ငန််းြျာ်း၊

ယိုယွင်း် ပျက်စ်းီ တနတသာ

တရရှညတ
် ည်တသ
ံာ့ ညာ့်
သစ်တတာဧရယာြျာ်းကို

ာင်မခင််းတသည်
ို ာ့
တကျ်းလက်တေသြျာ်း၌ အလိုပ်အကိုငြ
် ျာ်းစွာ ြန်တီ်းတပ်းရန်
ရှသညာ့်

အနည််းငယ်ြျှတသာ

စီ်းပွာ်းတရ်းဆိုငရ
် ာ

တဆာင်ရွက်ြြျာ်းတွင ်

အပါအဝင်မြစ်သည်။
၃။ လွနခ
် ဲာ့တသာ ဆယ်စိုနစ
ှ ် သံ်းို ခိုအတွင်း် စိုက်ပျျု်းတမြနှင ာ့် အမခာ်းတသာ တမြအသံို်းချြြျာ်းအတွက်
ခိုတ်

င
ွ ် ရှင်း် လင််းမခင််း၊ အလွနအ
် ကျွံသစ်

မမန်မာနိင
ို င
် ံ ည်

တ
ို ်ယမူ ခင််းနှင ်ာ့ တရာ်းြဝင် သစ်

စ်သတာဧရိယာ ဟက်တာ ၁၂.၅

သဘာဝသစ်တတာ

ဧရယာြျာ်းစွာ

ယိုယွင်း် ပျက်စ်းီ ခဲာ့တသာတ ကာင ာ့်
သ
ို စ်တတာြျာ်းအတပေါ်

အနာဂတ်

ြှခ
ီ ိုအာ်း

ာ်းမခင််း

တ
ို ယ
် ူမခင််းတတ
ို ာ့ ကာင ်ာ့

န််းခန် ဲ့ ဆံ်းို ရှု ံ်းခဲ့ ည်။ ကျယ်မပနတ
် ာ့ သာ

သည်လည််း

အဆငအ
ာ့် တန််းတလျာက
ာ့ ျ

သစ်လိုအပ်ချက်ကို
ြမပျုနင
ို တ
် တာဘ
ာ့ ဲ

တ

ာက်ပံာ့

၎င််းတ၏
ို ာ့

မြညာ့်ဆည််းရန်

ပတ်ဝန််းကျင်ဆင
ို ရ
် ာ

အကျျု်းမပျုစွြ်း် ရည်ြျာ်းြှာ ဖခြ််းတမခာက်ြနှင ာ့် ရင်ဆိုငတ
် နရသည်။
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၄။ ကျန်ရှတနတသ်းတသာ

သဘာဝသစ်တတာြျာ်း

ခွငမ်ဲ့ ပျုထာ်း ညဲ့ ် နှစ်စဉမှန်မှန်
န််း

တ်မှတထ
် ာ်းရာမှ

ပ
ို ြာဏအနက်

၅၅

မပန်လည်နာလံ

လ
ူ ာတစရန်အတွက်

စ်ထတ
ို ယ
် နိင
ို ် ညဲ့ ်ပမာဏကိို ၂၀၁၃/၁၄ ခိုနစ
ှ တ
် င
ွ ် ကိုဗမီတာ ၂.၇

၂၀၁၉/၂၀

ခိုနစ
ှ တ
် င
ွ ်

ရာခိုငန
် န််းခနက
် ာ့ ို

ကိုဗမီတာ

မပည်ပပကို
ို ာ့ န ်

၅၂၃,၀၀၀

အမြစ်

သလ
ိုိ ဲ့
ာဲ့ချခဲ့ ည်။

မပျုမပင်

တ
ို လ
် ိုပ်ြည်မြစ်ရာ

မပည်တွင်း် တ ်းကွကအ
် တွက် ရရှနင
ို တ
် သာပြာဏြှာ ကိုဗြီတာ ၂၃၅,၀၀၀ ခနသ
် ာ့ ာကျန်ရသည်
ှ
။ မြန်ြာာ့

grandis)

သစ်ြျျု်းမြစ်တသာ

ခွငမ်ာ့ ပျု

တ
ို ်ယူနင
ို သ
် ညာ့်ပြာဏြှာ ကိုဗြီတာ ၉,၀၀၀ ပတ်ဝန််းကျင်သာမြစ်ဖပီ်း

ာ်းသညာ့် လက်ရှသစ်

ကျွန်း် သစ်

(Tectona

အရည်အတသွ်းအတကာင််းဆံ်းို

ယင််းအနက် တစ်ဝက်ခနက
် ာ့ ို ယခိုအခါ အရွ ယ်တရာက်ဖပီ်း သစ်တတာစက
ို ်ခင််းြျာ်းြှ
စီစဉ

တ
ို ်ယူရန်

ာ်းသည်။ လက်ရှသစ်တတာစိုက်ခင််းြျာ်း၏ အသက်အတန််းအစာ်း တည်တဆာက်ပံို၊ သြဟို
ို ာ့ တ်

အရည်အတသွ်းဆင
ို ရ
် ာ

သတင််းအချက်အလက်

အနည််းငယ်သာရှတသာ်လည််း

အရွ ယ်တရာက်ဖပီ်းချန်၌ တစ်နစ
ှ လ
် ျှင ် ကိုဗြီတာ ၂ သန််း

က်ပို၍

၅။ မပည်တင
ွ ်း် ်းိုံ စွမှုအသနမြင်ဲ့

နှစ်စဉ

န််းပတ်ဝန််းကျင်ရှိ ည်
သစ်လိုအပ်ချက်
ခိုတ်

အတွက်

ထင််း/မီ်းသ ်းွ မပါ

ဟိုခန်မဲ့ ှန််းထာ်း ည်။6

အြျာ်းဆံို်းကို

တ
ို ်ယူနင
ို ြ
် ွယရ
် ာ ြရှတပ။
စ်ပမာဏ

ဤအချက်က

မြညာ့်ဆည််းရာ၌

ဤစိုက်ခင််းြျာ်း

ကိုဗမီတာ

မပည်တွင်း်

၄

တ ်းကွက်၏

အမခာ်းတမြအသံ်းို ချြြျာ်းအတွက်

င
ွ ရ
် ှင်း် လင််းမခင််း၊ သက်တန််းရင ာ့် ရာဘာ စိုက်ခင််းြျာ်း၊ မပည်ပြှ သစ်

က
ွ ် ကိုနတ
် ချာပစစည််း

တင်သွင်း် ြြျာ်း စသညာ့် အမခာ်းတသာ ရင််းမြစ်ြျာ်းသာြက ပြာဏအြျာ်းအမပာ်းကို သဘာဝ
သစ်တတာြျာ်းြှ တရာ်းြဝင်

တ
ို ်ယူမခင််းမြင ာ့် မြညာ့်ဆည််းတနမခင််းမြစ်တ ကာင််း ညွှနမ် ပတနသည်။

မပည်ပသို ာ့

တင်ပြ
ို ာ့ ြျာ်းြှာ

သစ်

က
ွ ပ
် စစည်း်

၂၀၁၄

ခိုနစ
ှ ြ
် တိုငြ
် ီက

သစ်လံို်း

ို

ည်နင
ှ ာ့်

ညီြျှတသာပြာဏ (round-wood equivalent - RWE) ကိုဗြီတာ ၄ သန််းခန ် ရှ
ှ တ
် ွင ်
ာ့ ရာြှ ၂၀၁၈ ခိုနစ
RWE ကိုဗြီတာ ၇၀၀,၀၀၀ သို ာ့
မြညာ့်ဆည််းတပ်းတနသညာ့်

်းို ကျသွာ်း ခဲသ
ို င
် ၏
ံ စွြ်း် အင်လိုအပ်ချက်ကို အြျာ်းဆံ်းို
ာ့ ည်။ နင

င််း/ြီ်းတသွ်း ကိုဗြီတာ ၃၆.၃ သန််း

နင််းယှဉြအတနမြင ာ့် နင
ို င
် ပ
ံ င
ို သ
် စ်တတာြျာ်းြှ ြှနြ
် ှန ်

ပ်ြံလိုအပ်တ ကာင််း ခနြ
် ာ့ ှန်း်

ာ်းဖပီ်း

တ
ို ်ယူနင
ို သ
် ညာ့် ပြာဏြှာ ကိုဗြီတာ ၁.၈

သန််းတအာက်သာ မြစ်သည်။
၆။ ဤဝယ်လအ
ိို ာ်းနှင်ဲ့

သရာင််းလိအ
ို ာ်းတိအ
ို ဲ့ ကာ်းရှိ

ဆက်တက
ိို မ် ြစ်သပေါ်

သနသ ာ

ဆက်လက်မြစ်သပေါ်သနဦ်းမည်မြစ် ည်။

ကွကလ
် ပ် မျာ်းကိို

စ်သတာဆံ်းို ရှု ံ်းမှုနင
ှ ဲ့်
သစ်လိုအပ်ချက်ကို

မြညဲ့ မ
် သပ်းနိင
ို ပ
် ါက
ယိယ
ို င
ွ ်း် ပျက်စီ်းမှုတိို ဲ့

မြညာ့်ဆည််းတပ်းြညာ့်

အမခာ်းတသာ

နည််းလြ််းြျာ်း ကင််းြဲာ့တနမခင််းတ ကာင ာ့် တေသခံမပည်သြ
ူ ျာ်းနှင ာ့် နင
ို င
် ၏
ံ
စက်ြလိုပ်ငန််းြျာ်းသည်
၎င််းတ၏
ို ာ့

သစ်လအ
ို ပ်ချက်အာ်း

သဘာဝရင််းမြစ်ြျာ်းကို

အသံ်းို မပျု၍

ဆက်လက်

မြညာ့်တင််း

တနတပဦ်းြည်။
၇။ နှစစ
် ဉကကီ်း

ာွ ်းနန််းကို

သဘာဝတတာြျာ်း၊

6

တစ်ဟက်တာလျှင်

၁၅

သက်ကကီ်းရာဘာစိုက်ခင််းြျာ်းနှင ာ့်

ကိုဗြီတာဟို

ြယိုတ်ြလွနယ
် ူဆကာ၊

ဥယျာဉမခံတမြြျာ်းတွငစ
် က
ို ်ပျျု်း

ာ်းတသာ

FAO Stat ခနမ
့် ှန်း့် ခချေမျေ ်းအခ ေါ် အခ ခခံသည့်။
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သစ်ပင်ြျာ်းြှ

င််း/ြီ်းတသွ်းကို

ယူဆ၍တွက်ချက်ပါက

တစ်စတ်တစ်ပိုင်း်

မပည်တွင်း်

င််း/ြီ်းတသွ်းနှင ်ာ့

မြညာ့်ဆည််းနင
ို ရ
် ို ြ
ံ ျှသာမြစ်တသာ သစ်လံို်း
ရရှရန် အနည််းဆံ်းို

ို

ဆက်လက်ရရှတနဦ်းြည်ဟို

စက်ြကိုန ် ကြ််းသစ်

လိုအပ်ချက်ကို

ည် စိုစိုတပါင််း ကိုဗြီတာ သန််း ၄၀ ပတ်ဝန််းကျင်ကို

စ်သတာစိိုကခ
် င််း ဧရိယာပမာဏ ဟက်တာ ၂

န််း လိအ
ို ပ်မည်မြစ် ည်။

တ
ို ်ယူရရှတသာ သစ်ပြာဏြှ အချျု်းအစာ်းြျာ်းြျာ်းကို မပည်ပပကို
ို ာ့ နအ
် တွက် ရည်ရွယ်
စိုက်ခင််းဧရယာ ဟက်တာ ၂ သန််း

က်ပ၍
ို ပင် လိုအပ်ြည်မြစ်သည်။

၈။ နိင
ို င
် က
ံ စီမံသဆာင်ရွက်သ ာ
နည််းလမ််းသကာင််းမျာ်းကိို

စိိုကခ
် င််းမျာ်း၌

သစ်တတာစိုက်ခင််းြျာ်းတွင ်
လံိုတလာက်တသာ တရရှည်

စ်သတာမပျုစိုပျိျု်းသထာင်မှု

လက်သတွွဲ့ကျငဲ့် ်းိုံ သစကာမ

စ်လအ
ိို ပ် ချက်ကက
ွ လ
် ပ် ကိို

ာ်းပါက

မြညဲ့ ်သပ်းနိင
ို လ
် မ
ိ ်ဲ့မည်
ရန်ပံိုတငွ

ခွဲတဝ

ချ

ဤအာ်းထိုတမ
် ှု
ဆိို ည်မှာ

ာ်းြ

တစ်ခတ
ို ည််းမြငဲ့်

မသရရာလှသပ။

နြာ့်ကျမခင််း၏

နင
ို င
် ပ
ံ ိုင ်

အကျျု်းဆက်အမြစ်

န််းသြ််းတစာငတ
်ာ့ ရှာက်ြ ြရှသမြင ်ာ့ တသတပျာက်ြနန််း မြငြ
်ာ့ ာ်းမခင််း နှင ်ာ့

သစ်ခို်းယူြြျာ်းကို ကံျုတတွတ
ွံ့ နရသည်။ အနာဂတ်တွင ် အစို်းရရန်ပံိုတငွ ရရှတရ်းြှာ တရရှညအ
် တွက်
ြတသချာ တသာတ ကာင ာ့် ဤြျှကကီ်းြာ်းကျယ်မပနသ
် ာ့ ညာ့် သစ်တတာစိုက်ခင််းပြာဏကို တအာင်မြင်စွာ
တည်တ

ာင်ရန် သသသာသာကကီ်းြာ်းတသာ ပိုဂဂလကကဏ္ဍရင််းနှ်းီ မြျုပ်နြ
ံှ ကို လိုအပ်ြည်မြစ်သည်။

ပိုဂဂလကစိုက်ခင််းကိုြဏ
ပ ီ အြျာ်းစိုြှာ သစ်ကိုနတ
် ချာ
ရင််းနှ်းီ မြျုပ်နတ
ံှ လာ့ရသမြင
ှ
ာ့် သစ်တတာကဏ္ဍ
အကျျု်းသက်တရာက်ြြျာ်းကို
၉။ တရိုတန
် င
ိို င
် ံ

တ
ို ်လိုပ်ြ နည််းပညာကိုလည််း တပါင််းစပ်၍

အလိုပ်အကိုင ် တပ်းစွြ််းနင
ို ြ
် နှင ာ့် စီ်းပွာ်းတရ်းဆိုငရ
် ာ

ပ်ြံတို်းပွာ်းတစြည်မြစ်သည်။

သတာင်ပိိုင်း် မပည်နယ်မျာ်း

အပါအဝင်

စိိုကပ
် ျိျု်း ညဲ့ ်ဧရိယာ စိုစိုသပါင််း ည် ယခိုအခါ ဟက်တာ ၇
င
ို ်း် ၊

လာအို၊

သစ်

ဗီယက်နြ်၊

တ
ို ်ယူရရှနင
ို ြ
်

တည်တ

ာင်မခင််းကို

အဆိုပါြူဝါေြျာ်းတွင ်

အင်ေန
ို ်းီ ရှာ်းနှင ာ့်

တလျာန
ာ့ ည််းလာမခင််းကို
သငတ
ာ့် ငြ
ာ့် ျှတတသာ

နည််းစနစ်ြျာ်းပါဝင်သည်။

သ
ို တသာ
ို ာ့

န််းထက် သကျာ်လန
ွ ် ာွ ်းပပီ မြစ် ည်။
သဘာဝသစ်တတာြှ

ြတစရန်ရည်ြှန်း် ၍
ြူဝါေြျာ်းကို

သစ်တတာစိုက်ခင််းြျာ်း

ချြှတ်

တချ်းတငွအစီအစဉြျာ်း၊

အရွ ယအ
် စာ်း ပိုြိုတသ်းငယ်တသာ သစ်လ်းံို ြျာ်း

အကကီ်းမမန် စ်မျိျု်း

ြတလ်းရှာ်းနင
ို င
် တ
ံ တွ
ို ာ့ င ်
တ

အာ်းတပ်းမြငတ
်ာ့ င်သညာ့်

သေ တွင်း် ၌

ာ်းခဲာ့ ကဖပီ်းမြစ်သည်။

အကကီ်းမြန်သစ်ြျျု်းြျာ်းနှင ာ့်

တ
ို လ
် ိုပ်ြနှင ာ့် ကိုက်ညသ
ီ ညာ့်

ြူဝါေြျာ်းက

သစ်ကိုနတ
် ချာ

န််းတကျာင််းြ

စက်ြလိုပ်ငန််းကိုလည််း

တွန်း် အာ်းတပ်း မြငတ
ာ့် င်တပ်းခဲသ
ာ့ ည်။
၁၀။

ဤ

ိုိ ဲ့

စ်သတာစိိုကခ
် င််းဧရိယာ

ဘာဝရင််းမမစ်ကထ
ိို တ
ို ယ
်
ညဲ့ ်
သမပာင််းလသရွ ွဲ့လျာ်းလာမခင််းကိို
တရွ ်းချယ်ခိုတလ
် ှဲ
ပိုြို

တ
ို ်ယူမခင််းကို

စ်သတာ

တိ်းို ပွာ်းလာမခင််းမျာ်း ည်

စီ်းပွာ်းသရ်းပံိုစမ
ံ ျာ်းမှ

မီ်းသမာင််းထိ်းို မပ၍သန ည်။
သတ်ြှတ်မပဌာန််း

ာ်းသညာ့်တိုင ်

ဦ်းတည်ချက်

စီြံအိုပ်ချျုပ်ြစနစ်ြျာ်းက
သဘာဝသစ်တတာြျာ်းြှာ

တ
ို ်ယူမခင််းခံရဖပီ်း အဆငအ
်ာ့ တန််းတလျာက
ို ွင်း် ပျက်စ်းီ သွာ်းသည်ာ့ ပံိုစြ
ံ ျျု်းြှ ယခိုအခါ
ာ့ ျ ယယ

စိုက်ခင််းြျာ်းြှ

ရရှသညာ့်သစ်မြင ာ့်

တရွ ွံ့လျာ်းလာသည်။

တေသတွင်း်

ကိုန ် ကြ််းလိုအပ်ချက်ကို
အမခာ်းနင
ို င
် ြ
ံ ျာ်းရှ

ပိုြိုမြညာ့်ဆည််းတပ်းတသာ

သစ်ကိုနတ
် ချာ

ပံိုစသ
ံ ို ာ့

စက်ြလိုပ်ငန််းြျာ်းသည်
xxiv

က
ွ ်လာသညာ့်

ကိုန ် ကြ််းအြျျု်းအစာ်း

အတမပာင််းအလဲနင
ှ ာ့်

လိုက်တလျာ

ညီတ

မွ ြစ်တအာင်

တဆာင်ရွက်လာ ကသည်။ အမခာ်းနင
ို င
် ြ
ံ ျာ်း၏ သစ်တတာစိုက်ခင််း တအာင်မြင်ြြျာ်းသည် ၎င််းတ၏
ို ာ့
နည််းပညာနှင ာ့်

စီ်းပွာတရ်းဆင
ို ရ
် ာ

သဘာဝသစ်တတာြျာ်းြှ

လိုပ်ကိုငန
် င
ို တ
် မခကို

တရာ်းဝင်

သစ်

တြေါ် မပတန ကဖပီ်း
တ
ို ်ယူရရှြ

မြန်ြာနင
ို င
် သ
ံ ည်လည််း
ကျဆင််းလာမခင််း တ ကာင်ာ့

သ
ို တသာအတမပာင်
ို ာ့
်းအလဲြျျု်းကို တရှာင်လွှဲ၍ြရတပ။
ဘာဝရင််းမမစ်

၁၁။

စ်သတာစိိုကခ
် င််းမျာ်း
လမှုသရ်းဆိင
ို ရ
် ာ

ထိုတယ
် မခင််းကိို

အသမခခံ ညဲ့ ်

ိုိ ဲ့ ဦ်းတည် သမပာင််းလရာ၌လည််း

အနတရာယ်အလာ်းအလာမျာ်း

စ်သတာလိုပ်ငန််းမှ

ိ ာထင်ရှာ်း ညဲ့ ် ပတ်ဝန််းကျင်နင
ှ ဲ့်

ရှိပါ ည်။

တေသတွင်း် ရှ

အတတ်ကာလ

အတတွွံ့အ ကံျုြျာ်းက ပိုဂဂလကသစ်တတာစိုက်ခင််းြျာ်းကို တရရှည်တည်တစ
ံာ့ ွာ စီြအ
ံ ိုပ်ချျုပ်မခင််းြှာ
အဖြဲတတစ ြမြစ်နင
ို ခ
် ဲာ့တ ကာင််း မပသတန ကသည်။ အကကီ်းစာ်း သစ်တတာ စိုက်ခင််းြျာ်း၊ အ

်းူ သမြင ာ့်

သစ်ြျျု်းတစ်ြျျု်းတည််းကိုသာ ကျယ်မပနစ
် ာ့ ွာ စက
ို ်ပျျု်းသညာ့် စိုက်ခင််းကကီ်းြျာ်း၌ ပတ်ဝန််းကျင်နင
ှ ာ့်
လူြတရ်းဆိုငရ
် ာ

အနတရာယ်

စိုက်ပျျု်းပင်ြျာ်းအတွက်

အြျျု်းြျျု်းကို

တရလိုအပ်ချက်၊

ကံျုတတွွံ့ရနင
ို သ
် ည်။

အဆိုပါ

အနတရာယ်ြျာ်းသည်

ဓါတ်တမြဩဇာနှင ာ့်

ပ်းို သတ်တဆ်းတ၏
ို ာ့

ဆို်းကျျု်း

သက်တရာက်ြြျာ်း၊ တေသရင််း သစ်တတာြျာ်းအတွင်း် ကျ ်းတကျာ်ဝင်တရာက်ြ တို်းမြငလ
ာ့် ာမခင််းနှင ာ့်
ဇီဝြျျု်းစံိုြျျု်းကွြ
ဲ ျာ်း တလျာန
ို ာ့ င ာ့် ဆက်စပ်နင
ို ပ
် ါသည်။
ာ့ ည််းလာမခင််းတနှ
မြငြ
ာ့် ာ်းမခင််း

အကျျု်းတကျ်းဇူ်းြျာ်း

ရှတန

သညာ့တ
် ိုင ်

အလိုပ်အကင
ို ် ရရှနင
ို ြ
်

သစ်တတာစိုက်ခင််းလိုပ်ငန််းြျာ်းတွင ်

တေသခံမပည်သအ
ူ စိုအြွဲွံ့ြျာ်း ပါဝင်လာတစရန် လိုအပ်သည်။ မြန်ြာနင
ို င
် အ
ံ တနမြင ာ့် အမခာ်းနင
ို င
် ြ
ံ ျာ်း၏
နြူနာ အတကာင််းအဆ်းို ြျာ်းြှ ဤသတသာ
ို ာ့
အနတရာယ်အလာ်းအလာြျာ်းကို ြည်သြည်
ို ာ့ ပံို ကိုငတ
် ွယ်
တမြရှင်း် သည် ဟူသညာ့အ
် ချက်နင
ှ ာ့် ပတ်သက်၍ တလာ့လာသင်ယူနင
ို ပ
် ါသည်။
၁၂။

မမန်မာနိင
ို င
် ၏
ံ
မပျုန််းတီ်းပပီ်းသ ာ

စ်သတာဧရိယာ

အမျာ်းအမပာ်းမှာ

စ်သတာဧရိယာမျာ်းနှငဲ့် ယိယ
ို င
ွ ်း် ပျက်စ်းီ သနသ ာ

စီ်းပွာ်းသရ်းစိက
ို ခ
် င််းသ ာ်လည််းသကာင််း၊

သေ ခံအစိုအြွွဲ့ ပိိုင် စ်သတာလိုပ်ငန််းအမြစ်
စ်သတာစိိုကခ
် င််းမျာ်းတည်သထာင်ရန်
ချဲွံ့

င
ွ ဝ
် င်တရာက်ရန်

ြလအ
ို ပ်ဘဲ

အာရှတေသအတွင်း်

စိုက်ခင််းတည်တ

တည်ရှတနမခင််းနှင ာ့်

မပည်တွင်း် နှင ာ့်

စ်ထတ
ို လ
် ပ
ို ် ညဲ့ ်

ငသ
ဲ့် လျာ် ကပပီ်း သစ်တတာြိုန်း် လွှြ်း် တနတသာတမြအတွင်း် သို ာ့
ာင်နင
ို သ
် ညာ့်

အကကီ်းြာ်းဆံ်းို နှင ာ့်

တ ်းကွက်ကကီ်းြျာ်းအနီ်းတွင ်
သစ်ြလံိုတလာက်ြက

လည််းသကာင််း၊

မဟို
ိုိ ဲ့ တ်

တေသတွင်း်

အတမခအတနြျျု်း

အလျင်မြန်ဆ်းိုံ ကကီ်း
နင
ို င
် ၏
ံ လက်ရှ
သစ်အတမခခံ

မြညာ့်ဆည််းရန် အခွငအ
် သည်
ှ
။
ာ့် လြ််းြျာ်းကို ြန်တီ်းတပ်းလျှကရ

ရှသည်။

ာွ ်းလာတနသည်

သသာမြင်သာတသာ

ကိုန ် ကြ််း

လိုအပ်ချက်ကို

မပင်
ို ာ့
ြြ၏ကိုယ်ပင
ို ် သစ်အတမခခံ

စက်ြလိုပ်ငန််း ြွံွံ့ ဖြျု်းလာရန်နင
ှ ်ာ့ လိုပ်ငန််းအြျျု်းအြယ် စံလ
ို င်လာရန်

အခွငအ
်ာ့ လြ််းြျာ်းကိုလည််း

ရရှတစလြ်ာ့ြည်။
၁၃။

စ်သတာကဏ္ဍ ည်

အဓိကမကျသ ာ

လက်ရှိအသမခအသနတွင်

ာမန်အလိုပ်အကိင
ို ရ
် င််းမမစ်

အလိုပ်အကိင
ို မ
် ျာ်း၏ ၀.၂ ရာခိိုငန
် န
ှု ််း ာ ရှိ

အမခာ်းကဏ္ဍမျာ်းနှငန
ိှု ်း် ယှဉလ င်
ဲ့် င

တစ်ခိုမြစ်ပပီ ်း

မမန်မာနိင
ို င
် ၏
ံ

စာရင််းဝင်

ည်။ သတသာ်
ို ာ့
လည််း နင
ို င
် လ
ံာ့ ူဥ်းီ တရ၏ သံို်းပံိုနစ
ှ ပ
် ံိုြှာ
xxv

၎င််းတ၏အသက်
ို ာ့
တြွ်းြ တစ်စတ်တစ်ပိုင်း် အတွက် သစ်တတာြျာ်းကို ြှီခိုတန ကရြွယ်ရသည်
ှ
။

မပင်
ို ာ့

တကျ်းလက်မပည်သူ အစိုအြွဲွံ့ အြျာ်းစိုအတွက် သစ်တတာြျာ်းက ြရှြမြစ် အတမခခံလအ
ို ပ်ချက်ြျာ်း၊
အ

်းူ သမြင ာ့်

င််း/ြီ်းတသွ်း၊

အစာ်းအစာတက
ို ာ့ ို တ
တနတသာ

အတချာ

သစ်ြဟိုတသ
် ညာ့်

သစ်တတာ

က
ွ ်ပစစည်း် ြျာ်းနှင ာ့်

ာက်ပတ
ံာ့ ပ်းသည်။ သစ်တတာစိုက်ခင််းြျာ်းတည်တ
ည်

မပျုမပင်

တ
ို ်လိုပ်မခင််း

လိုပ်ငန််းတမြင
ို ာ့ ာ့်

တရ စဆာန်

ာင်မခင််း၊ ၎င််းနှငဆ
ာ့် က်စပ်

တရာ်းဝင်

အလိုပ်အကိုငြ
် ျာ်း

တို်းမြငတ
ို ြ
် ညာ့် အခွငအ
ို င
် ၏
ံ
လိုပ်ခလစာြျာ်း နြာ့်တနတသ်းမခင််းက
ာ့် ပ်းနင
ာ့် လြ််းြျာ်း ရှတနဖပီ်း မြန်ြာနင
အမခာ်းနင
ို င
် ြ
ံ ျာ်းနှင ာ့် နင််းယှဉလျှင ် အာ်းသာချက်တစ်ခို မြစ်တစသည်။ သစ်တတာစိုက်ခင််းြျာ်းအတွင်း်
တေသခံြျာ်းအာ်း အကျျု်းမြစ်

န
ွ ်း် တစနင
ို သ
် ညာ့် အငှာ်းစက
ို ်ပျျု်းသညာ့် အစီအစဉြျာ်း (outgrower

schemes) အတွက် အခွငအ
ို တ
် မခြျာ်းလည််း ရှတနပါတသ်းသည်။
ာ့် လြ််းတကာင််းြျာ်းစွာနှင ာ့် အမခာ်း မြစ်နင
အစိို်းရက ၂၀၁၆-၂၈ ခိုနစ
ှ ် မမန်မာနိင
ို င
် ံ စ်သတာမျာ်း မပန်လည်တည်သထာင်သရ်းစီမံကန
ိ ််း

၁၄။
(MRRP)

သအာက်တင
ွ ်

စ်သတာကကိျု်းဝိိုင်း် မျာ်းနှငဲ့်

ကကိျု်းမပင်ကာကွယသ
် တာမျာ်းအတွင်း်

ဧရိယာဟက်တာ ၈၈၄,၀၀၀ ကိို မပန်လည်မပျုစို တည်သထာင်ရန်၊

မဟို
ိုိ ဲ့ တ် မပန်လည်စိိုကပ
် ျိျု်းရန်

ရည်မှန််းထာ်း ည်။ ယင််းအနက် အြျာ်းစို - ဟက်တာ ၃၁၂,၀၀၀ ခန ် ာ့ ကတ
ို ေသခံမပည်သူအစိုအြွဲွံ့ ပိုင ်
သစ်တတာလိုပ်ငန််း (CF) မြင ာ့် တဆာင်ရွက်ြည်မြစ်ဖပီ်း ဧရယာအချျုွံ့၌ စီ်းပွာ်းတရ်းအတွက်ရည်ရွယ်တသာ
သစ်ပင်စိုကပ
် ျျု်းမခင််းကို

တဆာင်ရွက်ြည်ဟိုတြျှာ်ြှန်း် သည်။

ဟက်တာ

ခနတ
် ာ့ ည်တ

ာင်ရန်လည််း

ပါဝင်ဖပီ်း

ပိုဂဂလကကဏ္ဍက ပါဝင်တဆာင်ရွက်ြည်ဟို တြျှာြ
် ှန်း်

ာ်းသည်။

၁၅။

၂၂၆,၅၀၀

ဤစီြံကန််းတွင ်

စီမံကန
ိ ််းကိို

MRRP

၃

စီ်းပွာ်းတရ်းစိုက်ခင််း

၎င််းဧရယာတစ်ဝက်

တကျာ်ကို

နှစ်သကာင်အထည်သြေါ် ပပီ ်းသနာက်

စိိုကခ
် င််းရည်မှန်း် ချက်စိုစသ
ို ပါင််း၏ ၁၃ ရာခိိုငန
် န
ှု ််း သအာက်နင
ှ ဲ့် ပိုဂဂလက
ိ စိိုကခ
် င််းရည်မှန်း် ချက်၏ ၁၀
ရာခိိုငန
် န
ှု ််းသအာက်ကိို ာ

မပညဲ့ ်မီခဲ့ ည်။

(ရာဘာစက
ို ်ခင််းြျာ်းြပါ)

စိုစိုတပါင််းဧရယာ

တြေါ် မပ

တမြအြျျု်းအစာ်း
ဟက်တာ

အာ်းလံ်းို တွင ်

၁၅၂,၂၀၀

ပိုဂလ
ဂ ကကဏ္ဍက

ခန ် ာ့ စိုက်ပျျု်း

ခဲတ
ာ့ ကာင််း

ာ်းသည်။ သတသာ်
ို ာ့
လည််း အဆိုပါ စိုက်ခင််းြျာ်း၏ တမြမပင် အြှနတ
် ည်တနရာြျာ်းနှင ာ့်

အရည်အတသွ်းတက
ို ာ့ ိုြူ

ရှင်း် ရှင်း် လင််းလင််း

ကျယ်ကျယ်မပနမ် ပန
ာ့ ် ာ့ အြျာ်းဆံို်း

ြသရှရတပ။

စိုက်ပျျု်းသညာ့်

ကျွန်း် သည်

သစ်ြျျု်းမြစ်ဖပီ်း

ပိုဂလ
ဂ ကကဏ္ဍက

ဧရယာဟက်တာ

၆၀,၀၀၀

ခနစ
် ာ့ ိုက်ပျျု်းခဲာ့တသာ်လည််း အကကီ်းမြန် သစ်ြျျု်းြျာ်း - အဓကအာ်းမြင ာ့် ယူကလစ်စပ်ြျျု်းြျာ်းနှင ာ့်
ြန်ဂျီယံရှာ်း (Acacia mangium) - တအတပေါ်
ို ာ့
တို်းမြင ာ့် အာရံိုစိုက်လာဖပီ်း ၂၀၁၉ ခိုနစ
ှ ် နှစလ
် ယ်ပိုင်း် တွင ်
ဟက်တာ ၄၇,၀၀၀ တည်တ
၁၆။

ာင်ခဲာ့တ ကာင််း တြေါ် မပ

ာ်းသည်။

သေ ခံမပည် အစိုအြွွဲ့ ပိိုင်

တိ်းို တက်မှုကသ
ိို ြေါ် မပချက်မှာ

အတန်ငယ်

စ်သတာလိုပ်ငန််းတည်သထာင်မခင််း
ပိိုမိိုသကာင််းမွန်ပပီ ်း

ရည်ြှန်း် ချက်၏ ၂၀ ရာခင
ို န
် န််း - အတွက် CF တည်တ
သတသာ်
ို ာ့
လည််း

ဤအချက်ကို

မပန်လည်မပျုစိုတည်တ

ာင်မခင််းနှင ာ့်

ဝန်

ဧရိယာဟက်တာ

၆၃,၈၀၀

-

ာင်ခွင ာ့် လက်ြှတြ
် ျာ်းကို

တ
ို ်တပ်းခဲာ့သည်။

သစ်တတာြျာ်းမပန်လည်စိုက်ပျျု်းမခင််း၊

သြဟို
ို ာ့ တ်

ညီြျှသည်ဟို

တ

စ်ချြြှတ်ယူနင
ို တ
် ပ။

ြ််းြျာ်း၏ လက်ရှစွြ်း် တဆာင်ရည်၊ တို်းတက်ြကို အတ

မပင်
ို ာ့

အစို်းရ

ာက်အပံမာ့ ပျုရန် အတအကျြွငဆ
ာ့် ို
xxvi

မပဌာန််းတသာ

တဆာင်ရွက်ြယနတယာ်းြျာ်း

ချျုွံ့တြ
ဲာ့ နှင ာ့်

CF

တ
ို က
် ိုနြ
် ျာ်းအတွက်

တ ်းကွက်နင
ှ ခ
်ာ့ ျတ်ဆက်ြအာ်းနည််းမခင််းတိုတာ့ ကာင်ာ့ အကနအ
် ာ့ သတ်ြျာ်းစွာ ကံျုတတွလ
ွံ့ ျှက်ရှသည်။
၁၇။

အရည်အတသွ်းတကာင််းတသာ

အ ကံဉာဏ်ြျာ်းတပ်းမခင််း၊

သစ်နင
ှ ာ့်

တ ်းကွက်အာြခံချက်ရှတအာင်
တ

ာက်ပံတ
ာ့ ပ်းမခင််း

သစ်တစာ့/ပျျု်းပင်ြျာ်းနှင ာ့်

နည််းစနစ်ပိုင်း် ဆိုငရ
် ာ

သစ်ြဟိုတ်သညာ့်

တ
ို က
် ိုနြ
် ျာ်းအတွက်

တဆာင်ရွက်တပ်းမခင််း၊

သြဟို
ို ာ့ တ်

စိိုကပ
် ျိျု်း မျာ်းကိို

စသည်မြင ်ာ့

တ ်းကွက်အချတ်အဆက်ြျာ်း

စိိုကခ
် င််းမျာ်း

တည်သထာင်ရာ၌

အကအညီသပ်းအာ်းမခင််းမြငဲ့် CF ၏အခက်အခ အကနအ
် ဲ့
တ်မျာ်းကိို ကညီသမြရှင်း် သပ်းမခင််းတိကိ
ို ဲ့ ို
ပိုဂဂလက
ိ ကဏ္ဍမှ သဆာင်ရွက်နင
ိို ် ည်။ ဝါ်းစိုက်ပျျု်းမခင််း၊ ဝါ်း
တပျာြ
ာ့ တ်

တ
ို က
် ိုနြ
် ျာ်း ြွံွံ့ ဖြျု်းတို်းတက်တရ်းနှင ာ့်

တ
ို ်လိုပ်ရန် အတသ်းစာ်း အငှာ်းစိုက်ပျျု်းြ အစီအစဉြျာ်းတွငလ
် ည််း ပိုဂဂလကကဏ္ဍနှင ာ့်

တေသခံမပည်သူ အစိုအြွဲွံ့ြျာ်း ပူတပါင််းတဆာင်ရွက်ြပံစ
ို ြ
ံ ျာ်းမြင ာ့် စတင်တဆာင်ရွက်တန ကဖပီမြစ်သည်။
ဤသတသာ
ို ာ့

ပံိုစြ
ံ ျာ်းကို

အမခာ်း

တဆာင်ရွက်နင
ို ြ
် ည်မြစ်သည်။
အကျျု်းတကျ်းဇူ်းြျာ်းတွင ်

တ
ို ်ကိုနြ
် ျာ်းအတွက်လည််း

တြေါ် မပပါအစီအစဉြျာ်းြှ

ြြကိုယ်ပိုင ်

မြစ်တပေါ်လာနင
ို သ
် ညာ့်

ပိုဂဂလကကဏ္ဍ

ကိုန ် ကြ််းမြညာ့တ
် င််းြကို

အမငင််းပွာ်းြြျာ်းနှင ာ့်

ပံိုတူကူ်းယူ

လိုပ်ငန််းြျာ်းရရှြညာ့်

တို်းမြငတ
ာ့် စမခင််း၊

န
ို ည််းတူ

၎င််းတ၏အကျ
ို ာ့
ျု်းဆက်မြစ်တသာ

စိုက်ခင််းြျာ်းြျက်ဆ်းီ ခံရမခင််းတက
ို ာ့ ို တလျာန
သည်။
ာ့ ည််းသွာ်းတစမခင််း စသည်တို ပါဝင်
ာ့
မမန်မာနိင
ို င
် အ
ံ စိ်းို ရက

၁၈။

စ်သတာမျာ်း

မပန်လည်မပျုစိုပျိျု်းသထာင်မခင််း

မဟာဗျှူဟာမ ကမ််းတစ်ရပ်ကိို သရ်းဆွ ထာ်းပပီ်း လက်သတွသ
ွဲ့ ဆာင်ရွက်မှု လိုပ်ငန််းစဉအတွက်
မဟာဗျှူဟာနယ်ပယ်သလ်းခိုကိို သအာက်သြေါ် မပပါအတိင
ို ်း် သထာက်ခံအ ကံမပျုထာ်း ည်။ ၎င််းတြှ
ို ာ့ ာ
- (၁) မြစ်တမြာက်တစတသာ အတမခအတနြျာ်း - လိုအပ်တသာ အြွဲွံ့အစည််း၊ ြူဝါေ၊ ဥပတေ၊ လြ််းညွှနခ
် ျက်၊
လိုပ်

်းံို လိုပ်နည််းြျာ်း ဖပီ်းမပညာ့်စိုတ
ံ စမခင််း၊ (၂) တာဝန်ယြ
ူ ရှတသာ အြွဲွံ့အစည််းဆိုငရ
် ာ ပူ်းတပါင််းပါဝင်ြ

အတမခခံြျာ်း တည်တဆာက်မခင််း၊ (၃) အကျျု်းအမြတ် ခွတ
ဲ ဝခံစာ်းမခင််း စနစ်ြျာ်းြွံွံ့ ဖြျု်းတစမခင််း၊ နှင ်ာ့
(၄) တရရှည်တည်တံတ
ာ့ သာ တငွတ က်းတ
စီ်းပွာ်းတရ်း

စိုက်ခင််းြျာ်း

ရင််းနှ်းီ မြျုပ်နြ
ံှ အတွက်

ာက်ပံြ
ာ့ အစီအစဉြျာ်း မြစ် ကသည်။ ဤရမြင်ချက်ြျာ်းသည်

ြဟာဗျ ဟာတစ်ရပ်ကို
အခွငသ
ာ့် ာတစတသာ

ြူတဘာင်သတ်ြှတ်ရန်နင
ှ ာ့်
အတမခအတနြျာ်း

ပိုဂဂလကကဏ္ဍ

ြန်တီ်းရန်

ပဓာန

လိုအပ်ချက်ြျာ်းမြစ်သည်။
၁၉။

စိိုကခ
် င််းသမမ ငှာ်းရမ််းမခင််းမျာ်းအတွက် သမမရရှိနင
ိို မ
် ှုအသမခအသန - ပိုဂဂလကကဏ္ဍ

သစ်တတာစိုက်ခင််းြျာ်း၊ သြဟို
ို ာ့ တ် တေသခံမပည်သူ အစိုအြွဲွံ့ ပိုင ် သစ်တတာြျာ်း တည်တ
နင
ို င
် ပ
ံ ိုငတ
် မြအြျျု်းအစာ်း

အိုပ်စိုနစ
ှ ခ
် ိုရှသည်။

ာင်ရန်

ကကျု်းဝိုင်း် သစ်တတာနှင ာ့်

ကကျု်းမပင်ကာကွယ်တတာြျာ်းပါဝင်သညာ့် သစ်တတာတမြနှင ာ့် တမြလွတ၊် တမြလပ်၊ တမြရို င်း် (VFV)
တမြအြျျု်းအစာ်းတမြစ်
ို ာ့ သည်။
စည််းကြ််းသတ်ြှတ်ချက်ြျာ်းြှာ

ပိုဂဂလကကဏ္ဍ
ဧရယာ

အရွ ယ်အစာ်းနှင ာ့်

တမြငှာ်းရြ််းမခင််းဆင
ို ရ
် ာ
စိုက်ပျျု်းြညာ့်သစ်ြျျု်းအတပေါ်

ြူတည်၍ကွဲမပာ်းဖပီ်း ကျွန်း် သစ်အတွက် သီ်းမခာ်းအတမခအတနြျာ်းကို သတ်ြှတ်

ာ်းသည်။ ဧရယာဧက

၁၀၀ ြှ အြျာ်းဆံို်း ဧက ၁,၀၀၀ (၄၀.၅ - ၄၀၅ ဟက်တာ) အတွက် တ ်းဖပျုင် တင်ေါစနစ်မြင ်ာ့
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တဆာင်ရွကသ
် ည်။ VFV တမြြျာ်း၌ ကျန်ရှတနတသ်းတသာ အတမခအတနတကာင််းြွနတ
် နတသ်းသညာ့် သဘာဝ
သစ်တတာြျာ်းနှင ်ာ့ ဥယျာဉ/မခံစိုက်ပျျု်းတမြြျာ်းကို ချန်လပ
ှ ်၍ ဧရယာဧက ၃,၀၀၀ (၁,၂၁၄ ဟက်တာ)
အ

ငှာ်းရြ််းနင
ို သ
် ည်။
စ်သတာသမမတွင် ငှာ်းရမ််းနိင
ို ် ည်ဲ့ လက်ရှိ အမျာ်းဆံ်းို ကန် ဲ့ တ်ချက်မြစ်သ ာ ဧက

၂၀။
၁,၀၀၀

မှာ

အကကီ်းစာ်း

ရင််းနှ်းီ မမျုပ် နံှ မျာ်းအတွက်

်းိုံ ပ် က ည်။ သစ်ြျျု်း၊
ရင််းနှ်းီ မြျုပ်နသ
ံှ ူ၏

အရွ ယ်အစာ်း

တ
ို ်ကိုနန
် င
ှ ာ့် ကိုနတ
် ချာမပျုမပင်

ရည်ြန
ှ ်း် ချက်

သ ်းငယ်လန
ွ ််း ည်ဟို

တ
ို ်လိုပ်ြညာ့် အစီအစဉတနှ
ို ာ့ ငပ
ာ့် တ်သက်၍

စသည်တအတပေါ်
ို ာ့

ြူတည်၍

လိုပ်သာကိုငသ
် ာရှသညာ့်

အကျယ်အဝန််းြှာ စိုက်ပျျု်းနင
ို သ
် ညာ့်ဧရယာ အနည််းဆံ်းို ဟက်တာ ၁၅,၀၀၀ (၃၇,၀၀၀ ဧက)
ခနမ် ြစ်
ာ့ သည်ဟို သတ်ြှတ်
၁၀,၀၀၀
တမပာဆို

က်ပို၍

ာ်း ကသည်။ သတသာ်
ို ာ့
လည််း တစ်ဆက် တစ်စပ်တည််း တမြဧရယာ ဧက
ြရရှနင
ို တ
် ကာင််း

ာ်းဖပီ်းမြစ်သည်။

ဧရယာြျာ်းြှာ

အတ ကာင််းြှာ

သဘာဝတတာအိုပ်ြျာ်း၊

စိုက်ပျျု်းတမြြျာ်း ကာ်းတွင ်

မပနက
် ာ့ ျဲတည်ရှ

သစ်တတာဦ်းစီ်းဌာန

(FD)

က

အတအလင််း

သစ်တတာစိုက်ခင််းြျာ်းအတွက်
တည်တ

ာင်ဖပီ်း

သငတ
ာ့် လျာ်သညာ့်

စက
ို ်ခင််းြျာ်း၊

တနတသာတ ကာငမာ့် ြစ်သည်။

ဥယျာဉ/မခံ

ရင််းနှ်းီ မြျုပ်နသ
ံှ ူြျာ်းက

တစ်ဆက်တစ်စပ်တည််း တမြကွက်ြျာ်းကို ပ၍
ို လိုလာ်း တသာ်လည််း သွာ်းလာတရ်း လွယ်ကူမခင််း၊
ကိုနတ
် ချာ

တ
ို ်လိုပ်သညာ့်တနရာ၊ သြဟို
ို ာ့ တ် မပည်ပတင်ပြညာ့
ို ာ့ ်တနရာြျာ်းနှင ာ့် ြကွာတဝ်းမခင််း စသညာ့်

အတရ်းအကကီ်းဆံ်းို

ညာ့်သင
ွ ်း် စဉ်းစာ်းသညာ့်

အချက်ြျာ်းနှင ာ့်

ညီညွတ်ပါက

မပနက
် ာ့ ျဲတနတသာ

ဧရယာြျာ်းကိုလည််း လက်ခန
ံ င
ို ပ
် ါသည်။
စ်သတာစိိုကခ
် င််းမျာ်းတွင်

၂၁။

ရင််းနှ်းီ မမျုပ်နံှ မျာ်းက

ပိုဂဂလက
ိ စီ်းပွာ်းသရ်းစိိုကခ
် င််းမျာ်းအတွက်
မယဆ ကသပ။

မြန်ြာနင
ို င
် ၌
ံ

အာ်းတပ်းမြငတ
်ာ့ င်ရန်
ကိုနသ
် ွယ်ခွနန
် င
ှ ်ာ့

ြွံွံ့ ဖြျု်းတရ်းစာ်းရတ်ကို

အစ်းို ရြူဝါေြျာ်းစွာကို

နင
ို င
် မံ ခာ်း

တလျှာတ
ာ့ ပါ/ာ့ ပယ်ြျက်တပ်းမခင််း၊

နိုတပ
် ယ်တပ်းမခင််း၊

လံသ
ို လာက် ည်ဟို
ရင််းနှ်းီ

တရ်းဆွခ
ဲ ျြှတ်ခဖဲာ့ ပီ်းမြစ်သည်။

အခွနက
် င််းလွတ်ခင
ွ တ
ာ့် ပ်းမခင််း၊

အမခာ်းမပည်တွင်း် အခွနြ
် ျာ်းကို

မက်လ်းံို မျာ်းကိို

သစ်တတာကဏ္ဍအပါအဝင်

ဝင်တငွခွနြ
် ျာ်းကို

အမြတ်တငွအတပေါ်

လက်ရှိ

အဆပ
ို ါြူဝါေြျာ်းတွင ်

မပန်လည်ရင််းနှ်းီ မြျုပ်နသ
ံှ ညာ့်

အခွနတ
် ပ်းတဆာင်ရတငွြှ

သွင်း် ကိုန/် ပကို
ို ာ့ န ်

ကင််းလွတ်ခင
ွ တ
ာ့် ပ်းမခင််းတို ာ့

မြျုပ်နြ
ံှ ကို

ြျာ်းအတွက်

ပါဝင်သည်။

သိုတတသနနှင ာ့်
အတကာက်ခွနန
် င
ှ ာ့်

စီ်းပွာ်းတရ်းဇိုနအ
် လိုက်

ြက်လံို်းြျာ်းကွာမခာ်း ကဖပီ်း ြွံွံ့ ဖြျု်းြအနည််းဆံ်းို စီ်းပွာ်းတရ်းနယ်ပယ်ြျာ်းအတွက် လိုက်တလျာြအရှဆံ်းို
သတ်ြှတ်ချက်ြျာ်းကို
တ

ရရှနင
ို တ
် သာ်လည််း

ာက်ပံာ့တရ်းအစီအစဉနှင ာ့်

အမခာ်းတသာ

ရင််းနှ်းီ မြျုပ်နသ
ံှ ူြျာ်းအတွက်
ြန်တီ်း

တယဘိုယျစည််းြျဉ်းစည််းကြ််းြူတဘာင်၊
အတရ်းကကီ်းကစစရပ်ြျာ်းနှင ာ့်

လံိုတလာက်တအာင်

ပတ်သက်၍

ဆွတ
ဲ ဆာင်ြရှသညာ့်

ဘဏ္ဍာတငွ
အကကီ်းစာ်း

ဝန််းကျင်တစ်ခိုကိုြူ

ာ်းဖပီ်းမခင််း ြရှတသ်းတပ။

၂၂။ မမန်မာဲ့ဘဏ်လပ
ို ် ငန််းကဏ္ဍတွင်

မပျုမပင်သမပာင််းလမှုမျာ်းကိို

စ်သတာလိုပ်ငန််း အတွက် သချ်းသငွ အသထာက်အပံဲ့ မရရှိနင
ိို သ
် ပ။

သဆာင်ရွက်သနဆမြစ်ပပီ ်း
မဟို
ိုိ ဲ့ တ် ရရှိလ င်လည််း

အတိ်းို နှုန်း် လွန်စွာ ကကီ်းမမငလ
် ဝ ြြွံွံ့ ဖြျု်းတသ်းသညာ့်
ဲ့် ှ ည်။ ဘဏ်လိုပ်ငန််းကဏ္ဍြှာ အမပညာ့အ
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အတမခအတန၌

ရှတနဆဲမြစ်ဖပီ်း

အာြခံ

တချ်းတငွ

အတို်းနန််းြျာ်းြှာ

အစို်းရဘဏ်နင
ှ ာ့်

ကူ်းသန််းတရာင််းဝယ်တရ်း ဘဏ်ြျာ်းအတွက် ၈.၅ ရာခိုငန
် န််းနှင ်ာ့ ၁၃ ရာခိုငန
် န််း အသီ်းသီ်းမြစ် ကသည်။
ဤအတ်းို နန််းြျာ်းြှာ

မပင်ပတရာ်းြဝင်ကဏ္ဍနှင ာ့်

သစ်တတာစိုက်ခင််းြျာ်းတွင ်
သတ်ြှတ် ကသည်။

ရင််းနှ်းီ မြျုပ်နရ
ံှ န်

နင
ို င
် ပ
ံ ိုင ်

သစ်တတာကဏ္ဍအတွက် တချ်းတငွ
ဘဏ္ဍာတငွတ
စိုက်ပျျု်း

ာက်ပံာ့ြ

နင််းယှဉလျှင ်

တငွတချ်းယူမခင််းအတွက်

မြငြ
ာ့် ာ်းလွန်း် သည်ဟို

မြန်ြာလ
ာ့ ယ်ယာြွံွံ့ ဖြျု်းတရ်းဘဏ်
တ
ို ်တပ်းခွငရ
ာ့် ှ တသာ်လည််း ၎င််း

အရင််းအမြစ်ြျာ်းြရှဘဲ

အစ်းို ရ

ြ
ံ ှ

နြာ့်တသာ်လည််း
(MADB)

သည်

၌
ံ သစ်တတာလိုပ်ငန််းအတွက်

ငှာ်းရြ််း

ာ်းတသာတမြ၊

သြဟို
ို ာ့ တ်

ာ်းတသာ သစ်ပင်ြျာ်းကို တချ်းတငွအာြခံ အတပါင်ပစစည််းအမြစ် လက်ခံ မခင််းြမပျုတပ။

အလာ်းတူပင် မြန်ြာနင
ို င
် ၏
ံ ကူ်းသန််းတရာင််းဝယ်တရ်း ဘဏ်ြျာ်းတွငလ
် ည််း လက်ရအတမခအတနတွ
ှ
င်
သစ်တတာစိုက်ခင််းလိုပ်ငန််း

ြွံွံ့ ဖြျု်းြအတွက်

တချ်းတငွရယူရန်

သငတ
ာ့် ငတ
ာ့် လျာက်ပတ်သညာ့်

သငတ
်ာ့ တာ်တသာ အစီအစဉ နှင ်ာ့ ဝန်တဆာင်ြြျာ်း ြရှတပ။ ဤအကနအ
် ာ့ သတ်ြျာ်းက ပိုဂဂလက
သစ်တတာစိုက်ခင််းလိုပ်ငန််း ြွံွံ့ ဖြျု်းတရ်းအတွက် မြန်ြာနင
ို င
် တ
ံ ွင ် တချ်းတငွ အတ

ာက်အပံရ
ာ့ ရှတစမခင််းကို

ြ ကာြီအနာဂတ်ကာလအတွင်း် မြစ်လာနင
ို ြ
် ွယ်ရာြရှသညာ့် အလာ်းအလာတစ်ခို မြစ်သွာ်းတစသည်။
ယခိုအချိန်ထ ိ တည်သထာင်ပပီ ်းသ ာ ပိုဂဂလက
ိ

၂၃။

မပည်တင
ွ ်း် နှငဲ့်

နိင
ို င
် ံ

တကာ

နှစ်ခိုလ်းံို မှ

စ်သတာစိိုကခ
် င််းမျာ်း အာ်းလံ်းို ည်

ရင််းနှ်းီ မမျုပ် နံှ မျာ်း၏

ရှယယ
် ာထညဲ့ ်ဝင်မခင််းမြင်

ဘဏ္ဍာသငွရရှိခဲ့ ည်ဟို ယဆထာ်း က ည်။ ၎င််းတတွ
ို ာ့ င ် အနဒယ၊ စကကာပူနင
ှ ာ့် British Virgin Islands
တြှ
ို ာ့ နင
ို င
် မံ ခာ်းြတ်ြက်ြျာ်း ပါဝင်တသာ လတ်တတလာ ြက်စပ်လိုပ်ငန််းြျာ်း အပါအဝင်မြစ်သည်။
နင
ို င
် တ
ံ ကာ ရင််းနှ်းီ မြျုပ်နြ
ံှ ရန်ပံိုတငွအြွဲွံ့ (International investment funds) သည် တေသတွင်း်
စိုက်ခင််းစီ်းပွာ်းတရ်း
ယခိုအချန်

လိုပ်ငန််းြျာ်းအတွက်

ညာ့်ဝင်မခင််း

မြန်ြာနင
ို င
် တ
ံ င
ွ ် ၎င််းတပါဝင်
ို ာ့
တဆာင်ရွက်တနသညာ့် အတ
လက်ရှိ

၂၄။

ရှယယ
် ာ

ရင််းနှ်းီ မမျုပ်နမ
ံှ ှု

ရင််းနှ်းီ မမျုပ် နံှ မျာ်းနှင်ဲ့
တိ်းို မမငသ
်ဲ့ ရ်း

စာရင််းမပျုထာ်း က ည်။

အတွက်

၎င််းတတွ
ို ာ့ င ်

တစ်ဆက်တစ်စပ်တည််းမြစ်တသာ
ဧရယာြျာ်းသို ာ့ဝင်
သစ်တတာတမြ

ရပ်တ

ာက်အ

ရင််းနှ်းီ မမျုပ်နရ
ံှ န်
အဟနအ
် ဲ့ တာ်း

(၁)

ာ်းကို ြတတွွံ့ရတပ။

အလာ်းအလာရှိ

သစ်တတာကကျု်းဝိုင်း်

တမြကွက်ြျာ်း

အတွင်း်

ရရှနင
ို ြ
် နည််းပါ်းမခင််း၊

သယ်ယူ၊
ြ််း

ကျယ်ဝန််းဖပီ်း

က
ွ ်သွာ်းလာရန် လြ််းြရှမခင််း၊ (၂) တမြအသံ်းို ချပိုငခ
် ွငမာ့် ပဿနာြျာ်း၊ အ
အတွင်း် သို ာ့

စိုက်ပျျု်းရန်

တရာ်းြဝင်

တင်ပ၊ို ာ့

ကိုနတ
် ချာ

တ
ို ်လိုပ်၊

ြလံိုတလာက်မခင််း၊

ကျ ်းတကျာ်ဝင်တရာက်မခင််းနှင ာ့်

(၆)

တရာ်းြဝင်

ကျ ်းတကျာ်ဝင်တရာက်မခင််း၊

အဆိုပါ
်းူ သမြင ာ့်
(၃)

ာ်းမခင််း၊ (၄) တမြရယူရန်နင
ှ ာ့်

တရာင််းဝယ်ရန်

သစ်တတာစိုက်ခင််း
သစ်

မျာ်းက

မျာ်းစွာကိို

သြဟို
ို ာ့ တ်

လိုပ်

်းွ မခင််း၊ (၅) သစ်တတာကဏ္ဍ ရင််းနှ်းီ မြျုပ်နြ
ံှ ကို မြငတ
ို ဖ် ပီ်း ကူညီတ
ာ့် င်တပ်းနင

အစို်းရဝန်

တသာ်လည််း

အကန်အ
တ်
ဲ့

စီ်းပွာ်းတရ်းလိုပ်ငန််းြျာ်း လိုပ်ကိုငရ
် န် အခက်အခဲ ရှသည်ဟို ယူဆ
သစ်ခိုတ်လှဲ၊

တဆာင်ရွက်တန

်းံို လိုပ်နည််းြျာ်း
ာက်ပံာ့ နင
ို သ
် ညာ့်

ဧရယာြျာ်းအတွင်း် သို ာ့

တ
ို ်ယူမခင််းတက
ို ာ့ ို

ကာကွယ်ဟနတ
် ာ့ ာ်းရန်

ဥပတေကိုလိုက်နာတစတရ်း စွြ်း် တဆာင်ရည် ချျုွံ့တမဲာ့ ခင််း၊ (၇) ဘဏ္ဍာတရ်းအတ

ာက်အပံာ့ြရှမခင််း နှင ာ့် (၈)

xxix

တရာ်းြဝင်သစ်ကို

တနရာအနှံ ာ့ ရရှနင
ို တ
် သာတ ကာင ာ့်

စိုက်ခင််းြှ

က
ွ ရ
် ှသညာ့်

သစ်လံို်းြျာ်း၏

တ ်းနန််းကျဆင််းမခင််းနှင ်ာ့ ဝယ်လိုအာ်းကျဆင််းမခင််း တပါဝင်
ို ာ့
သည်။
၂၅။

ပိုဂဂလက
ိ
အြွအ
ွဲ့ စည််းမျာ်းကိို ကျယ်မပန်သဲ့ ာ သမမအ ်းိုံ ချပိိုငခ
် ွငဲ့် အခွငအ
ဲ့် သရ်းမျာ်းကိို

ခွငမ်ဲ့ ပျုရာ၌

အစစ်အမှန်

နှင်ဲ့

ထင်မမင်ခစ
ံ ာ်းရသ ာ

သရရှညတ
် ည်တမ
ဲ့ံ ှုဆင
ိုိ ရ
် ာ

အနတရာယ်အလာ်းအလာမျာ်း ရှိသန က ည်။ ၎င််းတြှ
ို ာ့ ာ တမြအသံ်းို ချပိုငခ
် င
ွ ာ့် အခွငအ
ာ့် တရ်းြျာ်းအတပေါ်
လူြအသိုင်း် အဝိုင်း် က

လက်ခံနင
ို ြ
် နှင ာ့်

အမငင််းပွာ်းြဆိုငရ
် ာ

မပဿနာြျာ်းြှ

လည််းတကာင််း၊

သစ်ြျျု်းအနည််းငယ်ကို တစ်ြျျု်းတည််း တစ်ခွငတ
် စ်မပင် စိုက်ပျျု်းမခင််းတ ကာင ာ့် မြစ်တပေါ်လာနင
ို သ
် ညာ့်
ဇီဝြျျု်းစံိုြျျု်းကွ၊ဲ

တမြဆီလာွှ နှငတ
ို ာ့ ို
ာ့် ရတက

တရာဂါကျတရာက်မခင််းတနှ
ို ာ့ င ာ့်

ခိုကသ
် က်တရာက်ြြျာ်း

ပတ်သက်သညာ့်

နှင ာ့်

အင််းဆက်နင
ှ ာ့်

စို်းရြ်ပပ
ူ န်ြြျာ်းြှလည််းတကာင််း

တပေါ်တပါက်လာမခင််းမြစ်သည်။ ဤအချက်ြှာ အကကီ်းစာ်းနှင ာ့် အလတ်စာ်း ရင််းနှ်းီ မြျုပ်နသ
ံှ ူြျာ်းသည်
မပညာ့်စိုသ
ံ ညာ့် လူြတရ်းနှင ာ့် ပတ်ဝန််းကျင် စီြံခနခ
် ာ့ ွဲြ အစီအစဉြျာ်းကို တရ်းဆွဲ ကျငသ
ာ့် ်းိုံ သငတ
ာ့် ကာင််းနှင ာ့်
အတကာင််းဆံို်းအတနမြင ်ာ့ အသအြှတ်မပျု လက်ခံ

ာ်းဖပီ်းတသာ နင
ို င
် တ
ံ ကာ စံချန်စည
ံ ွှန်း် ြျာ်းနှင ်ာ့

ကိုက်ညီသညာ့်

တ

သစ်တတာစီြံအိုပ်ချျုပ်ြ

ာက်ခံချက်ကို

ရယူသငသ
ာ့် ည်ဟူသညာ့်

မပညဲ့ ်မီရန်

ရင််းနှ်းီ မမျုပ်နမ
ံှ ှုမျာ်း ည်

အဓပပါယ်တဆာင်သည်။
၂၆။

အထက်သြေါ် မပပါ

လိအ
ို ပ် ချက်မျာ်းကိို

ပွငလ
ဲ့် င််းမမင် ာသ ာ ဘဏ္ဍာသရ်း ရင််းမမစ်မျာ်းအသပေါ် အသမခခံ ငပဲ့် ပီ်း မမငမ
ဲ့် ာ်းသ ာ လမှုသရ်းနှငဲ့်
ပတ်ဝန််းကျင်

စံချိန်စံညန
ွှ ််းမျာ်းနှငအ
ဲ့် ညီ

လိုပ်ကင
ိို ်

သဆာင်ရွက် ငက
ဲ့် ာ

တန်ဘ်းိုိ မမငဲ့်

ကိုန်သချာထိုတလ
် ပ
ို ် မခင််းကိလ
ို ည််း ရည်မှန််းထာ်း ငဲ့် ည်။ ဤအတမခခံြူြျာ်းသည် မြန်ြာနင
ို င
် ၏
ံ
စီ်းပွာ်းတရ်းြွံွံ့ ဖြျု်းြကို
မြစ်သည်မာ့ ပင်

အမပျုသတဘာတဆာင်သညာ့်

က
ွ ရ
် ှလာတသာ

အတ

ာက်အကူမြစ်တရ်း

တသချာြရှတစြည်

တ
ို ်ကိုနြ
် ျာ်းသည် အစဉတို်းမြငတ
ာ့် တာင််းဆိုတနတသာ တန်ဘို်းမြင ာ့်

မပည်ပပကို
ို ာ့ န ် တ ်းကွကသ
် ို ာ့ ဝင်တရာက်ခွငရ
်ာ့ ရှဖပီ်း၊ တ ်းကွက်ကို ဆက်လက်
တသချာတစြည်မြစ်သည်။ နင
ို င
် ၏
ံ
အနာဂတ် မပည်တွင်း် သစ်တတာ
မပညာ့်ြီတစတရ်းနှင ာ့်

ပတ်သက်၍

ဆိုသညာ့်အချက်နင
ှ ာ့်

ြည်သတသာ
ို ာ့

မြန်ြာနင
ို င
် အ
ံ တနမြင ာ့်

ရင််းနှ်းီ

ရှတကာင််းရှနင
ို သ
် ညာ့် သီ်းမခာ်းမပည်ပပကို
ို ာ့ နအ
် ပင
ို ်း် ကို အ

ာ်းရန်လည််း

က
ွ ်ပစစည်း် လအ
ို ပ်ချက်ြျာ်း

မြျုပ်နြ
ံှ ြျျု်းကို

အမခာ်းနင
ို င
် ြ
ံ ျာ်းနှင ာ့်

န််း

မြငတ
ာ့် င်အာ်းတပ်းြည်

နင််းယှဉလျှင ်

အာ်းသာချက်

်းူ အတလ်းတပ်း အာရံိုစက
ို ် သင/ာ့် ြသငဆ
ာ့် ိုသညာ့်

အချက်တအတပေါ်
ို ာ့
အတမခတင် တဆွ်းတနွ်းြ တစ်ခိုကိုလည််း လိုအပ်သည်။
၂၇။

အမခာ်းရင််းနှ်းီ မမျုပ် နံှ

တနရာြျာ်းနှင ာ့်

လည််းတကာင််း၊

သယ်ယူပတဆာင်
ို ာ့
တရ်း

လိအ
ို ပ် ချက်မျာ်းမှာ ကိုနတ
် ချာ

တ
ို ်လိုပ်ရန် အလာ်းအလာရှသညာ့်

မပည်ပတင်ပသညာ့
ို ာ့
်တနရာြျာ်းနှင ာ့်

အတမခခံအတဆာက်အအံို

ချတ်ဆက်

နှငလ
ာ့် ည််းတကာင််း၊

ာ်းသညာ့်

စိုက်ခင််းဧရယာြျာ်း

နီ်းကပ်စွာတည်ရှြ၊ ြက်စပ်လိုပ်ငန််း ြတ်ြက်ြျာ်းကို လွတ်လပ်စွာ တရွ ်းချယ်ခွင၊ာ့် မြန်ြာနင
ို င
် ြ
ံ ှ
မပန်လည်

က
ွ ်ခွါသညာ့်အခါ

တ
ို ်ယူသွာ်းနင
ို ြ
်
မြစ်တစရန်

အရင််းအနှ်းီ နှင ာ့်

စသည်တနှ
ို ာ့ င ်ာ့
လက်ရှ

အမြတ်တငွြျာ်းကို

ဆက်နယ
ွ ်တနသည်။

ြူရင််းနင
ို င
် သ
ံ ို ာ့

ဝင်တငွတစာစီ်းစွာရရှတရ်း

သစ်အရင််းအမြစ်ြျာ်းအာ်း

အတ

မပန်လည်
ာက်အပံာ့

စီြံတဆာင်ရွက်ခင
ွ က
ာ့် ို
xxx

စိုက်ခင််းသစ်ြျာ်းတည်တ

ာင်မခင််းနှင ာ့်

အတမပာင်ဧရယာြျာ်း၌

တွဲြက်၍

တဆာင်ရွက်ခွငတ
်ာ့ ပ်းြည်

စိုက်ခင််းြျာ်းကို

ဆိုပါက

စတင်တဆာင်ရွကရ
် မခင််း

က်

ပို၍ဆွတ
ဲ ဆာင်နင
ို ြ
် ွယ်ရာရှသည်။
၂၈။

တရရှည်တည်တသ
ံာ့ ညာ့်

ပိို၍ကျယ်မပန် ဲ့ ညဲ့ ်

ရင််းနှ်းီ မြျုပ်နြ
ံှ ြျာ်းကို

မမန်မာနိင
ို င
် အ
ံ သနမြငဲ့်

ဆွတ
ဲ ဆာင်ရန်

စ်သတာစိိုကခ
် င််းပံိုစံ မြစ်နင
ိို သ
် မခအမျိျု်းမျိျု်း၊

မဟို
ိုိ ဲ့ တ် သပါင််းစပ် ပံိုစံမျာ်းကိို

သလဲ့လာစ်းစမ််းမှုမပျုနိင
ို ် ည် က)

ငှာ်းရြ််း

ာ်းသညာ့် မပျုန််းတီ်းဖပီ်း၊ သြဟို
ို ာ့ တ် ယိုယွင်း် ပျက်စ်းီ တနသညာ့် သစ်တတာကကျု်းဝင
ို ်း် တမြတပေါ် ရှ

အတမပာင် ဧရယာြျာ်း၌ စိုကခ
် င််းြျာ်းကို တည်တ
ခ)

ငှာ်းရြ််း

ာင်မခင််း (လက်ရှပံိုစ)ံ ၊

ာ်းသညာ့် မပျုန််းတီ်းဖပီ်း၊ သြဟို
ို ာ့ တ် ယယ
ို ွင်း် ပျက်စ်းီ တနသညာ့် VFV တမြ၊ သြဟို
ို ာ့ တ်

သစ်တတာ

စိုက်ခင််းြျာ်းအမြစ်သို ာ့ တမပာင််းလဲြညာ့်

လတ်တတလာတွင ်

စိုက်ပျျု်းတမြအမြစ်

တည်ရှတနတသာ VFV တမြတပေါ် ရှ အတမပာင်ဧရယာြျာ်း၌ စိုက်ခင််းြျာ်းကို တည်တ

ာင်မခင််း။

(လက်ရှပံစ
ို ပ
ံ င်မြစ်သည်။)
ဂ)

လက်ရှ နင
ို င
် ပ
ံ ိုငစ
် ိုက်ခင််းြျာ်း (ပျက်ယွင်း် တနတသာ စိုက်ခင််းြျာ်းနှင ာ့် ြတအာင်မြင်တသာ စက
ို ်ခင််းြျာ်း
အပါအဝင်)
အငှာ်းချ

အတွက်

ာ်းမခင််းကို

တ
ို ်ယူမခင််း

တစ်ဆက်တစ်စပ်တည််း

စိုက်ခင််းသစ်ြျာ်း တည်တ
ဃ)

သစ်

အခွငအ
ာ့် တရ်းြျာ်း
တည်ရှတနတသာ

အပါအဝင်

စီြံခနခ
် ာ့ ွဲြ

ကကျု်းဝိုင်း် သစ်တတာတမြတပေါ်၌

ာင် မခင််းနှင ်ာ့ တွဲြက် လိုပ်တဆာင်မခင််း။

ကကျု်းဝိုင်း် သစ်တတာတမြနှင ာ့် VFV တမြတပေါ် ရှ သဘာဝသစ်တတာြျာ်းအတွက် သစ်
အခွငအ
ာ့် တရ်းြျာ်း

အပါအဝင်

စီြံခနခ
် ာ့ ွဲြ

အငှာ်းချ

ာ်းမခင််းကို

တ
ို ်ယူမခင််း

တစ်ဆက်တစ်စပ်တည််း

တည်ရှတနတသာ ကကျု်းဝင
ို ်း် သစ်တတာတမြနှင ာ့် VFV တမြတပေါ်၌ စိုက်ခင််းသစ်ြျာ်းတည်တ

ာင်မခင််းနှင ာ့်

တွဲြက် လိုပ်တဆာင်မခင််း။
၂၉။

အမငင််းပွာ်းမခင််းြျာ်း၊

မြစ်တပေါ်လာနင
ို တ
် မခကို

ကျ ်းတကျာ်ဝင်တရာက်မခင််းနှင ာ့်
အထက်သြေါ် မပပါ

တလျှာခ
ာ့ ျရန်

သစ်ခို်းယူမခင််း

ပံိုစံအာ်းလံ်းို ၌

အနတရာယ်ြျာ်း

သေ ခံမပည် မျာ်း

နှင/်ဲ့ မဟို
ိုိ ဲ့ တ် ဥယျာဉမခံသမမ ယာ မာ်းတိနှ
ို ဲ့ င်ဲ့ ညိနင
ိှု ်း် စီစဉမှုမျာ်းကိို သဆာင်ရွက်ရြွယရ
် ှိ ည်။
စ
ို စ
ီ ဉြြျာ်းတွင ်

တစ်ဆက်တစ်စပ်တည််း

တမြအတွင်း် ရှ

တည်ရှတနတသာ

တေသခံမပည်သူအစိုအြွဲွံ့အတမခမပျု

စီ်းပွာ်းတရ်းဆိုငရ
် ာ

အစီအစဉြျာ်း

ယာသြာ်းြျာ်းနှင ာ့်

သစ်ပင်

စီစဉတဆာင်ရွက်မခင််း၊

စိုက်ပျျု်းတပ်းရန်

သစ်ပင်တန််းြျာ်းကို အကွာအတဝ်း ကျယ်ကျယ်
အတူ
ို ာ့

မြစ်နင
ို ပ
် ါက

သစ်

တ
ို ်ယူမခင််းြှ

ကကျု်းဝင
ို ်း် သစ်တတာတမြနှင ာ့်

VFV

သစ်တတာစီ်းပွာ်းတရ်းလိုပ်ငန််းြျာ်းနှင ာ့်
အနီ်းရှ

သတဘာတူစာချျုပ်

ပိုဂလ
ဂ ကပင
ို တ
် မြအတွင်း် ရှ
မပျုလိုပ်မခင််း၊

သြဟို
ို ာ့ တ်

ာ်း၍ ကာ်းတွင ် သီ်းနှြ
ံ ျာ်း စိုက်ပျျု်းခွငမာ့် ပျုမခင််း ရရှသညာ့အ
် ကျျု်းအမြတ်ကို

ခွဲတဝခံစာ်းတစမခင််း

-

စသည်တပါဝင်
ို ာ့
သည်။
၃၀။

တအာက်တြေါ် မပပါ

မပင်ပ

ဘဏ္ဍာသငွသထာက်ပံဲ့မှု

ရင််းမမစ်အမျိျု်းမျိျု်းကိလ
ို ည််း

ထညဲ့ ် င
ွ ်း် စဉ်းစာ်းနိင
ို ် ည်။
xxxi

က)

နင
ို င
် တ
ံ ကာ

ရင််းနှ်းီ မြျုပ်နြ
ံှ

ရန်ပံိုတငွအြွဲွံ့ နှင ာ့်

ြွံွံ့ ဖြျု်းြဆိုငရ
် ာ

ဘဏ္ဍာတရ်း

အြွအ
ဲွံ့ စည််းြျာ်း

(Development Finance Institutions - DFIs) အပါအဝင် မပည်ပြှ အြွဲွံ့အစည််းနှင ်ာ့
စက်ြလိုပ်ငန််းဆိုငရ
် ာ
တဆာင်ရွကမ် ခင််း၊

သြဟို
ို ာ့ တ်

ဘဏ္ဍာတငွ အတ
ခ)

ဂ)

ရင််းနှ်းီ မြျုပ်နသ
ံှ ူြျာ်းြှ
အကျျု်းတူ

မပည်တင
ွ ်း် ကိုြဏ
ပ ြ
ီ ျာ်းနှင ်ာ့
တဆာင်ရွက်ြြျာ်းတွင ်

ြက်စပ်လပ
ို ်ငန််းြျာ်း

ရှယ်ယာ

ညာ့်ဝင်မခင််းမြင ာ့်

ာက်အပံာ့ ရရှမခင််း။

DFIs

အပါအဝင်

အြွဲွံ့အစည််းြျာ်းြှတစ်ဆင ်ာ့

တချ်းတငွ

တ
ို ်တပ်းမခင််း။

နင
ို င
် စ
ံ ိုဘ
ံ ဏ်ြျာ်းြှ

အစို်းရက

တငွတချ်းယူဖပီ်း

ရင််းနှ်းီ မြျုပ်နသ
ံှ ူြျာ်းအာ်း တချ်းတငွ

ပိုဂဂလက

မပည်တွင်း်

ရင််းနှ်းီ မြျုပ်နသ
ံှ ြ
ူ ျာ်းအာ်း

နင
ို င
် ပ
ံ င
ို ဘ
် ဏ်ြျာ်းြှတစ်ဆင ာ့်

တ
ို ်တပ်းမခင််း။

ြတူညီတသာ ဘဏ္ဍာတရ်း ရင််းမြစ် အြျျု်းြျျု်းြှ တပါင််းစပ် ရယူမခင််းသည်လည််း မြစ်နင
ို သ
် ညာ့်
နည််းလြ််းတစ်ခိုမြစ်သည်။
(International

နင
ို င
် တ
ံ ကာ

Climate

ကာဗွနတ
် ရာင််းဝယ်ြြျာ်းနှင ာ့်
တည်တ

ာင်

ရာသီဥတို

Funds)၊

ြြဆနဒအတလျာက်

အစြ််းတရာင်

ာ်းသညာ့်

တမပာင််းလဲမခင််းဆင
ို ရ
် ာ

ပါဝင်တဆာင်ရွကသ
် ညာ့်

စီ်းပွာ်းတရ်းလိုပ်ငန််းြျာ်းအာ်း

ရင််းနှ်းီ မြျုပ်နြ
ံှ

ရန်ပံိုတငွြျာ်း

ရန်ပံိုတငွြျာ်း

ကူညီတ

ာက်ပံာ့ရန်

စသည်တသည်
ို ာ့
လည််း

ပ်ြတ
ံ လာ့လာ ကညာ့်သင်သ
ာ့ ည်ာ့ အမခာ်းတရွ ်းချယ်စရာြျာ်းမြစ် ကသည်။
၃၁။

ြူဝါေမပျုမပင်တမပာင််းလဲြြျာ်း၊

ရင််းနှ်းီ မြျုပ်နြ
ံှ ဆင
ို ရ
် ာ

ြက်လံို်းြျာ်း၊

အတမခခံ

အတဆာက်အအံို လိုအပ်ချက်ြျာ်း နှင ာ့် ဘဏ္ဍာတရ်းနှင ာ့် ကိုနသ
် ွယ်တရ်းဆိုငရ
် ာ ရမြင်ြြျာ်း ပါဝင်သညာ့်
သရရှည်တည်တသ
ဲ့ံ
ာ

စီ်းပွာ်းသရ်း

သပေါ်ထက
ွ လ
် ာသရ်းအတွက်

ပတ်ဝန််းကျင်နင
ှ ာ့်

စိိုကခ
် င််းဆိင
ို ရ
် ာ

စိုစည််းညီညွတမ
် ှုရှိသ ာ

သရ်းဆွအသကာင်အထည်သြေါ်ရန်
သစ်တတာမပျုစို ပျျု်းတ

စ်သတာ

လိအ
ို ပ် လ က်ရှိ ည်။

ာင်မခင််း၊ တခတ်ြီ ကိုနတ
် ချာမပျုမပင်

လူြတရ်း

ကျင ာ့်

်းံို ြျာ်း

မဟာဗျှူဟာတစ်ရပ်
လိုပ်ငန််းစီမံချက်တစ်ရပ်

မပျုမပင်တမပာင််းလဲြ

လိုပ်ငန််းစဉတွင ်

တ
ို ်လိုပ်မခင််း နည််းပညာ၊ အတကာင််းဆံ်းို

စသည်တက
ို ာ့ ို

ယူတဆာင်လာြညာ့်

အကကီ်းစာ်း

ရင််းနှ်းီ မြျုပ်နြ
ံှ ြျာ်းနှင ာ့် တေသခံမပည်သူ အစိုအြွဲွံ့ ပိုင ် သစ်တတာလိုပ်ငန််း၊ မပင်ပအငှာ်းစက
ို ်ပျျု်းမခင််းနှင ာ့်
အတသ်းစာ်း

ပိုဂဂလက

ရင််းနှ်းီ မြျုပ်နသ
ံှ ြ
ူ ျာ်း

သစ်တတာစိုက်ခင််းြျာ်း နှစခ
် လ
ို ံို်းကို ရည်ြှန်း်
တရာ်းဝင်

ဆံို်းမြတ်ချက်ြျာ်း

အပါအဝင်

အတသ်းစာ်း

နှငအ
်ာ့ လတ်စာ်း

ာ်းသငသ
်ာ့ ည်။ လိုအပ်သညာ့် အတမပာင််းအလဲြျာ်းကို

မပျုလိုပ်ရန်လအ
ို ပ်သညာ့်

အဆငအ
ာ့် တပေါ်ြူတည်၍

တအာက်တြေါ် မပပါအတင
ို ်း် ကဏ္ဍြျာ်း ခွမဲ ခာ်းနင
ို သ
် ည် က)

ဦ်းစီ်းဌာနအဆင ာ့်

ဆံို်းမြတ်ချက်မြင ာ့်

ညွှန ် ကာ်းချက်ြျာ်း သြဟို
ို ာ့ တ် လိုပ်

ရှရင််းစွဲ
်းံို လိုပ်နည််းြျာ်း

စွြ််းတဆာင်ရည်

တဘာင်အတွင်း် တွင ်

တ
ို ်မပန်မခင််းအာ်းမြင ်ာ့ မပျုလိုပ်နင
ို တ
် သာ

အတမပာင််းအလဲြျာ်း။

xxxii

ခ)

ဦ်းစီ်းဌာနအဆငတ
ွ ် မပျုလိုပ်နင
ို တ
် သာ်လည််း စွြ်း် တဆာင်ရည် ြွံွံ့ ဖြျု်းြ အတ
ာ့် င
အသံို်းချြ

စာရင််းတကာက်ယူမခင််းြျာ်း၊

တင်ေါအစီအြံြျာ်း

ာက်အပံာ့ (ဥပြာ - တမြ

မပင်ဆင်တဆာင်ရွက်မခင််း၊

ဆက်သွယ်အသ တပ်းမခင််းြျာ်း) လိုအပ်သညာ့် အတမပာင််းအလဲြျာ်း။
ဂ)

တမြအသံ်းို ချြ စီြံကန််းြျာ်း တရ်းဆွမဲ ခင််း (ဥပြာ - FD နှင ာ့် စက
ို ်ပျျု်းတရ်း၊ တြွ်းမြ တရ်းနှင ာ့် ဆည်တမြာင််း
ဝန်ကကီ်း ဌာန (MOALI) လက်တအာက်ရှ လယ်ယာတမြစီြံခနခ
် ာ့ ွဲတရ်းနှင ာ့် စာရင််းအင််းဦ်းစီ်းဌာန
(DALMS) တို ပူ
် န် လိုအပ်သညာ့် တမြယာစီြံကန််းြျာ်း တရ်းဆွမဲ ခင််း) သြဟို
ို ာ့ တ်
ာ့ ်းတပါင််း တဆာင်ရွကရ
မြန်ြာနင
ို င
် ံ

ရင််းနှ်းီ မြျုပ်နြ
ံှ

တကာ်ြရှင ်

(MIC)

၏အတည်မပျုချက်ကို

ရရှရန်လိုသညာ့်

ပ်ြံြက်လံို်းတပ်းမခင််းြျာ်း စသညာ့် ဌာနဆိုငရ
် ာ/ အြွအ
ဲွံ့ စည််းြျာ်း ပူ်းတပါင််းတဆာင်ရွက်ြကို
လိုအပ်သညာ့် အတမပာင််းအလဲြျာ်း။
ဃ)

ဥပတေမပျုြဆိုငရ
် ာ

တမပာင််းလဲြြျာ်းကို

သစ်တတာဥပတေနှင ်ာ့

လိုအပ်သညာ့်

နည််းဥပတေြျာ်းကို

အတမပာင််းအလဲြျာ်း၊

မပင်ဆင်မခင််း၊

သြဟို
ို ာ့ တ်

ဥပြာ

-

တမြယာဥပတေကို

အတည်မပျုမပဌာန််းမခင််း။
၃၂။

စ်သတာစိိုကခ
် င််းမျာ်းအတွက်

အရည်အသ ်းွ ရှိသ ာ

ရင််းနှ်းီ

အစိို်းရ၏

ရည်မှန််းချက်မျာ်း

မမျုပ် နမ
ံှ ှုကိို

ဆွသဆာင်ရန်

မပညဲ့ ်မီရန်နင
ှ ဲ့်
ိ ာမမင် ာ ညဲ့ ်

အနတရာယ်အလာ်းအလာမျာ်းနှငဲ့် အဟန်အ
် ဲ့
တ်မျာ်းကိို သမြရှင်း် ရန် လိအ
ို ပ်
ဲ့ တာ်း အကနအ

ည်။

မြစ်နင
ို သ
် ညာ့် တဆာင်ရွက်ချက်ြျာ်းတွင ် တအာက်ပါတို ပါဝင်
သည်။
ာ့
က)

လူြတရ်းဆိုငရ
် ာအနတရာယ်ြျာ်း၊
အမငင််းပွာ်းြြျာ်းကို

အ

်းူ သမြင ာ့်

တမြရှင်း် မခင််း။

တိုင်း် တာစာရင််းတကာက်ယြ
ူ ြျာ်းနှင ာ့်
တရ်းဆွရ
ဲ ာ၌လည််းတကာင််း၊

တမြနှငပ
ာ့် တ်သက်ဖပီ်း

မြစ်တပေါ်လာနင
ို သ
် ညာ့်

ဤသတမြရှ
ို ာ့
င်း် ရာတွင ်

လံိုတလာက်တသာ

တမြအသံ်းို ချြ

ြတ်ြက်တဆာင်ရွက်ြ

ခွဲတဝသတ်ြှတ်မခင််း
ပံိုစံြျာ်းကို

အစီအစဉြျာ်း

ချြှတရ
် ာ၌လည််းတကာင််း၊

တိုငပ
် င်တဆွ်းတနွ်းမခင််းြျာ်းကို လိုအပ်သည်။
ခ)

ပိုြိုကျယ်မပနတ
် ာ့ သာ

သစ်တတာစိုက်ခင််း

အာ်းတပ်းမြငတ
ာ့် င်မခင််း။
စီြံအိုပ်ချျုပ်မခင််းကို

စီ်းပွာ်းတရ်း

ဤသတဆာင်
ို ာ့
ရွကရ
် ာ၌
စက
ို ်ခင််းလိုပ်ငန််းြျာ်းနှင ာ့်

ပံိုစအ
ံ ြျျု်းြျျု်းကို
အစို်းရ၏

ချြှတ်မခင််းနှင ာ့်

လက်ရသစ်
ှ
တတာြျာ်း

တပါင််းစပ်တဆာင်ရွကန
် င
ို ြ
် ည်အ
ာ့ တွက်

ဧရယာပက
ို ျယ်တသာ စီြအ
ံ ိုပ်ချျုပ်ြ ယူနစ်ြျာ်းကို ရရှတစနင
ို ဖ် ပီ်း CF လည််းချတ်ဆက်တပ်းနင
ို သ
် ည်။
ဂ)

ဃ)

(တဆာင်ရွက်ဖပီ်းစီ်းြ

သတ်ြှတ်ချက်ြျာ်း

တဆာင်ရွက်ခင
ွ ာ့် တပ်း

ာ်းတသာ အငှာ်းချ

အငှာ်းချ

ာ်းမခင််းကို

မပညာ့်ြီမခင််းအတပေါ်

ြူတည်၍)

ခိုတပ
် တ်ြျာ်းစွာ

ာ်းမခင််းစာချျုပ်ပါ အသံို်းချပင
ို ခ
် ွင ာ့် သတ်ြှတ်ချက်ြျာ်း။

ရယူရန်အတွက်

လွယ်ကူ

တရာက်တသာ

လိုပ်ငန််းစဉြျာ်းနှင ာ့်

ပွငလ
်ာ့ င််းမြင်သာဖပီ်း ရို ်းရှင်း် တသာ လိုငစ
် င်ချတပ်းမခင််းနှင ်ာ့ ဆံ်းို မြတ်ချက်ချြှတ်မခင််း လိုပ်ငန််းစဉြျာ်း။
င)

စိုက်ခင််း

က
ွ သ
် စ်

တ
ို ်ယူသယ်တဆာင်မခင််းအတွက်

တလျှာတ
ာ့ ပါတ
ာ့ ပ်း

ာ်းတသာ

စည််းြျဉ်းစည််းကြ််း သတ်ြတ
ှ ်ချက်ြျာ်း။
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စ)

သစ်တတာကဏ္ဍ အိုပ်ချျုပ်မခင််းနှင ာ့် တရာ်းြဝင် သစ်
ခိုငြ
် ာ

အာ်းတကာင််းတစရန်

အစို်းရ၏

တ
ို ်ယူမခင််းြျာ်းကို ကင
ို တ
် ွယတ
် ဆာင်ရွက်ြ

ကကျု်းပြ််းအာ်း

တ
ို ်ြြျာ်းကို

တပေါ်လွင ်

င်ရှာ်းတအာင်

မပသမခင််း။
ဆ)

သစ်တတာစိုက်ခင််း ရင််းနှ်းီ မြျုပ်နြ
ံှ ကို မြငတ
ာ့် င်တရ်းအတွက် အြျာ်းမပည်သူသရှရန်

တ
ို ်မပန်မခင််းကို

ပိုြိုတကာင််းြွနတ
် စမခင််း။ ဤအချက်တွင ် ရရှနင
ို သ
် ညာ့် တမြတနရာြျာ်းနှင ာ့် ရင််းနှ်းီ မြျုပ်နသ
ံှ ူြျာ်း
အတွက်

ြက်လံို်းြျာ်းကို

သတ်ြှတ်တြေါ်

တ
ို ်မခင််းနှင ်ာ့

၎င််းတနှ
ို ာ့ င ်ာ့

သက်ဆိုငသ
် ညာ့်

သတင််းအချက်အလက်ြျာ်း ပါဝင်သည်။
ဆက်စပ် ပတ် က်

၃၃။

အမျာ်းပါဝင် ညဲ့ ် တရာ်းဝင် အြွတ
ွဲ့ စ်ြွွဲ့ ြွွဲ့စည််းမြစ်သပေါ်လာသရ်းကိို

လိလ
ို ာ်း သ ကာင််း ထိုတသ
် ြေါ်သမပာဆိို က ည်။ အဆိုပါအြွဲွံ့တွင ် ပိုဂဂလကကဏ္ဍ၊ သက်ဆိုငသ
် ညာ့်
အစို်းရ ဌာန/ အြွဲွံ့ အစည််းြျာ်း၊ တေသခံမပည်သူြျာ်း၏ အကျျု်းစီ်းပွာ်းအတွက် ကိုယစ
် ာ်းမပျုတပ်းြညာ့်
အရပ်ြက် အြွဲွံ့အစည််းြျာ်းနှင ာ့် ဥပတေမပျုသူြျာ်း၏ ကယ
ို ်စာ်းလှယ်ြျာ်း ပါဝင် ကြည်မြစ်သည်။
ဤအြွဲွံ့က ြူဝါေ မပျုမပင်တမပာင််းလဲြြျာ်းကို အတ
အတကာင်အ
၃၄။

ာက်အကူတပ်းြည်မြစ်ဖပီ်း လိုပ်ငန််းစီြံချက်ကို

ည် တြေါ်ရာ၌ လြ််းညွှနြ
် မပျုြည်မြစ်သည်။

ြှနက
် န်တသာ သတင််းအချက်အလက်ြျာ်းအတပေါ် အတမခခံသည်ာ့ စဉ်းစာ်းချငခ
ာ့် ျန်ြြျာ်းနှင ာ့်

ဆံို်းမြတ်ချက်ြျာ်း မြစ်တစရန် နည််းပညာ၊ လမှုသရ်းနှငဲ့် စီ်းပွာ်းသရ်းဆိင
ို ရ
် ာ သလဲ့လာဆန််းစစ်မှုမျာ်းနှငဲ့်
ကိန််းဂဏန််း

အချက်အလက်

အဆိုပါဆန််းစစ်ြြျာ်းမြင ာ့်
မြစ်တပေါ်လာနင
ို သ
် ညာ့်

သကာက်ယမှုမျာ်းကိို

တဆာင်ရွက်ရန်

ထပ် မံ၍

လိအ
ို ပ်နင
ိို ြ
် ွယရ
် ှိ ည်။

ာ်းသညာ့်

အတမပာင််းအလဲြျာ်းြှ

အ ကံမပျု

အကျျု်းသက်တရာက်ြြျာ်း၊

ဥပြာ

-

ရင််းနှ်းီ မြျုပ်နြ
ံှ

မြစ်နင
ို တ
် မခြျာ်း၊

အစို်းရအခွနတ
် ငွြျာ်း၊ တေသစီ်းပွာ်းတရ်း၊ လူြတရ်းနှင ်ာ့ ပတ်ဝန််းကျင်တအတပေါ်
ို ာ့
သက်တရာက်ြြျာ်းကို
တလာ့လာစစစ်သငသ
ို င
် ပ
ံ ိုငန
် င
ှ ာ့် ပိုဂဂလကပင
ို ် စိုက်ခင််းနှစြ
် ျျု်းလံ်းို အတွက် လတ်တတလာ
ာ့် ည်။ လက်ရှ နင
သတင််းအချက်အလက်

ချျုွံ့တတ
ဲာ့ နမခင််းက

ကိုနသ
် ယ
ွ ်တရ်းနှင ာ့်

စက်ြလိုပ်ငန််း

ြူဝါေြျာ်း

တ ကာင််းကျျု်းဆီတလျာ်စွာ ြွံွံ့ ဖြျု်းမြစ်တပေါ်လာတစတရ်း အတွက် သစ်တတာစိုက်ခင််းဆင
ို ရ
် ာ နင
ို င
် အ
ံ ဆင ာ့်
ကန််းဂဏန််း

အချက်အလက်

အတမခခံတစ်ရပ်

တည်တ

ညွှနမ် ပလျက်ရသည်
ှ
။ ဤအချက်ကို ြင်လန်နင
ို င
် အ
ံ စို်းရ၏ အတ
စီစဉ

ာင်ရန်

လိုအပ်တနတ ကာင််း

ာက်အပံမာ့ ြင ာ့် တဆာင်ရွကရ
် န်

ာ်းသညာ့် နင
ို င
် အ
ံ ဆင ာ့် သစ်တတာတိုင်း် တာ စာရင််းတကာက်ယူမခင််း စီြံကန််းနှင ာ့် ချတ်ဆက်

တဆာင်ရွက် နင
ို သ
် ည်။7
၃၅။

လက်ငင််း စီ်းပွာ်းတရ်းဆိုငရ
် ာ အကျျု်းသက်တရာက်ြြျာ်း

မြစ်ပွာ်းလ က်ရှိ ညဲ့ ် အ က်ရှှူ လမ််းသ ကာင််းဆိင
ို ရ
် ာသရာဂါ (COVID-19) ၏

စ်သတာစိိုကခ
် င််း

ရင််းနှ်းီ မမျုပ်နမ
ံှ ှုမျာ်းအသပေါ်

အမခာ်းနင
ို င
် ြ
ံ ျာ်း၊

အမခာ်းရင််းနှ်းီ မြျုပ်နြ
ံှ

၃

က် ၂၀၂၀ မပညဲ့ ်နစ
ှ ်အတွင်း်

ကာလလတ်နင
ှ ်ဲ့

တရွ ်းချယ်စရာြျာ်းနှင ာ့်

သရရှည်

က်သရာက်မှုမျာ်းမှာ

နင််းယှဉဖပီ်း

မမန်မာနိင
ို င
် ၏
ံ

ဆွသဆာင်နင
ိို မ
် ှုအသပေါ်

FAO Stat ခနမ
့် ှန်း့် ခချေမျေ ်းအခ ေါ် အခ ခခံသည့်။

ov.mm/news/26887" https://www.forestdepartment.gov.mm/news/26887.
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ရင််းနှ်းီ မမျုပ်နံှ မျာ်း၏
သစ်တတာ

ရှု မမင်မှုမျာ်းသပေါ်တင
ွ ်

က
ွ ်ပစစည်း် ြျာ်းအတပေါ်

ြူလအတမခအတနသို ာ့

မပည်တွင်း် နှင ာ့်

မျာ်းစွာ

မှီတည်

ကြ္ာဝ
ာ့ ယ်လိုအာ်း

မပန်လည်တရာက်ရသွ
ှ ာ်းြည်ဟို

တြှ
ို ာ့ ာ

တြျှာ်လငရ
ာ့် ဖပီ်း

ဆံို်းမြတ်ချက်ြျာ်းြှာ နင
ို င
် တ
ံ ရ်း တည်ဖငြ်ြအတပေါ် ၎င််းတ၏
ို ာ့

သနြွယရ
် ာရှိ

ည်။

တမြည််းမြည််းနှင ာ့်

ရင််းနှ်းီ မြျုပ်နသ
ံှ ူြျာ်း၏

င်မြင်ယဆ
ူ ချက်ြျာ်း၊ အိုပ်ချျုပ်ြ

အရည်အတသွ်းနှင ာ့် စီ်းပွာ်းတရ်းလိုပ်ငန််းြျာ်း တဆာင်ရွကရ
် န် လွယ်ကြ
ူ
စသညာ့အ
် ချက်ြျာ်းအတပေါ်
ြူတည်ြွယ်ရာရှသည်။

သစ်တတာစိုက်ခင််း

တို်းမြင်လ
ာ့ ာတစြည်ာ့ အချက်ကို တ

တည်တ

တဆာင်ရွကရ
် န်

ဇယာ်းတွင ် တြေါ် မပ

အလိုပ်အကိုငရ
် ရှြ

ာက်ချင၍
ံှ ကို န်းဆွတပ်းရန် ြူဝါေ
ာ့် အစ်းို ရအတနမြင ာ့် ရင််းနှ်းီ မြျုပ်နြ

မပျုမပင်တမပာင််းလဲြြျာ်း ဦ်းစာ်းတပ်းတဆာင်ရွက်တရ်းကို
၃၆။

ာင်မခင််းက

ညာ့သ
် ွင်း် စဉ်းစာ်းသငသ
ာ့် ည်။

လိုပ်ငန််းစဉြျာ်းအတွက်

တ

ာက်ခအ
ံ ကံမပျုချက်ြျာ်းကို

တအာက်ပါ

ာ်းပါသည်။

အ ကံမပျုချက်မျာ်း

သဆာင်ရွက်ရန်လိုပ်ငန််းစဉ

ကာလ8

ဥပသေမပျုမှု
အသမပာင််းအလ
လိ/ို မလိို

သစ်တတာစိုက်ခင််း
လိုပ်ငန််း မပျုမပင်
တမပာင််းလဲြဆိုငရ
် ာ
ဆက်စပ်ပတ်သက်သူ
အြျာ်း ပါဝင်သညာ့်
လိုပ်ငန််းအြွဲွံ့ ြွဲွံ့စည််းရန်

- ပါဝင်ြညာ့် အြွဲွံ့ဝင်ြျာ်းကို

တရတို

ြလိုပါ။

တရတို

ြလိုပါ။

သတ်ြှတ်ရန်
- အြွဲွံ့ ြွဲွံ့စည််းမခင််းအတွက်
ညွှန် ကာ်းချက်ကို မပင်ဆင်ရန်
- စည််းကြ််းြျာ်းနှင်ာ့
လိုပ်

်းံို လိုပ်နည််းြျာ်း အတပေါ်

အြွဲွံ့က ဆံို်းမြတ်သတ်ြှတ်ရန်
သတင််းအချက်အလက် - လက်ရှ လိုပ်
ရရှနင
ို ြ
် ကို မြငာ့တ
် င်ရန်

်းံို လိုပ်နည််းြျာ်း၊

ညွှန် ကာ်းချက် ြျာ်းနှင်ာ့
အမခာ်းစာရွ က်စာတြ််းြျာ်းကို
ရှာတြွစိုစည််းမခင််းနှင်ာ့ ဘာသာ
မပန်ဆိုမခင််း
- လက်ရှ
စည််းြျဉ်းစည််းကြ််းြျာ်းနှင်ာ့
ညွှန် ကာ်းချက်ြျာ်း အရ
စိုက်ခင််းတမြ အငှာ်းချ
ာ်းမခင််းကို ရယူမခင််းနှင်ာ့
စီြံခနခ
် ာ့ ွဲမခင််း ဆိုငရ
် ာ

8

ခေတိုလို ့်ငန့််းစဉ်မျေ ်းမှ ခေဘိုေျေအ ်း ြင ့် ၁၂ လတ က လအတွင်း့် ခ
၃၆ လအတွင်း့် နှင ့် ခေရှည့်လို ့်ငန့််းစဉ်မျေ ်းမှ (ဥ ခေ င့်

င့်ေွက့်ပ ်းစ်းနင
ို ပ့် ်း က လလတ့် လို ့်ငန့််းစဉ်မျေ ်းမှ

င့်ေန့် လိုအ ့်ချေက့်ခ က င)့် ၃၆လထက့် ို၍ က မငန
့် င
ို ့် ါသည့်။
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အ ကံမပျုချက်မျာ်း

သဆာင်ရွက်ရန်လိုပ်ငန််းစဉ

ကာလ8

ဥပသေမပျုမှု
အသမပာင််းအလ
လိ/ို မလိို

လြ််းညွှနခ
် ျက် စာတြ််း
တရ်းဆွမဲ ပျုစိုမခင််း
အငှာ်းချ

ာ်းမခင််း

- လက်ရှ အငှာ်းချ

ာ်းမခင််း

ရယူရန် လိုပ်ငန််းစဉကို

လိုပ်

လွယ်ကူ

မပန်လည် ဆန််းစစ်သို်းံ သပ်ရန်

တရာက်

တစရန်

်းံို လိုပ်နည််း ြျာ်းကို

- ရင််းနှ်းီ မြျုပ်နသ
ံှ ူ

တရတို -

ညွှန် ကာ်းချက်ြျာ်း

ကာလလတ်

နှင/်ာ့ သြဟို
ို ာ့ တ်
လိုပ်

်းံို

လိုပ်နည််းြျာ်း

အကကျုအရည်အချင််း
သတ်ြှတ်မခင််း၊ ဝင်တရာက်
ယှဉဖပျုင်သူြျာ်း၏
ကတခံဝန်ချက်ြျာ်း၊ တင်ေါတွင်
ညာ့်သွင်း် ရန် အချက်ြျာ်း၊
လိုပ်ငန််း တဆာင်ရွက်ြ အကကျု
စည််းကြ််း သတ်ြှတ်ချက်ြျာ်း၊
တဆာင်ရွက်ဖပီ်းစီ်းြ
ကတခံဝန်ချက်ြျာ်း၊
အစရှသည်တို ာ့
နှငပ
်ာ့ တ်သက်သညာ့် တ

ာက်ခံ

အ ကံမပျုချက်ြျာ်း
တရ်းဆွမဲ ပျုစိုရန်
စိုက်ခင််း

က
ွ ် သစ်နင
ှ ်ာ့

- FD သစ်

တ
ို ်ခွင်ာ့

ကာလလတ် - ပင်တ

ာင်

ပတ်သက်သညာ့်

အတည်မပျုချက် ရရှရန်

ရို က်ြှတ်မခင််း

စည််းြျဉ်းစည််းကြ််း

လိုအပ်သညာ့်

သတ်ြှတ်ချက်

ြျာ်း လွယ်ကူ

သတ်ြှတ်ချက်ြျာ်း၊ သစ်လံို်း

ြျာ်းဆိုငရ
် ာ သစ်တတာ

အတိုင်း် အတာြျာ်း၊ သစ်၊ အမခာ်း

နည််းဥပတေြျာ်း

တရာက်တစရန်

သစ်တတာ

က
ွ ် ပစစည််း

အခွနတ
် ငွြျာ်း၊ စိုက်ခင််း

- အခတ က်းတငွနင
ှ ်ာ့
က
ွ ်

သစ်နင
ှ ်ာ့ အမခာ်း သစ်တတာ

အခွနတ
် ငွြျာ်း ဆိုငရ
် ာ
က
ွ ်

ညွှန် ကာ်း ချက်ြျာ်း

ပစစည််းြျာ်း သယ်တဆာင်
ခွငရ
်ာ့ ရှရန် လိုအပ်သညာ့်
သတ်ြှတ်ချက်ြျာ်းကို မပန်လည်
ဆန််းစစ် သံို်းသပ်ရန်
- (အမခာ်း နင
ို င
် ြ
ံ ျာ်းြှ
စနစ်ြျာ်းအတပေါ် ဆန််းစစ်မခင််း
အပါအဝင်) လွယ်ကူ
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အ ကံမပျုချက်မျာ်း

သဆာင်ရွက်ရန်လိုပ်ငန််းစဉ

ကာလ8

ဥပသေမပျုမှု
အသမပာင််းအလ
လိ/ို မလိို

တရာက်တသာ စိုက်ခင််း
က
ွ ်သစ် တရာ်းဝင်မြစ်ြ
အာြခံချက်မပျုမခင််း စနစ်
(Timber Legality Assurance
System) တစ်ရပ်အတွက်
လိုအပ်ချက်နင
ှ ်ာ့ သတ်ြှတ်ချက်
ြျာ်းကို စဉ်းစာ်းသံို်းသပ်ရန်
ဆက်စပ်ပတ်သက်သူ

- အဓက တလာ့လာြြျာ်း (စိုက်ခင််း

အြျာ်း ပါဝင်သညာ့်

တဘာဂတဗေ၊ တငွတ က်းဆိုငရ
် ာ

အြွဲွံ့လိုက် လိုပ်ငန််း

တရွ ်းချယ်စရာြျာ်း၊ တင်ေါ

တဆာင်ရွက်ြအာ်း

လိုပ်ငန််းစဉဆိုငရ
် ာ

သတင််း အချက်

တရွ ်းချယ်စရာြျာ်း၊ အစ ရှသည်-

အလက်ြျာ်း တပ်းရန်

) ကိုဆို်းံ မြတ်ရန်နင
ှ ်ာ့

ြူဝါေဆိုငရ
် ာ တလာ့လာ

လိုပ်ငန််းတာဝန်

ြြျာ်း

သတ်ြှတ်ချက်ြျာ်းကို

တရတို -

ြလိုပါ။

ကာလလတ်

တရ်းဆွရ
ဲ န်
- အ ကံတပ်းြျာ်း ခနအ
် ာ့ ပ်
တဆာင်ရွက်ရန်
-တ

ာက်ခံ အ ကံမပျုချက်ြျာ်းကို

ချငာ့ခ
် ျန် သံို်းသပ်ရန်အတွက်
အလိုပ်ရို တ
ံ ဆွ်းတနွ်းပွဲြျာ်း
မပျုလိုပ်ရန်
တငွတ က်းဆိုငရ
် ာ

- သစ်တတာစိုက်ခင််း

ကာလလတ်

ဥပတေ မပင်ဆင်

ြက်လံို်းတပ်းမခင််း

ရင််းနှ်းီ မြျုပ်နြ
ံှ အတွက်

ချက်ြျာ်း

ြျာ်းကို ဆန််းစစ်

ြက်လံို်းတပ်းနင
ို ြ
် ွယ်ရာရှသညာ့်

မပျုလိုပ်ရန်

သံို်းသပ်ရန်

ဌာနဆိုငရ
် ာ (FD၊ ECD၊ DICA၊

တ

IR၊ အတကာက်ခွန၊် အစရှသည်-)

အ ကံမပျု

လိုပ်

်းံို လိုပ်နည််းြျာ်း၊

ညွှန် ကာ်း ချက်ြျာ်း၊

ာက်ခံ
ာ်းပါက လိုအပ်

နင
ို ပ
် ါသည်။

လြ််းညွှနခ
် ျက်ြျာ်းနှင်ာ့ အမခာ်း
မပဌာန််း ချက်ြျာ်းကို ဆန််းစစ်
သံို်းသပ်ရန်
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အ ကံမပျုချက်မျာ်း

သဆာင်ရွက်ရန်လိုပ်ငန််းစဉ

ကာလ8

ဥပသေမပျုမှု
အသမပာင််းအလ
လိ/ို မလိို

- ြက်လံို်းတပ်းမခင််းြျာ်း မပန်လည်
စစစ် တည််းမြတ်မခင််းကို
တ
ပိုဂဂလက သစ်တတာ

ာက်ခံ အ ကံမပျုရန်

- ရရှနင
ို ြ
် အတမခအတန၊

စိုက်ခင််းြျာ်း အတွက်

လြ််းပန််းဆက်သွယ်တရ်း၊

ရည်ြှန်း်

တမြတနရာ အရည်အတသွ်း၊

ာ်းသညာ့်

ဧရယာြျာ်းကို
သတ်ြှတ် တြေါ်

တရတို

ြလိုပါ။

တရတို -

သစ်တတာ

ကာလလတ်

နည််းဥပတေြျာ်း

အမခာ်း အတမခခံ အတဆာက်အအံို
တ
ို ်ရန်

တက
ို ာ့ ို

ည်သ
ာ့ ွင်း် စဥ််းစာ်း၍

အသငာ့တ
် လျာ်ဆို်းံ ဧရယာြျာ်းကို
အလာ်းအလာရှတသာ
ရင််းနှ်းီ မြျုပ်နသ
ံှ ူြျာ်း၊ အမခာ်း
ဆက်စပ်ပတ်သက်သူြျာ်းနှင်ာ့
တိုငပ
် င် တဆွ်းတနွ်းမခင််း
အစို်းရ သစ်တတာ

- ဆက်စပ်ပတ်သက်သူ အြျာ်း

စိုက်ခင််းြျာ်းနှင်ာ့

ပါဝင်သညာ့် အြွဲွံ့ အတွင်း်

သဘာဝ သစ်တတာ

တရွ ်းချယ်စရာြျာ်းကို စဉ်းစာ်း

အဆငာ့၌
် လိုအပ်

ဧရယာြျာ်းကို

သံို်းသပ်ရန်

နင
ို ပ
် ါသည်။

အငှာ်းချ

ာ်းမခင််း

တဘာင်အတွင်း်
ညာ့်သွင်း် ရန်

- စီြံခနခ
် ာ့ ွဲြ ရယူမခင််းဆိုငရ
် ာ
လိုပ်

်းံို လိုပ်နည််းြျာ်း နှင်ာ့

စီြံခနခ
် ာ့ ွဲြ စည််းကြ််း
သတ်ြှတ်ချက်ြျာ်း၊
အကျျု်းအမြတ် ခွဲတဝမခင််း
အစရှသည်တက
ို ာ့ ို ဆန််းစစ်
သံို်းသပ်ရန်
-တ

ာက်ခံ အ ကံမပျုချက်ြျာ်းကို

တပ်းအပ်ရန်
တမြယာ စီြံကန််းြျာ်း
တရ်းဆွမဲ ခင််း

- IUCN ၏ TRI စီြံကန််းနှင်ာ့ FAO
၏ ဦ်းစာ်းတပ်း စိုက်ပျျု်း-

တရတို -

ြလိုပါ။

ကာလလတ်

တဂဟစနစ် ြျာ်းအတွင်း် တရရှည်
တည်တသ
ံာ့ ညာ့် စိုက်ပျျု်းတမြနှင်ာ့
သစ်တတာ စီြံ အိုပ်ချျုပ်ြ
စီြံကန််း တနှ
ို ာ့ င်ာ့ တိုငပ
် င်
တဆွ်းတနွ်း၍ သငာ့တ
် လျာ်တသာ
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အ ကံမပျုချက်မျာ်း

သဆာင်ရွက်ရန်လိုပ်ငန််းစဉ

ကာလ8

ဥပသေမပျုမှု
အသမပာင််းအလ
လိ/ို မလိို

စီြံကန််း တရ်းဆွမဲ ခင််း လိုပ်

်းံို

လိုပ်နည််းြျာ်းကို
တြေါ်

တ
ို ်သတ်ြှတ်ရန်

- ညနင််း တဆွ်းတနွ်းရန် အတွက်
FD၊ DALMS နှင်ာ့ GAD
ဖြျုွံ့နယ်အဆငာ့် ရံို်းြျာ်းြှ ပါဝင်၍
တေသ အဆငာ့် အ

်းူ

လိုပ်ငန််းအြွဲွံ့ြျာ်း ြွဲွံ့စည််းရန်
- တကာင််းကင်
ဖဂျုလ်တိုဓာတ်ပံိုြျာ်း ဝယ်ယူရန်
- တေသခံြျာ်း၊ အရပ်ြက် လူြ
အြွဲွံ့ အစည််းြျာ်း၊ ဌာနဆိုငရ
် ာ
အြွဲွံ့ အစည််းြျာ်းနှင်ာ့
တေသအဆငာ့် တဆွ်းတနွ်း
ညနင််းြြျာ်း မပျုလိုပ်ရန်
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စာရင််းတကာက်ယူမခင််းြျာ်း
တဆာင်ရွက်ရန်
- တမြပံိုြျာ်းနှင်ာ့ ဧရယာ
အတ ကာင််းအရာ
တြေါ် မပချက်ြျာ်း တရ်းဆွဲ မပျုစိုရန်
သစ်တတာ ကကျု်းဝိုင်း် တမြ
အငှာ်းချ

ာ်းမခင််း

ဧရယာ သတ်ြှတ်ချက်

- သတ်ြှတ်ချက်ြျာ်း အတပေါ်

ကာလလတ်

ဆက်စပ်ပတ်သက်သူြျာ်းနှင်ာ့
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သစ်တတာ ကကျု်းဝိုင်း် တမြ
အငှာ်းချ

ာ်းမခင််း
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ကာလလတ်
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လိုအပ်နင
ို သ
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မပန်လည် ဆန််းစစ်သို်းံ သပ်ရန်နင
ှ ်ာ့
လိုအပ်သလို ြွြ််းြံ မပင်ဆင်ရန်
နင
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- အဓက စိုက်ခင််း

ကန််းဂဏန််း

အချက်အလက်

အချက်အလက်

လိုအပ်ချက်ြျာ်း (ဧရယာ၊

အတမခခံတစ်ရပ်

သစ်ြျျု်း၊ အသက်
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လိုပ်နည််းြျာ်း

အတန််းအစာ်းြျာ်း၊
ကကီ်း

ာွ ်းနန််းြျာ်း၊ အစရှသည်)
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တ
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တ
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် အ
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- ကန််းဂဏန််း အချက်အလက်
အတမခခံ၏ အတသ်းစတ်
သတ်ြှတ်ချက်ြျာ်းကို တရ်းဆွဲ
သတ်ြှတ်ရန်
- ကန််းဂဏန််း အချက်အလက်
ရယူမခင််း လိုပ်ငန််းစဉြျာ်းနှင်ာ့
အစီအစဉြျာ်းကို တရ်းဆွရ
ဲ န်
(အတဝ်းြှ စူ်းစြ််းတလာ့လာမခင််း၊
ကွင်း် ဆင််း စာရင််း
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Introduction
Forestry has traditionally been one of Myanmar’s most important economic sectors,
generating more than US$5 billion in recorded export earnings in the period 2010-2018.
Total state receipts from taxes and timber sales exceeded US$490 million in both the
2014/15 and 2015/16 financial years, contributing about 8 percent of total government
revenues. With declining harvests after 2016, export earnings dropped to US$322 million
and 5 percent of state revenue in the 2016/17 financial year.9
It is estimated that the country will have lost 12 million ha of forest between 1990 and
2020 – the third largest absolute forest loss of all countries during that period. There has
also been significant forest degradation, with conversion of closed forest to open forest
and from high forest to scrubland. Key drivers of deforestation have been agricultural
expansion, excessive and often illegal timber harvesting, woodfuel extraction, and mining.
Forest loss has had far-reaching environmental and economic impacts. Greenhouse gas
emissions from land use change and deforestation are estimated to be Myanmar’s single
highest sector contribution to overall emissions, and deforestation also threatens
Myanmar’s unique biodiversity and provision of essential ecosystem services, such as
intact watersheds, erosion prevention, and protection against droughts and floods and
other disasters.
Apart from its environmental impacts, forest loss has also resulted in a steep decline in
the largely natural forest-based timber sector. The formal annual allowable cut (AAC) has
been reduced from 3.6 million m3 in 1990 to 522,000 m3 in the 2019/20 harvest season,
and now includes only about 9,000 m3 of teak, Myanmar’s premium timber species. This
is likely to see a reduction in the number of timber businesses that rely on natural forest
timber, but, without alternative supplies, is also expected to result in more illegal logging
to supply a growing domestic market.
The Government now aims to restore or reforest about 884,000 ha on Reserved Forest
(RF) and Public Protected Forest (PPF) land under its 2016-28 Myanmar Reforestation
and Rehabilitation Programme (MRRP). The bulk of this – about 312,000 ha – will be
through Community Forestry (CF), some of which is expected to involve tree planting for
commercial use. The programme also includes establishment of around 226,500 ha of
commercial plantations, to which the private sector is expected to contribute more than
half. Around 29,000 ha (12.9 percent) of MRRP’s total plantation target was reported to
have been achieved by October 2019.
Under its Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs) to meet its Paris Agreement
commitments on climate, Myanmar aims to increase the proportion of forest land (RF and
PPF) and protected areas (PAs) to cover 40 percent of the country’s total land area from
the current 30 percent.

9

Myanmar Extractive Transparency Initiative (2020)
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The overall extent of existing forest plantations is unclear. Government records indicated
a plantation area of 944,000 ha in 2015, but more than half of these are reported to have
failed completely due to lack of maintenance and encroachment and will not produce any
timber. Although the private sector reports about 264,000 ha of plantations (including
rubber and oil palm) on state and private land, close to half the forest land area leased to
private investors was not developed and has been returned to the state.
Despite this, Myanmar has certain comparative advantages in rebuilding its forest sector
but will need a comprehensive policy reform and an action plan to address a range of
challenges. The country has a long-held reputation in forestry, exemplified as being the
home and now the only country to produce highly-valued natural teak, which has been
managed sustainably through the Myanmar Selection System; it has large areas of
denuded and degraded forest land with good conditions for growing teak and fast-growing
species and has relevant expertise in silviculture; and it is close to the world’s largest and
fastest-growing markets for forest products. However, exploiting these advantages will
require a change from the current forest sector paradigm with its reliance on natural
forests as a source of timber to one focused on natural forest conservation and, in future,
the bulk of timber supplies from plantations.
This change will require a significant increase in the planting rate and assurance of
longer-term plantation protection and maintenance. In this regard, the contribution of
the private sector has been recognised as crucial – both in investing on a large scale in
plantation establishment and management, and in providing essential market links for
forest produce grown by communities. However, greater private sector participation
necessitates finding solutions to a number of constraints identified by current and
potential investors.
A range of reforms is needed to encourage private sector investment. These include: (i)
identification of sufficiently large areas of suitable land close to potential processing sites
or transport infrastructure and planning of land-use allocation; (ii) improving the
availability of information on identified areas and on the process of acquiring plantation
leases; (iii) streamlining leasing procedures and terms and scope of leases, including
possible private management of state plantations; (iv) simplifying regulations on harvest
and transport of plantation timber; (v) reviewing the suitability of current fiscal incentives,
including tax holidays; (vi) improving information on areas and productivity of established
plantations; and (vii) identifying priority research and development needs and delivery
mechanisms.
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1. Trends affecting Myanmar’s forest sector
KEY POINTS:
• Myanmar has lost a quarter of its forest in the last 30 years. This has seriously reduced
the capacity of natural forests to continue to support a viable forest industry and
export sector.
• Domestic demand for timber products outstrips sustainable timber supplies and is
increasingly met from illegal logging and imported processed wood products. Per
capita demand is comparatively low and is expected to increase with growing income.
• Woodfuel is the major source of domestic energy, and demand is nearly ten times
that for industrial wood.
• Without plantations (or increased timber imports), the gap between legal supply and
demand will continue to widen, resulting in increasing pressure on natural forests.
• Neighbouring countries are net timber importers with rising demands, representing
future market potential; these are increasingly using fast-growing plantation species
and demand evidence of legal and sustainable production.
• Myanmar’s formal forest sector employment is low, and its wage levels are the lowest
in Southeast Asia - this suggests opportunities for increased employment in the
plantation sector and competitive cost advantages.

Several national and regional trends have significance for Myanmar’s forest sector and
for plantation development in particular. These include steep reductions in domestic
timber availability accompanied by reduced export earnings, while domestic and regional
demand for wood products increases. These are important considerations in informing
Myanmar’s opportunities and challenges when shaping a new plantation-based forest
economy.
1.1.

Forest Loss
Myanmar has lost 26 percent of its forest cover since 1990 – at an average deforestation
rate of 1.2 percent (400,000 ha) per year. If the 2010-2015 trend (1.7 percent loss - the
lowest of the last three decades) continues, Myanmar will have lost between 12 and 13
million ha of forest from 1990 to 2020 (Error! Reference source not found. 1). The
dominant drivers have been excessive and illegal logging and expansion of agriculture.
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Figure 1: Forest cover loss 1990-2020.
The projection for 2020 is based on continuation of the deforestation rate that occurred over the period 2010-15.
(Source: FAO 201610)

Between 2002 and 2014, intact forest declined from 18.3 million ha to 16.2 million ha,
while degraded forest increased from 25.7 million ha to 26.2 million ha.11 This
demonstrates that land identified in national statistics as forested is not necessarily
capable of producing timber, and that forest cover data do not necessarily reflect forest
quality.
Myanmar has identified land use change and forest loss as its largest contribution to
greenhouse gas emissions. Forestry features prominently in its NDCs to contribute to
global efforts to tackle climate change.12 The NDCs aim to increase the land classified as
RF and PPF from the current 25 percent to 30 percent of total land area, and the area of
Protected Areas from 6 percent to 10 percent. This will require gazetting land currently
classified as non-forest as FR or PPF. Plantations have an important role to play in these
efforts, both through relieving pressure on natural forests and restoring forest cover on
degraded areas within the forest estate.
1.2.

Reduced legal timber harvests
Annual Allowable Cut (AAC) volumes have been steadily reduced since the early 1990s
from 600,000 m3 and 2.48 million m3 respectively for teak and hardwoods.13 Myanmar’s
prescribed annual allowable cut (AAC) aims to ensure a sustained supply of timber from

10

FAO (2016) Forest Resource Assessment (FRA) 2015 (http://www.fao.org/forest-resourcesassessment/past-assessments/fra-2015/en/).
11
Bhagwat et. al. (2017). Losing a jewel—Rapid declines in Myanmar’s intact forests from 2002-2014.
(https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0176364).
12
Myanmar' s Intended Nationally-Determined Contribution-INDC
(www4.unfccc.int/sites/ndcstaging/PublishedDocuments/Myanmar%20First/Myanmar%27s%20INDC.pdf.
13
Springate-Baginski et. al. (2016) Legally and illegally logged out - the status of Myanmar’s timber sector
and options for reform.
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natural forests. It is set by FD separately for teak and other hardwoods. After years of overharvesting, which resulted in a nationwide moratorium on all timber extraction from
natural forests in 2016/17, the current official AAC is now set at about 50,000 m3 for teak
and 2.1 million m3 for hardwoods.
Since the 2016/17 moratorium, Myanma Timber Enterprise’s (MTE) timber extraction
plans – which establish actual legal harvest levels – are considerably less than AAC. For
the 2019/20 season these are set at only 9,000 m3 for teak and 514,000 m3 for
hardwoods.14 Half the planned teak harvest will come from plantations established in the
1980s, rather than from natural forests – an indication of natural forests’ current state.

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the AACs set by FD as well as MTE’s extraction plans and its
actual production for teak and hardwood for harvest seasons from 2008/09 to 2019/20.15
In 2008, the planned teak harvest was 791,000 m3, exceeding the AAC by 471,000 m3.
Actual production was about 200,000 m3 less than planned but still 186,000 m3 over the
AAC. This planned overcutting was dictated by the revenue targets of the then
government as a response to internatonal sanctons. Both AAC and the size of the overcut
declined until the 2014 log export ban and, since the 2016 logging moratorium, the
planned and actual production has been less than the AAC, dropping to only 26 percent in
the 2019/20 harvest season.

14

Annual Harvesting Plan of Teak and Hardwood in 2019-2020 in accordance with AAC Prescription
(www.mte.com.mm/index.php/en/annoucements/1289-14-11-2019-3).
15
FD sets the AAC in numbers of trees. The MTE conversion rate for teak was 1.2 hoppus tons (HT)/tree
prior to 2018 and has since been increased to 1.5 HT/tree. The corresponding figures for hardwoods are 1.4
HT/tree and 2 HT/tree. The change is reported to have been made based on more efficient extraction.
1 HT = 1.803 m3.
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Figure 2: Annual allowable cut (AAC) for teak issued by Forest Department and MTE’s production targets and
actual performances; harvest seasons 2008/9-2019/20.
There was no production in 2016 due the logging moratorium. (Source MTE)

Similarly, the AAC and extraction levels of hardwoods have declined since 2008/09 and,
apart from the 2010/11 and 2011/12 harvest seasons, extraction has been less than the
AAC (which, in terms of numbers of trees, has not declined since 2011/12) dropping to 26
percent in 2019/20.

Figure 3: Annual allowable cut (AAC) for hardwoods issued by Forest Department and MTE’s production targets
and actual performances; harvest seasons 2008/9-2019/20.
There was no production in 2016 due the logging moratorium. (Source: MTE)
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1.3.

Increased domestic demand for non-fuel wood
The AAC and MTE’s extraction plans bear little relation to total estimated timber
harvests. Based on FAO data16, overall non-fuel roundwood production increased from 3.6
million m3 in 2000 to 6.9 million m3 in 2013 – the year before the log export ban was
implemented. It then dropped to 4.3 million m3 in 2018. This trend mirrored an increase
in exports of logs and other primary timber products (sawnwood, veneer and plywood)
from 1.6 million m3 (round-wood equivalent – RWE) in 2000 to about 3.1 million m3 in
2013, followed by a decline to only 670,000 m3 (RWE) in 2018. This implies a year-onyear increase in total domestic demand for solid wood products from around 2.2 million
m3 in 2000 to 3.7 million m3 in 2018 (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Total log production, log exports and domestic consumption and export of timber products in
Myanmar, showing the drop-off of log exports since the 2014, export ban, but a continued increase in
apparent domestic consumption. (Round Wood Equivalent – RWE) 2000-2018.
(Source: FAO 201817)

The vast bulk (3 million m3 RWE; 80%) of timber harvested since 2014 has been
processed as sawnwood, for domestic use. Figure 5 shows the destinations of the timber
harvests that have been utilised within Myanmar during the period 2000-2018. In 2018, a
total of 4.3 million m3 of roundwood was utilised in the local economy. Of this 310,000 m3
(RWE) were exported as sawnwood, 254,000 m3 as veneer and 108,000 m3 as plywood.
The balance was most likely utilised for construction, joinery and furniture, with only
around 413,000 m3 RWE destined for plywood domestically for domestic consumption.

16

FAO Stat - Forestry Production and Trade (http://www.fao.org/faostat/en/#data/FO). Data for Myanmar
are available up to 2018. Log production data are a combination of FAO estimates and “unofficial data”.
17
FAO op. cit. The spike in exports and accompanying dip in domestic consumption in 2005 are likely to be
due to anomalies in export data statistics.
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Figure 5: Destination of domestically-used logs In Myanmar 2000-2018
(Calculated from FAO 201818).

The total estimated 2018 domestic use of solid wood products equates to a per capita
consumption level of only 0.07 m3, compared with 2006 estimates of 0.1 m3 for Vietnam
and 0.3 m3 for Thailand. Although it is likely that wood is being replaced by other building
material19, by 2030, when the population reaches 60 million, Myanmar’s domestic
demand for timber products should at least reach Vietnam’s current consumption level,
and is likely to exceed 6 million m3, indicating the size of the supply gap that needs to be
filled.
The bulk of timber supplies have come from sources other than planned harvests in
managed forests. Figure 6 shows how the gap between apparent total consumption
(exports plus domestic use) and legal harvest has widened each year since 2000 –
exceeding 3 million m3 in 2018. This implies that timber salvaged from areas cleared for
agriculture and other development and informal and illegal harvests have contributed
most to meeting timber demand.

18

FAO op. cit. The spike in exports and accompanying dip in domestic consumption in 2005 are likely to be
due to issues with export data statistics.
19
E.g., the use of pre-cast concrete rather than on-site plywood formwork in construction.
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Figure 6: Total estimated roundwood (RW) production compared with annual allowable cut 1990-2018.
(Sources: FAO 2018 and Forest Department)

Without creation of new domestic timber resources (or increased timber imports), this
will result in a further widening of the gap between legal supply and demand and greater
pressure on natural forests. Annual production from existing plantations is unlikely to
exceed 2 million m3 and this level will not be realised for at least 20 years. This indicates a
need for increased investment in shorter rotation species.
1.4.

20

Demand for woodfuel
Wood is Myanmar’s main source of energy, representing 75 percent of the country’s
total final energy consumption. Total annual woodfuel demand, including industrial and
household firewood, charcoal, and domestic use and exports, is estimated to be around
36.3 million m3 – nine times the estimated demand for industrial wood and 20 times the
allowable extraction level of 1 million tons (1.80 million m3). These estimates are based
on an assumed levelling off of total woodfuel use, and hence a decline in per capita
consumption from 0.79 m3 to 0.71 m3 since 2005 (Figure 7). This change is plausible as
the percentage of households relying on wood as their primary source of fuel has dropped
from 70 percent of the population to 60 percent driven mainly by changes in urban areas,
where woodfuel use has declined from 44 percent to 17 percent.20

World Bank. 2020. Myanmar Woodfuels Sector Assessment.
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Figure 7: Estimated woodfuel use and per capita consumption. Note that the consumption estimate has been
constant since 2005, which is unlikely to reflect the real situation.
(Sources: FAOStat 2019 and www.worldometers.info/world-population/myanmar-population)

While some woodfuel is sourced from trees on farms and also (for industrial use) from
over-mature rubber plantations, the bulk is thought to come from large-scale
overharvest volumes in natural forests, leading to their further degradation. The
Government has sought to address woodfuel demand by establishing village plantations
(primarily of Eucalyptus camaldulensis and Eucalyptus grandis) but these efforts have had
limited success. A recent World Bank study21suggests that plantations dedicated to
woodfuel production are unlikely to be feasible and that, in the long-term, plantations
aimed at producing higher value products are more likely to provide an economically
viable and sustainable supply of firewood as a by-product.
Whether by-products from plantations will be a viable solutions will depend on
establishing sufficient areas of plantation, and also the proportion aimed at producing
solid wood products (such as sawnwood and veneer) which generate waste, rather than
bulk fibre (such as wood chips for paper and panels), which will use most of harvested
volume. Even if current woodfuel consumption were reduced to half (to 18 million m3), if
gross average plantation production were 20 m3/ha/year, half of which was aimed at solid
wood production and half of that were waste in the forest or at processing, this would
require a total of 1.8 million ha of industrial plantations.
1.5.

Timber product export earnings have reduced drastically
Figure 8 shows trends in value of Myanmar’s wood product exports to China and India, by
far its largest markets.22 The marked differences between direct data (exports recorded
by Myanmar), and mirror data (imports recorded by its trade partners) prior to 2017

21

Ibid.
Trade data flows are derived from “Trade Map”, published by the International Trade Centre, and based
mainly UN COMTRADE statistics (https://www.trademap.org/Index.aspx). The accuracy of the data may
have limitations.
22
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reflect the scale of the illegal cross-border trade with China during the period and a
probable under-reporting of the value of exports to India; of note:
•

Mirror data show the marked decline in the log trade with India, which has plunged
from US$735 million in 2013 to a little over US$1 million in 2018 as the log export ban
took effect.

•

The value of declared imports by China, which before 2017 largely comprised illegal
cross-border exports of rosewood (and not reflected in direct export data), has
dropped from US$680 million to US$49 million since China took action in 2015 to cut
off that trade.

•

The apparent gap between China’s imports and Myanmar’s declared exports
narrowed from nearly US$640 million in 2014 to US$30 million in 2017.

Figure 8: Value of Myanmar wood product exports 2001-18 to India and China
(Source: Trade Map, based on UN COMTRADE statistics). The large gaps between declared Myanmar’s exports
and trading partners’ imports prior to 2017 suggest timber smuggling or under-declaration of exports.

The value of exports to Myanmar’s next two largest destinations, Thailand and the
European Union (EU)-28, are only around 10 percent of those of its exports to India and
China. Both direct and mirror data also show a significant drop-off in trade with Thailand
and an uptick in trade with the EU (Figure 9), possibly reflecting the end of EU sanctions
and hence the need to divert EU-bound trade by means of intermediate processing in third
countries. Exports to the EU comprise mainly builders’ joinery and sawnwood, while
Thailand’s pre-2014 trade was primarily in logs, but now comprises mainly sawnwood.
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Figure 9: Value of Myanmar’s wood product exports 2010-18 to Thailand and the EU-28.
(Source: Trade Map, based on UN COMTRADE statistics)

The total value of declared wood product exports rose from nearly US$600 million to
US$1.9 billion in 2012, two years before the log export ban came into effect; then
declined to US$408 million in 2014. Since then the decline in log exports has been
substituted to a degree by growth in exports of primary processed products based on
natural teak and hardwoods – mainly builders’ joinery, sawnwood, plywood and veneer –
but their total value had reached only US$218 million by 2017 and has since declined.
Figure 10 shows the changes in value of Myanmar’s main wood product exports from 2010
to 2018.

Figure 10: Value of Myanmar’s main wood product exports 2010 -2018
(Source: Trade Map, based on UN COMTRADE statistics)

1.6.

Increased EU imports of Myanmar timber products since sanctions ended
EU legislation requiring timber importers to exercise due diligence with regard to legality
of the products they place on the market (the EU Timber Regulation – EUTR) became
effective in 2013. This has seen increased scrutiny of imports of Myanmar teak since 2016
12

when several Member States started to take enforcement action against importers for
failing to implement adequate checks on their supplies. National competent authorities
have expressed the view “…that it continues to be impossible to come to a negligible risk
of illegally harvested timber or derived products being placed on the EU market [for] timber
harvested in MM”, and that “…there are currently no other cases of countries with a
significant trade volume into the EU, where the deficiencies in the national systems are as
clear as in MM”.23
Despite this, the value of timber product imports (almost exclusively teak sawnwood and
builders’ joinery) has shown an increasing trend since sanctions ended (Figure 11). This
trend may reflect a decrease of the proportion of trade in Myanmar teak routed via third
counties (such as Thailand – see Figure 9), which was no longer necessary once sanctions
ended. In 2018, Italy and Germany were the main export destinations comprising 54
percent and 34 percent of total import value respectively. However, late 2019 data show
that imports into Germany have dropped to close to zero while Italy’s imports have
increased now accounting for 60 percent of the total, and imports to other non-traditional
timber importing Member States were increasing – suggesting attempts to circumvent
EUTR enforcement in the more diligent countries.24

Figure 11; Value of timber product imports by the EU-28, 2001-19
(Source: Trade Map)

1.7.

Increased imports of value-added forest products
Unless a supply of suitable raw material is created through establishment of fastgrowing species, the dependence on imports for value-added forest products will
increase. Myanmar’s lack of value-added processing and the past concentration of its

23

Summary Record, FLEGT/EUTR Expert Group Meeting, 14 February 2019
(http://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regexpert/index.cfm?do=groupDetail.groupMeetingDoc&docid=30548).
These conclusions remained valid at the time of 25th FLEGT/EUTR Expert Group Meeting, 12 September
2019.
24
Norman, Marigold (2020). How has the EU enforced the common position on teak imports from
Myanmar? (www.forest-trends.org/publications/how-has-the-eu-enforced-the-common-position-on-teakimports-from-myanmar/).
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forest sector on primary production (i.e., logs prior to 2014, and sawnwood, builders’
joinery and veneer since) mean that there is a high reliance on imports for processed forest
products. Rising demand, accompanying the country’s economic growth, has seen
significant increases in domestic consumption. This trend is likely to continue as
Myanmar’s economy catches up with those of its neighbours.
Consumption of composite wood-based panels, which is exclusively supplied by imports,
has risen sharply since 2015, with total value reaching US$15 million in 2016. Figure 12
andFigure 13 show the consumption, value, and sources of imports of composite woodbased panels (particle board, oriented strand-board (OSB), hardboard and mediumdensity fibreboard). China is by far the largest supplier, with 70 percent by value. Per capita
consumption of these products is only 0.0008 m3 per person, compared to Thailand at
0.0285 m3, Indonesia at 0.0021 m3, and Vietnam at 0.0128 m3 per person, suggesting that
demand for these products will increase further as national income rises.

Figure 12: Myanmar’s consumption of composite wood-based panels
(Derived from FAOStat 2019)
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Figure 13: Value and sources of Myanmar’s imports of composite wood-based panels (particle board and
fibreboard) 2010-18.
(Source: Trade Map)

Similarly, domestic production of plywood has not matched increased demand. The
value of imports rose from only US$426,000 in 2001 to US$32.3 million in 2017, although
since dropping to US$28.2 million in 2019 (Figure 14), and their volume increasing from
3.6 percent of domestic consumption in 2010 to 42.6 percent in 2018 (Figure 15). Per
capita consumption of plywood has risen from 0.0002 m3 in 2000 to 0.0033 m3 in 2018.
This compares with current per capita consumption of plywood of 0.0073 m3 in Thailand,
and 0.0049 m3 in both Indonesia and Vietnam.

Figure 14: Value and sources of Myanmar’s plywood imports 2001-18
(Source: Trade Map)
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Figure 15: Myanmar’s consumption plywood per capita and percentage imported
(Source FAOStat 2019)

Myanmar’s domestic paper industry – largely reliant on imported pulp and recovered
fibre – produces only 100,000 metric tons per year, while consumption has risen to
between 600,000 and 700,000 metric tons – about 12.9 kg per capita. This is very low
compared to other countries in the region. By contrast, Thailand consumes about 68 kg
per capita, Vietnam 52 kg, and Indonesia 33 kg. China and Indonesia are the main sources
of Myanmar’s imports of paper products, accounting for 29 and 27 percent respectively.
Figure 16 and Figure 17 show the trend in consumptions and import of paper products.

Figure 16: Myanmar’s production, imports and domestic consumption of paper products 2000-18
(Source: FAOStat 2019)
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Figure 17: Values and sources of Myanmar’s paper product imports, 2010-18
(Source: Trade Map)

1.8.

Growing regional demand for timber products:
Myanmar’s immediate neighbours are net timber importers, and their demand is expected
to grow, both to supply their domestic markets and their export trade.
Chinese imports of wood products – largely unprocessed or semi-processed – have risen
on average 24 percent per year over the last decade (Figure 18), a trend that is expected
to continue, despite a recent slowing of the country’s economy. Imports of logs,
sawnwood, wood chips, and pulp are projected to reach US$260 million m3 by 2027 (Figure
19). About 50 percent of imports by RWE volume are destined for processed value-added
exports. Myanmar’s current wood processing capacity for wood from short rotation
plantations would only be able to supply logs to contribute to this demand, and chips
appear to be the only short-term prospect.

Figure 18: China’s global imports and exports of timber products 2009-18 (Source: Trade Map)
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Figure 19: Projection of China’s imports of wood products to 2027
(Source New Forests, quoting RISI (2017))

Other countries in the region show similar import patterns, with Vietnam increasing
imports but also sourcing a greater proportion of its raw material from its own fastgrowing domestic plantations (see 2.2), which supply a burgeoning furniture and chip
export trade (Figure 20). Thailand’s imports have been relatively flat with a slightly
increasing trend in exports (mainly rubber-wood sawnwood to China); while India’s
imports are flat to declining and remain worth more than its exports, indicating that the
bulk of derived products are destined for domestic consumption (suggesting
comparatively low exposure to international markets and, hence, demands for legally and
sustainably-produced products).

Figure 20: Trends in key regional timber producing and consuming countries
(Source: Trade Map)

Since its 2014 log export ban and reduced annual allowable cut since 2016, Myanmar
has become a minor supplier to these markets, and its share is expected to decline
further as legal timber supplies from natural forest become increasingly restricted. The
value of primary wood product exports (logs, sawnwood, veneer, and plywood) from other
Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN) countries reached US$14.4 billion in 2018,
doubling from US$7 billion in 2009, with Indonesia’s share accounting for 31 percent,
18

Malaysia 25 percent, and Vietnam 22 percent. Furniture exports from these countries
increased in value from US$5.2 billion in 2009 to US$8.2 billion in 2018. Vietnam has
dominated this trend with its market share rising from 33 percent to 56 percent. The value
of Myanmar’s wooden furniture exports reached nearly US$10 million in 2012 but had
declined to only US$950,000 by 2018.
Myanmar’s share of the ASEAN region’s US$11 billion pulp and paper exports has also
been negligible, reaching only 0.6 percent of the total value in 2014. This trade is
dominated by Indonesia, which accounted for 64 percent of the total in 2018; its raw
material supplies were initially mixed tropical hardwoods derived from natural forest
conversion, but are now primarily based on fast-growing Acacia and Eucalyptus
plantations (See 02).
Myanmar’s future participation in regional and wider global markets will depend on its
ability to produce legal and sustainable supplies that importing countries demand and its
ability to access market segments in which it can be competitive. An important
consideration in this regard will be the need to meet increasingly strict requirements in
demonstrating legal production. As noted above, EU legislation requires importers to
implement due diligence to ensure the legality of timber products they place on the
market. Other consuming markets, including the United States, Japan, Korea, and Australia
also have legislation that prohibits importation of illegally-produced timber products;
Thailand and Vietnam are entering Forest Law Enforcement Governance and Trade
(FLEGT) Voluntary Partnership Agreements (VPAs) with the EU, which will require
verification of the legal production of their raw material supplies, including imports; and
China’s recently revised Forest Law includes provisions prohibiting trading illegal timber.25
1.9.

Employment in the forest sector
In 2011, an estimated 32,000 were employed in the sector, comprising only 0.1 percent
of the country’s labour force. This is comparable with 0.5 percent in Vietnam and 0.6
percent in Thailand – both countries which have developed secondary wood product
industries based largely on plantations26 (Figure 21). In 2010 (the most recent year for
which comparable data are available), forest sector employment in Myanmar was
equivalent to just 163 people per 10,000 ha of production forest, the lowest in ASEAN,
compared to 8,896 people in Thailand and 3,829 in Vietnam.27 Myanmar’s low
employment in the sector reflects the minimal value-added processing of timber during
the period, but estimates probably largely exclude the informal sector, which accounts for
the bulk of timber processed and consumed domestically.
These data indicate the potential for generating increased formal rural employment
from investment in plantations and associated downstream processing. As a rough rule
of thumb, plantations with associated processing generate a job for each 3 ha of

25

https://news.bloombergenvironment.com/environment-and-energy/latest-china-forest-law-addsprohibition-on-illegal-timber. It is not clear how these new provisions in the law affect imported timber.
26
FAO (2014). Contribution of the Forestry Sector to National Economies, 1990-2011. FAO Forest Finance
Working Paper, FSFM/ACC/09 (http://www.fao.org/3/a-i4248e.pdf).
27
Production forest data from FAO (2016), Forest Resource Assessment 2015.
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plantation. This suggests that MRRP commercial plantation targets have the potential to
create about 75,000 new jobs – mainly in poorer rural areas.

Figure 21: Employment in the forest sector for South East Asian countries, 1990-2011
(Source: FAO Forest Finance Working Paper FSFM/ACC/09)

Labour costs in Myanmar are the lowest in ASEAN as indicated by the minimum wages
shown in Figure 22. This should give the country a competitive advantage in labour
intensive plantation establishment.

Figure 22: Minimum wage rates in ASEAN countries and India
(Source: https://tradingeconomics.com/country-list/minimum-wages?continent=asia)29.

1.10. The impact of the coronavirus pandemic on plantation investment
The outbreak of the global corona virus COVID-19 pandemic in early 2020 and
Myanmar’s responses are likely to have impacts on Myanmar’s forest sector; however,
their severity and duration are difficult to predict. The domestic lockdown and those in

28

Local currencies converted to US$ using mid-January exchange rates provided by oanda.com. Daily rates
converted to monthly rates using 26 work days per month.
29
Local currencies converted to US$ using mid-January exchange rates provided by oanda.com. Daily rates
converted to monthly rates using 26 work days per month.
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the country’s main trade partners are predicted to slow the country’s economic growth to
around 2.3 percent in the current financial year (ending 30 September 2020), followed by
a recovery to over 6.4% in 2020/21. In terms of Myanmar’s domestic economy, impacts
are likely to be reflected in reduced demand, unemployment and migration of urban
workers to rural areas (including returned overseas workers and loss of income from their
remittances), and a realignment of the government budget priorities. 30 However, any
dampening of domestic demand for forest products is not expected to have immediate
impacts on the plantation sector, which contributes little to current supplies.
Thus, investors’ appetite for plantation establishment will depend on the availability of
finance and their views of longer-term demand for forest products. Unemployment in
the formal sector could see an increase in illegal logging, which may be exacerbated if
government enforcement capacity is reduced through realignment of state budgets to
higher priority sectors.31 An additional factor may be government’s actions to stimulate
the economy, which may hasten regulatory reform in general, including addressing some
of the bottlenecks which currently restrict plantation investment. Prompt attention to
implementing policy reforms might increase incentives for investment and, given the
potential employment that could be generated by plantation establishment,
Government’s consideration of such reforms should be a high priority. However, relaxing
law enforcement may also create openings for increased illegal forest activities and land
grabbing.
Foreign investment in plantations will continue to depend on investors’ views of
Myanmar’s attractiveness, related to ease of doing business, perception of risk, and
prognoses of future demand for forest products. With or without COVID-19, a significant
scaling up of investments in timber plantations will depend mainly on attracting foreign
finance. For plantation investments in general, while the recession may cause some
contraction in availability of short to medium-term finance, the attractiveness of longerterm investment in the sector is expected to continue. While global short-term demand
for forest products has been dampened32 , the outlook remains favourable, with increasing
demand for sustainable products and declining supplies available from natural forests. For
Myanmar in particular, investors’ decisions are likely to be formed by their perceptions of
political stability, governance quality, and ease of doing business. Although how politics
and broader governance will develop remains unclear, the crisis itself may provide impetus
to speed up the reforms needed to make investment in the sector more attractive.

30

The Government’s COVID-19 Economic Relief Plan (“CERP”) includes reallocation of 10% of the 2019-20
of most departmental budgets, including that of MONREC (https://www.mmtimes.com/news/govtministries-allocate-10pc-budgets-covid-19-fund.html).
31
There is some evidence that illegal logging has continued since the start of the COVID-19 outbreak, e.g.:
https://www.aseantoday.com/2020/05/myanmars-illegal-timber-trade-continues-despite-covid-19/
https://www.mmtimes.com/news/myanmar-arrests-more-illegal-timber-traders-during-covid-19.html
https://elevenmyanmar.com/news/over-1400-tons-of-illegal-timber-seized-in-mandalay-amid-covid-19outbreak.
32
https://www.atibt.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/EUROPE-ETTF-EOS-Joint-Press-Release-Impact-ofCovid-19-on-Timber-Market-20200417-1.pdf.
http://www.laurieforestry.co.nz/Monthly-Newsletter.
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2. Forest plantation trends in Southeast Asia and other
tropical countries
KEY POINTS:
• Myanmar has extensive experience with teak and cultivation of rubber and has made
progress with introducing fast-growing industrial timber species.
• Neighbouring tropical countries are transitioning from a forest sector dependent on
natural forests and export of primary products to one reliant mainly on plantations
and value added processing.
• In most developing countries where there has been significant investment in forest
plantations, this has been supported through specific policy incentives, a favourable
regulatory environment, and often availability of concessional finance at initial
stages.

A range of factors have been identified as important for countries to attract private
industrial forestry investments (Castrén et. al. (2014). These include:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Ease of land acquisition and clear land tenure arrangements;
Strong demand for wood in domestic industries or in areas close by; size and growth
potential of the domestic and export market;
Abundant skilled workforce;
Access to arable land and suitable climate; good or excellent growing conditions;
Lack of competition from other crops and land uses;
Access to sea routes or other infrastructure;
Local government willing to subsidize investments; and
Supportive overall investment climate, including political and economic stability,
presence of “rule of law,” simple and fair taxation, security of land tenure, and simplified
bureaucracy.
Experiences with development of industrial forest plantations in other tropical countries
provide some lessons that may be relevant for Myanmar. These relate to the choice of
species, management issues and state policies, including specific incentives. This section
outlines experience with commonly planted species and examines policies from a
selection of countries where there has been a significant expansion of private plantations.

2.1.

Species
Myanmar has more than a century of experience in cultivation of teak and rubber and is
developing experience with fast-growing industrial species. In the latter case, investors
have started to introduce seed of better performing provenances and also selected clones
from neighbouring countries. In some instances, investors are propagating only clonal or
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tissue culture planting material. Similarly, there is selection of bamboo species33 that are
most sought after by potential industrial users.
Fast-growing industrial species
Most countries in South East Asia and elsewhere in the tropics have compensated for
the decline in their natural forests by encouraging private investment in plantations of
fast-growing species, mainly Eucalyptus and Acacia. This trend has been most pronounced
in China, Indonesia, and Vietnam (Table 1). In addition, Lao People’s Democratic Republic
(PRD) was reported to have 74,000 ha of timber plantations in 2017 and expects rapid
expansion on forest plantations due to large scale investments in pulp industry
(unconfirmed information points to an increase of 400,000 ha mainly for Eucalyptus
plantations in Lao PRD alone over the next few years).
Table 1: Areas planted with fast-growing industrial timber species other Asian countries in 2014 (ha)34
(Source: Harwood and Nambiar35)

Country
China (Guangdong and Guangxi provinces only)

Acacia

Eucalyptus

% of land area

<50,000

3,350,000

8.2%

1,200,000

300,000

0.8%

Malaysia

250,000

20,000

0.8%

Thailand

<20,000

500,000

1.0%

Vietnam

1,100,000

200,000

3.9%

Indonesia

Market demand and processing industries increasingly favour fast growing species. The aim
of the majority of plantations of fast-growing species in the region has been for paper
production or wood chip exports, but there is also a trend for plantation timber to replace
traditional tropical species for solid wood products and for manufacture of composite wood
panel products, such as medium-density fiberboard. In Lao PRD, Chinese and Nordic pulp
companies intend to produce pulp for the garment industry at large scale. In Vietnam, Acacia
wood is being used for furniture production, replacing timber imports, and logs from
plantations in Lao PRD, originally established for wood chips, are being sold for veneers.
Brazil has the world’s largest area of Eucalyptus plantations servicing pulp, steel, and
construction/furniture industry. Initially aimed at paper production, more recently it has
been developing silvicultural options for close-spaced plantations to produce sustainable
charcoal for pig iron production. The country is reported to have about 4.9 million hectares of
Eucalyptus (70 percent of its total plantation area) with high yields due to improved breeding
and cloning research. In 2013 these produced 138 million m3 of timber, of which 41 percent
was destined for paper and cellulose, 17 percent for charcoal, 30 percent for firewood, and 11

33

These include Dendrocalamas asper, D. giganteus, Bambusa polymorpha and B. latifolia.
Current areas likely to be greater; for example Vietnam was reported to have 2 million ha in 2019.
35
Harwood, C.E. and E.K.S. Nambiar (2014).
(https://publications.csiro.au/rpr/download?pid=csiro:EP14685&dsid=DS2)
34
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percent for solid wood products36. Future trends include the use of wood fibres for the
garment industry.
Plantations of fast-growing species in Myanmar are estimated to cover about 47,000 ha37 of
both Eucalyptus and Acacia. Apart from a plantation established as a joint venture with an
Indian paper company, the aims of investors appear to be varied and, to an extent, speculative,
with an expectation that demand will appear as supplies increase and availability of natural
forest timber become more restricted. However, Acacia growers currently report difficulty in
selling their timber to established processors, suggesting a need to promote utilisation of
industrial plantation species.
Teak
Teak (Tectona grandis) is the most widely planted species in Myanmar but has been also
planted in many other tropical countries. In 2010 India reported the largest area of teak
globally, of 1.66 million ha, while Myanmar had the third largest area of 390,000 ha (Figure
23). More than 75 percent of the plantations were less than 20 years old, with the remainder
mostly less than 60 years old. Most plantations in Africa (70 percent), Asia (72 percent) and
the Caribbean (65 percent) were owned by government agencies, while in Central and South
America most plantations were privately owned.

Figure 23: Area of plantation teak in 2010
(Source: Teak Resources and Market Assessment 2010, FAO Working Paper FP/47/E)

Although growth rates of 15 m3/ha/year over a 20-25 year rotation under good management
may be achievable, averages achieved in the majority of existing plantations are probably
only 5 m3/ha/year. Yields of this magnitude are unlikely to be acceptable for private sector
investors, but rotations of less than 60 years will not produce the quality of teak approaching

36

IBÁ. (2014). Relatório da Indústria Brasileira de Árvores.Brasília, 2014. Disponível em:
(http://www.iba.org) quoted in Ferraz Filho et. al (2016) Thinning regimes and initial spacing for Eucalyptus
plantations in Brazil (http://www.scielo.br/pdf/aabc/2018nahead/0001-3765-aabc-201720150453.pdf)
37
Myanmar Private Plantation Association.
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that from natural forests. Private commercial teak plantations are likely to be managed on
shorter rotations and, therefore, may not fully meet market requirements for natural teak
India dominates the trade in plantation-grown teak, importing logs and sawnwood from
around 30 countries, largely in Africa and Central America. Import values for logs (C&F Indian
ports) in late 2019 varied with dimension and quality, ranging from less than US$300/m3 to
US$876/m3.38 By comparison, MTE auction prices of natural teak logs in mid-2019 ranged from
US$818/m3 for grade SG-7 to US$1,954/m3 for SG-4, the highest grade then available. This
suggests that even lowest grade natural teak logs were valued higher than plantation logs and
that the market does not regard plantation material as highly as natural teak. A more direct
comparison will be available when auctions for 30-40 year old plantation teak extracted in the
2019/20 harvest season start.
Myanmar has a competitive advantage based on its long experience of growing teak, the
good performance of well-managed plantations, and the cachet of the “Burma teak” brand.
This could be explored to access international markets also for plantation-grown teak. But it
will require sufficiently long rotations and silvicultural regimes to produce acceptable timber,
as well as continued efforts to demonstrate its legal and sustainable production. Consideration
should be given to assessing whether existing incentives are sufficient for the private sector to
continue to invest in the species, given the increasing apparent attractiveness of fast-growing
industrial species.
Rubber-wood
Rubber-wood has become an increasingly important commodity in international markets,
especially for the furniture industry. With the development of chemical treatments to protect
the wood against fungal and insect attacks in the early 1980s, opportunities were identified to
utilise mature trees instead of burning them at the end of their latex-producing cycles. The
species’ value to Malaysia’ domestic furniture industry led it to ban rubber-wood log exports
in 2017 and also to provide incentives for private plantation establishment. Thailand’s rubberwood sawnwood exports to China have become its dominant wood product export, reaching
a value of nearly US$1.5 billion in 2017 – 52 percent of all the country’s wood product exports
(this has since declined to US$956 million and 40 percent, reportedly as a result of US-China
trade issues). Worldwide, there is an estimated area of 13.5 million ha of rubber plantations,
90 per cent of which are in the Association of Natural Rubber Producing Countries’ 13 member
countries39, representing a significant future source of timber in the Asian region.
In Myanmar, rubber-wood is considered an “agricultural crop”, and its extraction and
utilisation is subject to a lower level of regulation than “forest trees”, providing a possible
example for lighter regulation of other industrial timber species. Permission issued by state
or regional offices of the Department of Land Management and Statistics (DALMS) is needed
to harvest rubber trees, and the owner is required to commit to replanting. State or regional
government permission is also needed to change from rubber to another crop, and

38

ITTO Tropical Timber Market Newsletters (https://www.itto.int/mis/).
Bangladesh, Cambodia, China, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Myanmar, Papua New Guinea, Philippines,
Singapore, Sri Lanka, Thailand, and Vietnam.
39
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Department of Agriculture permission is needed if round logs are to be exported. However, in
general, regulation is much lighter than for forest species; there is no assessment of volumes,
revenues payable, or hammer-marking of logs.
Rubber-wood is still mainly used for fuel but there is potential for development of a furniture
industry. Until recently, the wood from old rubber plantations was used mainly for industrial
woodfuel, but there are now reported to be 20 companies, mainly in Mon State, milling and
exporting rubber-wood sawnwood. One sawmill company established in 2016 is a joint
venture between a local company and Japanese companies Oji Holdings and Sumitomo
Forestry, which together own 80 percent. So far, rubber-wood furniture or joinery appear to
have limited use in the domestic market.
The rapid establishment of Myanmar’s rubber estate from the late 1980s was achieved
through intentional government policies. Investors were provided fiscal incentives which
resulted in a large increase in rubber plantation established until 2008. Metz Fox and Castella
(2013)40 describe the policies that incentivised a substantial increase rubber planting in
Myanmar over the last three decades. After the change in government in 1988, marketoriented economic policies that granted rubber planters (both individuals and companies)
rights to lease 5,000 acres (2,025 ha) of land for 30 years with the possibility of extension were
adopted. Foreign investors were able to own 100 percent of the operation or invest in joint
ventures with Myanmar partners by investing a minimum share of 35 percent of the total
equity capital, and a minimum amount of US$500,000. Investors were exempted from paying
land rent for eight years and from paying income taxes for three consecutive years after the
commencement of commercial production. These policies resulted in expansion of the area of
rubber from around 77,000 ha in 1990 to 225,800 ha by 2005-2006. And after the government
liberalized rubber exports in 2004-2005, rubber planting accelerated, reaching 380,000 ha by
2007-08. According to DALMS, the area now planted to rubber is 1.6 million acres (650,000
ha).
By 2008 the private sector accounted for 94 percent of both total planted area and latex
production. More than 90 percent of growers in traditional rubber areas (Tanintharyi and
Yangon Regions and Mon State) were smallholders with less than 8 ha and controlling about
42 percent of the planted area; growers with between 8 ha and 40 ha made up 8.5 percent,
controlling 23.3 percent of the area; while 1 percent of growers had more than 40 ha and
controlled 21 percent of the area. In non-traditional rubber growing areas (primarily in Shan
and Kachin States), plantations were often established as joint projects between senior
military officials and Chinese companies with local companies providing cover that allowed
Chinese investors avoid the 100 percent tax on foreign-owned companies.
Some 30,000 ha of plantation (mainly in Mon and Tanintharyi) are now aged 30 years or
older, so are available for wood production and now supply roundwood to the market.
Timber yield of mature rubber plantations is estimated at between 10 and 20 tons per acre
(45-90 m3/ha), with a value of 20,000 MMK per tree ($5,000/ha). There are no data on age
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class distribution but, based on an average volume of 65 m3/ha, this area could yield around
1.5 million m3 roundwood. Assuming approximate equal annual areas from the last 30 years’
planting reaching maturity, this could contribute a further 1.25 million m3 roundwood per year
in future.
Due to recent low latex prices, expansion of rubber planting has slowed and some areas of
rubber plantation close to Yangon are being converted to fast-growing A. mangium, suggesting
that its anticipated returns are greater.41
2.2.

Countries
Countries in the Southeast Asian region (and elsewhere) that have seen significant increases
in forest plantations have introduced specific policies to attract private investment, both for
large-scale plantations and small-holders. These have included lower levels of regulation for
plantation timber, clarified tenure and subsidised finance, including provision through
development banks. In all cases, the need for incentives has been brought about by the
realisation of the declining role of countries’ natural forests in timber supply.
Vietnam
Vietnam is one of the most remarkable success stories on promoting forest plantations. The
Government has recognised the benefits of giving households access to external finance for
tree planting. State reforestation programmes and the state-owned banking system offered
households access to financial support. This policy has resulted in more than 43,000
households in central Vietnam receiving access to micro finance and technical support to
establish over 76,500 ha of plantations from 2005 to 2015 under a World Bank-supported
project. The project funded land survey and facilitated the issuance of land-use rights
certificates for about 35,000 households, which enabled farmers to apply for low-interest
loans from the project’s fund managed by the Vietnam Bank for Social Policies. Following
project completion in 2015, a revolving fund, managed by the Vietnam Bank, will continue to
run for 20 more years, so that more households will have access to this source of credit.
Overall Vietnam’s policy has resulted in an increase from 1.4 million ha of plantations in
1999 to 4.2 million ha by 201742, and an increase in the country’s total forest cover from 28
percent to 41.6 percent. These comprise mainly fast-growing species, of which about 1.7
million ha are owned by small farming households and individuals, with average holdings of
1–3 ha. They produced about 12.7 million m3 of wood in 2017.
There is room for improvement as the overall productivity of plantations is still low, primarily
because of technical issues (site suitability assessment, silvicultural practices, and germplasm),
but also capacity (lack of skills, equipment, and access to good practices); the perception of
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risks (fire, hurricane and other loss); and market aspects (quality of products, market demand,
processing capacity, and lack of knowledge of higher-value markets).
The expansion of plantations has been accompanied by a dramatic growth in wood product
exports – increasing from US$3.4 billion in 2010 to US$9.4 billion in 2018 (Figure 24), led by
the furniture sector whose share increased from US$2.1 billion to US$4.6 billion.43

Figure 24: forest products export turnover - 2010–18
(Source: World Bank Group: Vietnam Country Forest Note 2019)

However, there has been a tendency for farmers to harvest as early as possible to generate
quick returns, also because of potential disaster risks. This has resulted in a large proportion
of the yield being sold for wood chips to supply export markets. In 2018, the export volume
reached a record of nearly 10.4 million tons, with an increase in value from US$169 million in
2010 to US$1.3 billion in 2018. Recently established pulp mills in Lao PDR are also aggressively
purchasing Vietnamese Eucalyptus logs. This prompted the Government to impose a tax of
2 percent on chip exports in 2016 to incentivise longer rotations to produce solid wood, and a
further increase to 5 percent was under consideration in early 2019.44 It has been noted that
the export tax has achieved little in reducing chip exports, while farmers have largely borne
the increased cost by accepting lower prices for their logs.45 And the country’s wood
processing industry still has a high dependency on log imports, which increased in volume from
an estimated 8,000 m3 in 2000 to 3.6 million m3 in 2018.46
Malaysia
Malaysia’s wood product industry is characterised by a reduction in primary product exports
based on natural forest timber and an increase in the relative contribution of tertiary
products – based mainly on rubber-wood (Figure 25). Overall the value of primary wood
product exports declined from US$4.3 billion in 2010 to US$3.0 billion in 2019. During the
same period the value of furniture exports increased from US$2.7 billion to US$3.1 billion with
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their share of total wood product exports rising from 38 percent to 51 percent. These trends
underline the country’s transition to a plantation-based forest economy.

Figure 25: Malaysia’s wood product exports 2010-19
(Source: Trade Map)

The Malaysian government has set a 15-year target to develop 375,000 ha of forest
plantations, expected to produce 5 million m3 annually, mainly of Acacia and rubber-wood.
Local companies are eligible to participate, and soft loans are available through a Special
Purpose Vehicle (SPV), Forest Plantation Development Sdn. Bhd., established in 2006 and
managed by the Malaysia Timber Industry Board (MTIB). The estimated total cost is MYR 2.2
billion ($0.55 billion).
The Government provides loans to promote establishment for eight approved tree species47
as well as bamboo. Loans of MYR 10,000 ($2,500) per ha are provided for rubber timber-latex
clones in Peninsular Malaysia and MYR 13,000 ($3,250) per ha in Sarawak and Sabah. For
commercial bamboo species, loans of MYR 8,000 ($2,000) per ha and MYR 10,000 ($2,500) per
ha for Peninsular and the east Malaysia states respectively are provided. The maximum loan
period is 20 years with a 3 percent annual interest rate and a grace period of 15 years.
Forest plantations are designated a “strategic industry” and receive various tax incentives,
including 100 percent income tax holiday for a period of 15 years from production date and
dividend tax exemption for shareholders. Significantly, under a “Group Relief” programme, tax
exemptions are extended to profits generated by other companies within an investor’s
corporate group resident in Malaysia.
A total of 74 companies with plans to establish a total of 120,213 ha have borrowed a total
of MYR 861.9 million ($215.4 million), 82.4 percent of the SPV’s approved allocation and
114,780 ha – 95.5 percent of the target – had been already planted by March 2019. It is
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reported that rubber is the most popular species because of industry’s demand for rubberwood.48
Indonesia
Indonesia has decades of experience with timber plantations, which are now mainly
targeted at its pulp and paper industry. The Government has promoted three broad types of
tree plantations: large private sector plantations to supply the country’s pulp and paper
industry; timber plantations mainly established by state-owned companies; and small-holder
plantations on private land, state forest land or communal land. In 2014, industrial-scale
pulpwood plantations were estimated to cover 2.25 million ha; however often at the expense
of natural forest and raising issues of local people’s land rights. Despite criticism, the paper
industry is estimated to contribute 6.7 percent of the country's processing industry's gross
domestic product and is providing employment to 260,000 direct workers and 1.1 million
indirect workers. In 2018 it was the seventh biggest sector (excluding oil and gas) in terms of
foreign exchange earnings and Indonesia now ranks ninth amongst global pulp producers and
sixth amongst paper producers.49 Most of its pulpwood plantations have now been certified
to the standard of the Program for Endorsement of Forest Certification Systems (PEFC).
Industrial plantations now provide the bulk on Indonesia’ industrial wood supplies. Figure
26 illustrates how total log production in Indonesia has changed during the period 2009 to
2018. After declining to 48.4 million m3 in 2016, log supply in Indonesia increased to 57.9
million m3 in 2018, mainly due to a continuing rise in production from industrial plantations –
largely for paper production – and, to a lesser extent, community forests. In 2018, 70 percent
of Indonesia’s log supply came from industrial plantations and 15 percent came from
community forests while the share from natural forest concessions had fallen from 11 percent
to 9 percent.50
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Figure 26: Indonesia log production by forest type - 2009-2018.
(Source: IMM analysis of Indonesian Ministry of Environment and Forestry data)

Most progress with smallholder plantations has been made with plantations on private land.
Despite government incentives for community plantations – including low interest loans,
assistance with land acquisition, streamlined application procedures, and simplified reporting
– by 2014 less than 8,000 ha had been planted on nearly 720,000 ha of allocated land.
Obstacles identified include unclear land allocation and application processes, excessive
subsidies and opportunities for rent seeking, and risks of deforestation and forest
degradation.51
Lao PDR
Lao PDR government policy aims to reforest 7 million ha, including establishment of 500,000
ha of planted forests. The development of the Lao PDR forest plantation sector is guided by
its Forestry Strategy to 2020 and the country’s National Policy on Forest Plantation Promotion.
In 2007, the Government placed moratoriums on land concessions for plantation projects due
to environmental and social concerns related to large-scale projects but has since been
revising policies and legislation to address these issues.
Lao PDR’s National Socio-Economic Development Plan 2016-2020 places an emphasis on the
promotion of processing industries to realise high-value wood products and furniture
production. A 2016 Prime Ministerial Order banned export of unfinished products made from
wood harvested from natural forests and also imposed a temporary export ban on Eucalyptus
and Acacia logs, but subsequent exemptions were allowed for logs of these species with
diameter of 12 cm or less. The 2019 Forest Law now emphasises strong support for plantation
forestry and allows export of any kind of plantation wood, without size limitations. Within 3.2
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million ha designated as Production Forest, 600,000 ha of degraded forest are now targeted
for private sector planting.52
In 2017 five foreign investors had been allocated around 116,000 ha to establish mainly fastgrowing species. An additional 300,000 ha might follow over the next few years, primarily
aimed at supplying a future pulp mill. Sun Paper Laos – a wholly-owned company of the
Chinese Shandong Sun Paper Group – established the first modern pulp mill in Lao PDR in May
2019, signing an investment agreement on "Forest-Pulp-Paper Integration" with the Lao PDR
government in November 2009.
Thailand
Thailand’s forest plantation strategy53 foresees an annual demand of 47.4 million tons of
wood, which will require 3.2 million ha of plantations. The 21-year Forest Reform Action Plan
to 2036 targets a total area of 1.28 million ha, including 656,000 ha of state plantations and
625,000 ha of private plantations. Private plantation targets are 308,000 ha of fast-growing
industrial species, 162,000 ha of long-rotation species, and 155,000 ha inter-planting of
economic trees within rubber plantations. Incentives included payments of THB 5,000 ($166)
over 5 years plus 1,250 quality seedlings per ha to farmers for long rotations; THB 3,000
($99.50) over 3 years plus 1,875 quality seedlings for fast-growing species; and 312 seedlings
for inter-planting in rubber plantations. The Royal Forest Department (RFD) is obliged to
provide information to farmers on the investment value and returns so that they can compare
the benefits of long and short rotation species.
The amended Forest Plantation Act54 provided clarity about benefits, exempted royalty
payments and permitted free movement of plantation timber, which previously was strictly
controlled. (This represented an important legislative change aimed at encouraging private
plantations in Thailand. It also provided for government support to forest farm cooperatives
as described above. The authorisation process for plantations has been streamlined by
establishment of a Service Link Centre to accept applications for licences. Timber grown on
private land can be certified as legal through an electronic “e-Tree” system and the RFD has
established a National Single Window55 for electronic transaction in relation to timber
transactions.
There are now an estimated 500,000 ha of industrial plantations in Thailand, dominated by
Eucalyptus species. These include block plantations, or plantings of single or double rows of
trees along paddy field boundaries. These aim primarily at supplying raw material to major
pulp mills, which have a combined production of about 1 million tonnes of kraft pulp per year.
Paper companies source wood from both their own plantations and from many small-scale
farmer outgrowers through a range of contract arrangements, while providing inputs such as
planting material at reduced cost in exchange for contracts under which growers sell them the
wood at an agreed price.
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Thailand has become Chinas’ largest source of tropical sawnwood imports with their value
increasing from US$500 million in 2010 to US$1.5 billion in 2017 – a trade comprising almost
exclusively rubber-wood.56
Ghana
Ghana’s Forest Plantation Strategy 2016-204057 aims to achieve a sustainable supply of
forest goods and services that deliver a range of economic, social and environmental
benefits. It is directed towards the establishment and management of 625,000 ha of forest
plantations, and enrichment planting of 100,000 ha of poorly-stocked and degraded forest
reserves. Although this example is outside the Asian region, it is interesting for Myanmar,
because of its focus on teak, and also the contribution of international development finance
to a private investment. There are two approaches as described below.
Under Private Commercial Plantation Development, the Forestry Commission (FC) leases
degraded forest lands to private companies after vetting and endorsing their business plans
and signing Land Lease/Benefit Sharing Agreements. The private investor earns 90 percent of
the total proceeds from the plantation while the FC, the traditional landowner and the forest
fringe community earn 2, 6 and 2 percent respectively. The investor pays ground rent of the
Ghana Cedi (GHS) equivalent of US$2/ha/year throughout the life of the investment.
Under Public-Private Partnership arrangements, the FC is responsible for the costs of survey
and demarcation, registration of agreements as well as fire education within fringe
communities, in addition to jointly developing project documents and assisting in fire
suppression as part of its contribution to the project. Within the partnership, the investor is
entitled to 80 percent of the plantation proceeds and benefits, with the FC getting 12 percent,
and traditional landowners and forest fringe communities the remaining 8 percent. The
investor pays ground rent of the GHS equivalent of US$2/ha/year to the traditional landowner
together with a facilitation fee of US$2/ha/year for the customary and conflict resolution role
expected of the traditional authorities. A 50-year land lease, renewable for a further 50 years,
and a benefit-sharing agreement are executed and registered at the Lands Commission.
Harvest values for benefit sharing are predetermined and set out in lease agreements.
Box 1: Form Ghana – an example of Public-Private Partnership
Form Ghana Ltd58, a subsidiary of the Dutch company, Sustainable Forestry Investments B.V., has
entered a Public-Private Partnership with the FC and has planted over 7,500 ha with teak (90%) and
indigenous species plus conservation areas (10%), and plans to expand to 12,500 ha in the next 10
years. The plantation management was certified to the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) standard in
2010, and reforestation activities have been independently validated under the Verified Carbon
Standard (VCS) in 2013. Its business model aims at growing teak on 20-25 year rotations with a
projected yield of around 15 m3/ha/year.
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Form’s role is to provide management services to the venture. Initial equity for the first 10 years was
sourced from high net worth entities. Subsequently US$24 million loan financing has been secured
from the African Development Bank.
The conditions that persuaded Form to invest in Ghana were familiarity with the country, the climate
and soil conditions, and a favourable policy towards private plantations in particular and private
sector investment in general that includes a tax holiday for 10 years from the first revenue and
certain exemptions from import duties.
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3. Relevant policies and legislation in Myanmar
KEY POINTS:
• Myanmar has introduced a range of policies aimed at reforming its forest sector,
including some aimed at encouraging private sector investment and strengthening
forest governance.
• However, investors see room for further improvement: they view area limits as being
too small; lease lengths generally too short; procedures for acquiring leases complex;
and regulations covering timber harvest and transport, designed for natural forests,
being overly onerous.
• Nether state nor commercial banks offer a suitable finance product for plantations.
The lack of domestic finance is regarded as the most important obstacle to increased
investment.
• Improved timber legality assurance, including traceability, will be key to attracting
investment in plantations and ensuring Myanmar’s future participation in
increasingly demanding export markets.

3.1.

Forest policies and laws
The government has initiated a range of policy actions to address forest loss and degradation
and to encourage greater community involvement in forest conservation and private sector
investments in forest plantations. These include: (i) introduction of a log export ban in 2014;
(ii) a 12-month moratorium on all logging in 2016; and (iii) a ten-year logging ban in the Bago
Yoma region. Recent legislative and regulatory reforms include: (i) the 2012 Environmental
Conservation Law; (ii) the 2018 Forest Law; (iii) the 2018 Biodiversity and Conservation of
Protected Areas Law; and (iv) the 2019 revised Community Forestry Instructions. The Forest
Rules, which will provide implementing regulations for the 2018 Forest Law, were undergoing
public consultation in late 2019 and are expected to be adopted in 2020.
The National Export Strategy (NES) for Forestry Products (2014-19)59 identified a range of
actions needed to improve the export value of forest products. This described four strategic
objectives, all of which are relevant to establishing a plantation-based forest industry:
a)
b)
c)

streamlining administrative rules and procedures, and assure reliable upstream supplies;
improving skills and capacity in the sector;
increasing the sector’s sustainability, including through curbing illegal logging; ensuring
that the sector adopts sustainable harvesting and efficient, effective use of resources, and
ensuring development of the wood sector accompanied by improvements in the
livelihoods of rural communities; and
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d)

improving Myanmar’s international market share in value added products, and promote
trade and investment in its forestry products.

A revised 2020-25 NES was launched in 2019. This still includes forest products as a priority
sector.
In 2015 the Government initiated preparations for negotiation of a Voluntary Partnership
Agreement (VPA) with the European Union under the EU Forest Law Enforcement
Governance and Trade (FLEGT) Action Plan. This aimed to implement an export licensing
system based on a widely-accepted timber legality assurance system (TLAS) that would be
accepted in the EU as meeting the EUTR requirements on placing timber on the EU market.
However, the EU has informed Myanmar that starting negotiations is now not a current
priority, but it will continue to provide a level of support to strengthen forest governance and
tackle illegal logging – primarily to help the sector to meet the requirements of the EUTR.
A national forest management and timber chain of custody certification programme is being
prepared by the Myanmar Forest Certification Committee (MFCC)60 under the auspices of the
Programme for Endorsement of Forest Certification Schemes (PEFC). Both the VPA and forest
certification aim at improving the reputation and market acceptance of Myanmar’s timber
exports, while also contributing to the country’s forest sustainability goals.
Tackling illegal logging and improved transparency in timber legality assurance and
traceability are seen as important aspects in relation to Myanmar’s reputation, both for
investment in plantations and to gain and maintain access to increasingly demanding export
markets. An essential activity under both the FLEGT process and MFCC certification is
development of a Timber Legality Assurance System (TLAS)61, which should help address this
need. A credible TLAS should comprise a listing of relevant laws and regulations, verification
that these are being complied with, robust traceability from harvest to export, and regular
independent audits of system effectiveness. Development of such a system should take into
account the different legality risk profiles of both plantation and natural forest timber.
3.2.

Legislation governing forest plantations on Forest Land
The 2018 Forest Law contains provisions aimed at encouraging investment in plantations.
While all teak trees remain formally in state ownership, the Forest Law now allows the
Government to grant private ownership after registration of trees in township forest offices.
This includes trees planted in private plantations established with permission on Forest Land;
private plantations established outside Forest Land and registered at the FD district; and
community forestry registered at the FD district.
The categories of plantation lease available under the Forest Law are considered too small
to be attractive by large-scale investors:
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a) 500 acres (202 ha) of private teak plantation may be approved by the Union Government
through the Ministry;
b) 100 acres (40.5 ha) of private hardwood plantation may be approved by the FD Director
General with the approval of the Union Minister;
c) 50 acres (20 ha) of private hardwood plantation may be approved by the FD Directors of
States or Regions;
d) 100 acres (40.5 ha) of private industrial plantation may be approved by the Union Minister;
e) over 100 acres and up to 1,000 acres (405 ha), upon approval of the Cabinet following
open tenders.
These area limits have resulted in some partners in joint ventures applying separately for
leases and, to avoid the tender process altogether, one company has acquired several lease
areas of 100 acres each through local people acting as proxies.
The draft Forest Rules62 offer few additional details with respect to encouragement or
regulation of forest plantations. Revised Forest Rules, which should set out regulations for
implementing the 2018 Forest Law, were under consultation at the time of writing. The
current draft appears to empower the FD Director General to establish subsidiary legislation,
including issuing orders, instructions, procedures, and terms and conditions relating to
maintenance of private plantations, and to implement a tender system.
Annual land lease fees are unlikely to be a disincentive to prospective investors. Fee levels
depend on plantation type: MMK 2,471/ha ($1.65/ha) for teak, hardwoods, bamboo, or gum
karaya (Sterculia versicolor); and MMK 7,413/ha ($4.94) for industrial plantations63.
The current 30-year plantation lease term would be insufficient for more than a single
rotation, except for fast-growing industrial species, and sufficient only for a single harvest of
short-rotation teak. Investors in downstream processing – especially of the scale of investment
in pulp and paper – need assurance of continued supplies, spanning multiple rotations, and
institutional investors seeking a future exit need to be able to demonstrate that potential
purchasers have a secure future investment. In this regard, rules for transfer of leases between
investors are currently unclear, including the degree of oversight government should have in
the process.
The current FD procedures for acquisition of land for plantation lease by open tender64 are
considered to be cumbersome by investors. Evaluation of tenders is based on the land lease
fees and bid premiums offered, as well as assessment of the bidder’s investment capacity,
budget, technology, enabling conditions for implementation, its plan for local development
activities, and per acre costs. Whilst the qualification and selection requirements seem to
incorporate sensible checks on investors’ capacity and the feasibility of their proposals,
consideration could be given to staging them – first, to prequalify bidders based on evidence
of financial and managerial capacity; second, to allocate areas based on a limited set of tender
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criteria (e.g., financial offer); and third, completion of detailed pre-operational planning by
successful bidders.
The need for FD to measure and assess royalties on small-diameter plantation timber is
questionable. For harvests, including production thinnings, each log must be measured by FD
officers to assess royalties that are payable if the logs are to be transported across township
boundaries. Royalties are based on mid-girth measurements as follows:
a)
b)
c)

Less than 12 inches (9.4 cm diameter): MMK 20/log;
Between 12 and 36 inches (9.4-28.3 cm) MMK 200/log
For logs 36 inches (28.3 cm) and greater: 10% of the value of the log, based on values set
periodically for different species groups.

Delays in scheduling FD staff to measure logs (which are likely to get worse as plantation
timber volumes increase) are reported to have resulted in deterioration of stockpiled teak
thinnings, and the cost of measuring a large number of small logs is likely to exceed the
revenues collected. Similarly, the need to individually hammer-mark small dimension logs is
doubtful.
There are no easily-accessible publications in English (or apparently Myanmar language) that
provide clear information on potential locations for plantation establishment, the procedures
(as set out in the various instructions) for acquiring leases, the conditions for plantation
management and timber harvesting, and describing how FD monitors implementation of
leases. This information needs to be readily available if foreign investors are to be attracted.
3.3.

The Community Forestry Instructions
Community Forestry User Groups (CFUGs) can apply for a 30-year Community Forestry
Certificate, defined in the 2016 Community Forestry Instructions (CFIs), revised in 2019. CFUGs
may establish plantations or manage or enhance natural forests in areas covered by the lease
and may harvest products free of royalty for trees less than 12 inches mid-girth (9.4 cm
diameter). The CFIs require the FD to encourage participation and assistance of local and
international organizations, including business groups and private entrepreneurs to assist
CFUGs through technical, market and financial assistance and necessary information, and
facilitation of networking.
It will be difficult for CFUGs alone to achieve the Government’s MRRP targets for increasing
forest cover and supply of forest products, and the role of private sector will be essential in
providing market uptake and technical assistance. Such arrangements could see private sector
investors provide technical, institutional and material and/or financial support to CFUGs and
their participants; they could help minimise potential local land use conflicts; and they could
provide markets for CF produce. Although, few examples exist in Myanmar, there are some
interesting exceptions: e.g., a paper company in Ayeyarwady Region is already implementing
an outgrower scheme with local CF participants, and the Myanmar Bamboo and Rattan
Association has plans to pioneer this approach with community-run plantation enterprises in
Bago Region.
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3.4.

Virgin, Fallow and Vacant (VFV) Land
Virgin, Fallow and Vacant (VFV) Land could be used for forest plantations. Utilisation of VFV
land is controlled by the Department of Land Management and Statistics (DALMS) under the
2018 Virgin, Fallow and Vacant Land Law65. Disposition of VFV land of under 300 ac (121.4 ha)
may be decided at the State or Regional level and up to 3,000 acres (1,214 ha) by a Union-level
National Land Management Committee. Land with good forest cover should now be excluded
from lease areas, and there is a reported informal arrangement between DALMS and FD that
such land would be gazetted as Permanent Forest Estate (PFE), in exchange for suitable
denuded RF land, which could be gazetted as VFV land. In the past VFV areas totalling 1.5
million ha was allocated to investors and cleared of timber but never developed and have been
taken back by DALMS. These areas could contribute to the land area available for private
forest plantation development.
The VFV Law gives existing agricultural occupants of land 6 months from its adoption to
make claims, so that the areas they occupy could be excised from lease areas. Unless such
claims are made and validated, occupants risk being evicted. This provision has attracted
strong criticism from land rights advocates because of occupants’ lack of knowledge about
their rights, and the short time window within which they have been allowed to make claims.
Although “customary lands” are exempted, frameworks are not yet in place to determine how
this type of tenure will be determined and concerns remain that the law will have significant
and negative impacts on the communities practising customary land management. In
response, DALMS has distributed 126,000 claim forms to village tract level administrations.
The degree to which the six-month rule is being enforced is not clear.
SME plantation investors have expressed a preference for VFV land over RF land citing
simpler regulatory procedures.66 These include:
•

Annual land rentals are set depending on species: (i) long-term species (including
forest trees): MMK 3,000/acre ($4.94/ha); (ii) horticultural crops: MMK 2,000/acre
($3.30/ha); and (iii) seasonal crops: MMK 1,000/acre ($1.65/ha).

•

If development of a lease is judged to be “sustainable”, there is an opportunity for the
lessee to be granted title (“Form 7”) for a minimal fee of MMK 500 ($0.30), with
subsequent small annual charges payable at the State or Regional level.

Other relevant rules include:
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•

For foreign investors, leases in JV arrangements with the government or local
companies are allowed, while leases involving only foreign investors are permitted
only where there is no local capacity for the planned development.

•

Posting performance bonds of MMK 3,000/acre ($4.94/ha) for areas less than 400
acres and MMK 10,000/acre ($16.47) for areas up to 3,000 acres. If development has

https://www.burmalibrary.org/docs25/2018-09-11-VFV-amendment-en.pdf.
Based on discussions with Acacia mangium Association members, January 2020.
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not been completed within 4 years the bonds are forfeited and the land returned to
the State.
•

3.5.

Forest plantations must be registered with FD and forest trees harvested under FD
procedures with royalties are levied as for trees harvested on RF land; however,
rubber trees – which are considered an agricultural crop – are subject to neither FD
control, nor royalties.

Investment incentives
Myanmar offers a range of incentives for investments which are relevant for forest
plantations. The Directorate of Investment and Company Administration (DICA) administers
the 2016 Myanmar Investment Law67 and the 2017 Myanmar Investment Rules.68 These clarify
the processes for investment and offer a number of tax breaks, incentives and guarantees,
rights and protections for business ventures. These include:
• Income and corporate tax holidays, depending on the geographic/economic zone,
based on township:
- Zone 1 – least developed: 7 years
- Zone 2 – moderate development: 5 years
- Zone 3 – adequate development: 3 years;
• Tax-free profit if reinvested within one year, including if invested in a similar business;
• Accelerated depreciation to start from the date of commercial operation;
• Income tax rates the same as those on resident citizens;
• Right to deduct R&D costs from assessable income;
• Exemptions of customs duties for imports of machinery, equipment and materials that
cannot be purchased locally;
• Exemption from customs duties and other local taxes on imported raw material and
semi-finished goods for businesses which export their entire production; and
• Refund of import duties and other local taxes paid on import of raw material and semifinished goods when the goods manufactured from those imports are exported.
Investment in forest plantations, forest conservation and other forest businesses is regarded
as a priority sector and most plantation areas are likely to be located “Zone 1”. Customs duties
exemptions on imported machinery and equipment may be of interest to some investors, but
because the tax holidays cannot be extended to investors’ other businesses they only likely to
be interesting for investments in short-rotation plantations which potentially generate early
profits.

3.6.

National financing for forest plantations
Despite a series of reforms and recent growth since 2011, Myanmar’s financial sector
remains underdeveloped and access to finance is reported to be one of the most serious
challenges faced by the private sector generally. Myanmar’s financial sector is still emerging
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www.dica.gov.mm/sites/dica.gov.mm/files/documentfiles/myanmar_investment_law_official_translation_3-1-2017.pdf
68
www.dica.gov.mm/sites/dica.gov.mm/files/document-files/mir_english_0.pdf
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from decades of exclusive state ownership and controls. As a result, much financial activity
takes place outside formal financial institutions. The most prominent constraint is the current
interest rate policy, whereby the Central Bank of Myanmar (CBM) sets fixed bandwidths for
deposit and lending rates based on its reference rate.
As of late 2019, state banks’ maximum allowed lending rate was set at 8.5 percent and that
of commercial banks 13 percent. However, from February 2019, CBM has allowed
commercial banks to offer unsecured loans at 16 percent. Other constraints have included a
limit on lending set at 80 percent of a bank’s deposit base, strict collateral demands on
borrowers (400% of the loan value in 2016), and the requirement that lending terms do not
exceed one year.
State bank lending for forestry is currently not feasible. Although the mandate of Myanmar
Agricultural Development Bank (MADB), one of the four state-owned banks, includes finance
for forestry, the lack of specific funding for the purpose, combined with its lending restrictions
with regard to interest rate, collateral and repayment have made lending to the sector
practically impossible. MADB has been described as being in “perhaps the worst shape of all
the state-owned institutions,” mainly due to its concentration in only a few crops and its
artificially narrow interest rate margins69.
The lack of a suitable finance product from either commercial or state banks are seen by
most investors as their main constraint. While some investors interviewed suggested that a
maximum feasible interest rate to borrow for plantation establishment would be around 6
percent, others in the SME sector felt that rates as high as 14 percent would be acceptable, in
comparison with rates offered in the informal sector70. These financing constraints have led
plantation interest groups to suggest establishment of a dedicated “forest bank”.
Equity finance seems to be the only viable option for interested investors to establish
plantations. The lack of available debt financing means that all plantation development to
date has been financed through investors’ own equity, including a limited number of joint
ventures (JVs) with foreign partners. Therefore, unless specific loan products suited to
plantations are offered, it appears that equity financing will remain the only option – and to
achieve the MRRP’s commercial plantation targets, a significant portion of financing will need
to be sourced from abroad.
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Schellhase, John and Lena Sun (2017) The Banking Sector in Myanmar: An Assessment of Recent
Progress. Milken Institute (https://assets1c.milkeninstitute.org/assets/Publication/Viewpoint/PDF/083117MyanmarBanking.pdf)
70
On average, informal lenders set interest rates for unsecured loans at around 9 percent monthly - an
annual rate of about 170 percent – with collateral.
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4. Plantation progress in Myanmar
KEY POINTS:
• The Government has set an ambitious target for private sector plantation
development, but only 10 percent has so far been achieved.
• The Government’s targets for establishing its own plantations and rehabilitating old
failed plantations are also short of targets despite a budget allocation under the
Myanmar Reforestation and Rehabilitation Programme.
• Future budget allocation to maintain and protect government plantations cannot be
assured; this increases the risk that plantations may be lost to encroachment and
illegal logging.
• Community Forests could contribute significantly to future timber supplies; this could
be enhanced through cooperative arrangements between investors and Community
Forestry User Groups.

4.1.

Plantation targets and achievements
The Government has identified forest restoration as a key national development goal with
the aim of increasing gazetted forest land from 20.6 million ha to 27 million ha – equivalent
to 40 percent of the country’s area (combined RF, PPF and PAs). The Myanmar Reforestation
and Restoration Programme (MRRP), developed by the Ministry of Natural Resources and
Environmental Conservation (MONREC) and overseen by FD, aims at reforesting or
rehabilitating 884,000 ha of forest within the PFE by 2026.
Under MRRP the government has set a target of 286,000 ha for plantations aimed at
commercial timber production on RF land to be achieved by 2027. As of October 2019, a total
of only 40,400 ha had been planted, including about 11,000 ha of private plantations (Table
2).
Table 2: MRRP commercial plantation targets and achievements October 2019
(Source Forest Department)

Type of plantation
Private plantations

Area target (ha)

Achievement
October 2019 (ha)

Percent
achieved

115,427

10,965

10%

Commercial (FD) tree plantations

65,951

12,800

19%

Restoration of old FD plantations

45,084

5,550

12%

Enrichment planting in natural forests

59,623

11,099

19%

286,085

40,414

14%

Total plantation

Surveys indicate that less than half government plantations established in the 1980s have
survived. Failures were attributed to (i) illegal harvesting for house poles and furniture, and
encroachment for agriculture; (ii) lack of permanent FD staff assigned to plantation sections in
townships and frequent staff rotation; (iii) lack of staff and budgets for maintenance, including
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thinning at suitable ages; (iv) weak monitoring and supervision at different levels in FD; (v)
misunderstandings between local people and FD, and lack of benefit sharing approaches; and
(vii) inadequate fire protection. These failures underline the risk, that even if planting targets
are met, unless future budget allocations for their protection and maintenance are assured,
plantations will be lost to encroachment and illegal logging.
In addition, the government has set a target of 311,875 ha for community forests, some of
which will involve tree planting for commercial end uses. As of October 2019, community
forestry certificates covering 63,834 ha (Figure 27) had been issued (21 percent of the target
area) but the area dedicated to forest plantations is not clear.71

Figure 27: Myanmar Reforestation and Rehabilitation Programme (MRRP) plantation and community forestry
targets and achievements – October 2019.
(Source Forest Department)

Data provided by the Myanmar Private Plantation Association show a total planted area of
222,675 ha on all land categories, including the PFE, VFV and private land (Table 3). There is
no information on the age-class structure or quality of these plantations. Potential annual
production at maturity, assuming moderate growth rates, could be in the region of 2 million
m3, although for teak and hardwoods, this would not be achieved for at least another 20-30
years, indicating a need for increased emphasis on fast-growing industrial species. Three
current plantation projects involve JVs with foreign investors.72

71

Whilst community forestry could contribute to increasing forest cover and to future timber supplies,
recorded achievements represent only tenure change through issuance of CF certificates, and do not indicate
level of tree planting.
72
These include:
(i) Global Agriculture Joint Venture Co Ltd, a JV between Jade King & Queen Gems & Jewellery Co Ltd
(a subsidiary of the Excellent Fortune Development (EFD) Group) and British Virgin Islands registered
Cruilight Limited, which has over 12,000 ha of teak in Bago and Yangon Regions;
(ii) Timberland Plantation Investment Co. (TPI), a JV between Global Greenery Pte Ltd., Singapore and
Myanmar companies Nay Wun Myat and ITS Co., which is planting 2,040 ha of industrial species in
Ayerawaddy Region; and
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Table 3: Total private plantation area established on all land.
(Source: Myanmar Private Plantation Association)

Species

Area (ha)

Teak

60,120

Hardwoods (e.g., padauk and pyinkado)

45,360

Industrial species (mainly Acacia and Eucalyptus)

46,734

Rubber

70,461

Total area

222,675

While there is potential for mutually beneficial links between private plantations and
community-based and outgrower plantations, there are few examples of this to date. Because
of land tenure issues, development of such schemes is likely to be an essential part of scaling up
progress towards plantation targets.

(iii) Habras-MZZ Plantation Myanmar Company Limited, an arrangement involving the Indian
company, J.K. Paper, and Myo Zin Zar International Company Limited – also planting industrial species in
Ayerawady Region with the goal of establishing 12,500 acres of its own plantations and 47,500 acres of
outgrower plantations, including on CF land.
The Thai paper company Double A has registered a local company, Paper Tree Myanmar, with plans to
establish 25,000 acres in Ayerawady Region.
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5. Private sector views on constraints to investment
KEY POINTS:
• Plantation lease procedures are complex and onerous.
• Plantation timber and bamboo harvest and transport requirements should be
reduced to reflect the lower risk of illegal harvesting and need to collect revenue.
•

Governance, including better enforcement to prevent illegal logging, needs to be
strengthened.

• There is a need for better information on areas available for plantations and the
process for acquiring leases.
• Financial products adapted for forest plantations are needed; however, provision of
subsidised financing was not seen as a particular constraint.

5.1.

Governance and policy issues
Current regulations and processes to acquire leases are considered by private sector
stakeholders to be complex and onerous. While tenders are evaluated on the basis of
financial criteria (annual land rental plus a one-off premium), there is also a long list of
technical criteria which need to be submitted introducing a significant element of subjectivity
to deciding tender awards. An alternative approach might be prequalification to bid, based
on criteria that demonstrate financial, technical and management capability, and tenders for
specific areas amongst prequalified bidders based only on a limited set of criteria such as a
financial offer.
In all cases, the tender criteria and evaluation processes at each stage should be clear, the
basis for decisions transparent and results publicly available. The need to prepare detailed
management plans as part of a tender should also be reconsidered, and, once a plantation
project has started, a degree of flexibility in management approaches should be allowed, as
long as sound practices are being adhered to. For example, it should be possible to change
species or silvicultural regime by informing FD, rather than need to seek approval.
The regulations on harvesting and transporting plantation species where values are lower
and risks of illegal logging are less than for natural forest species could be lightened. The
need to assess royalty revenues and to hammer-mark each log of fast-growing species or
small-dimension thinnings should be reconsidered. Instead, arrangements for sharing a
portion of the value of harvests directly with local communities (as required under plantation
lease agreements in Ghana) might be preferable to assessing royalties payable to the central
government in terms of securing local community support.
A major constraint cited by most investors is the difficulty of protecting plantations and
weak governance that allows corruption to persist, which facilitates illegal logging at the local
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level73. This is likely to be viewed by international investors as a major risk factor and a clear
demonstration of the Government’s determination to tackle these problems is essential.
Improved systems to provide assurance that all timber sold is legal are needed. Initially this
should cover timber from natural forests, but should be expanded ultimately to cover all
timber, including that sold on the domestic market. Adaptations will be needed for plantation
timber, which should be subject to lighter regulation than for timber from natural forest. The
National Single Window “e-Tree” system74 adopted by the Thai Royal Forest Department
provides an example of a system suited for plantation timber (See 0).
5.2.

Investment incentives
The fiscal incentives available for foreign investment, including in the forest sector, provided
under the 2016 Myanmar Investment Law (see section 3.5), should contribute to the
country’s attractiveness. However, given the longer period before forest plantations provide
returns, and the additional environmental services provided, some investors expressed the
need for longer tax holidays. “Group Relief” as offered in Malaysia (see section 02), specifically
for plantations could also be considered.
More broadly, Myanmar’s rating on ease of doing business75 is likely to be an important
factor influencing investors’ decisions when comparing Myanmar to other countries.
Although improved investment and company laws have been passed in recent years and was
rated by the World Bank as amongst the top 20 countries that had improved most on their
ease of doing business score76, the economy is still seen as being hampered by a range of
economic controls and company laws and excessive bureaucracy.

5.3.

Information and promotion
There is little easily accessible information on the location of available areas of land that
may be suitable for investment on a significant scale. It appears that the onus is on investors
to prospect for and identify land and, starting at the local level, find out whether it is available.
This means that, after identifying suitable areas of sufficient size, potential investors must then
wait while tenders are prepared and then compete with others for plantation leases. To avoid
the tender process, instances have been noted where investors have preferred to find proxies
to acquire leases in 100-acre blocks on their behalf. Forest districts and township forest offices
seem to have adequate knowledge regarding what land is available, but there does not appear
to be any process to prepare information packs for tenders that could be available to
prospective investors at State or Region, or central government levels. There may be
opportunities to determine the status and locations of suitable land for plantations through
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Myanmar scored 29 out of a possible 100 in Transparency International’s Corruption Perception Index
2019, ranking it 130 out of 180 countries, equal second lowest with Lao PDR amongst ASEAN countries.
(https://www.transparency.org/country/MMR)
74
https://nsw.forest.go.th/rfdportal/Home.aspx
75
The World Bank “Doing Business 2020” index ranks Myanmar 165th out of 190 countries – making it the
least favourable ASEAN member country, but this is an improvement from 177th place in 2014.
(https://tradingeconomics.com/myanmar/ease-of-doing-business)
76
Top-20 improvers in Doing Business 2020 (in alphabetical order)
https://www.doingbusiness.org/en/reforms/top-20-reformers-in-db2020
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links with the recently agreed national forest inventory project to be supported by the
Government of Finland.
Currently there is no easily digestible information in English on investment in forest
plantations, highlighting a clear need for better promotion of opportunities. This includes
general information on plantations and explanation of Myanmar’s advantages (proximity to
markets, plantation experience and technology, growing conditions, investment incentives),
as well as specific information on areas where large-scale private plantation development is a
priority (for example, the Bago Yoma or western Ayeyarwady Region), where there are large
areas of denuded or degraded forest and good access to transport systems.
5.4.

Financing
Current investors interviewed have been unanimous in their view that further expansion of
plantations is limited by availability of suitable finance products. At present, all investments
are equity financed with a relatively small proportion of foreign investment though JV
arrangements with local companies. Loan finance is limited by the lack of a dedicated source
of funds for forestry; banks’ perceptions of the risks of loss through fire and other causes and
that government will reclaim leased land; banks’ unwillingness to lend without collateral; and,
from some investors’ viewpoint, the high interest rate.
Concessional finance options, paired with other structural policy changes, were successfully
adopted by many countries to develop plantation industry. The strategies adopted in
Vietnam and Malaysia (see Section 2) which involve concessional loans, the concessional FIPAfDB loan for Ghana’s teak plantation (Section 7.22), and Uganda’s development cooperationfunded grant scheme (Section 7.5), all provide evidence of results that are possible if
concessional finance is available. However, financing such a scheme in Myanmar, where
multilateral development bank funding is routed through a local state bank to the private
sector, however, does not appear to be feasible with the current state of the banking sector.
Moreover, the viability of plantations, especially with fast-growing species, should not depend
wholly on the availability of subsidised finance.
There is potential for DFI financing or equity investment. Direct DFI loans to investors that
meet stringent environmental and social management standards as well as high standards of
financial and business management, such as the IFC loan to Burapha in Lao PDR, or to joint
ventures involving Timber Investment Management Organisations (TIMOs) are possible
options in the short term. Further examination of potential sources of and structures for
international finance is necessary.

5.5.

Markets
Investors in both fast-growing Acacia and teak plantations report current difficulties in
selling small-dimension logs in the local market. This appears to be because the existing
sawmilling industry is largely still geared towards natural forest timber and sufficient
volumes are not yet available to justify investment in processing. However, the recent
growth of rubber-wood processing in Mon State suggests this might change as increasing
volumes become available. With the planned large-scale investments by paper companies, it
is probable that a market for pulp logs or chips will develop within the next five years.
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6. Challenges for commercial plantations to guarantee
sustainability
KEY POINTS:
• In addition to risks specifically linked to forest plantation establishment, investors’
perception of risk is also likely to be influenced by a country’s stability and general
business environment.
• Social risks, especially those related to land tenure and the potential for related
conflict, are a major issue for all land-based investment in Myanmar.
• Implementing adequate social and environmental safeguards, including seeking local
communities’ Free Prior Informed Consent before commencing investment is
essential to avoid later problems.
•

Other approaches for cooperation with local communities to help ensure they benefit
from investments can reduce plantation risk.

• Biophysical risks, including those that may arise through climate change, can be
addressed to a degree through species choice, appropriate surveillance, and
management flexibility.

6.1.

Risk in general
Myanmar’s history of political instability, conflict and disputes over land tenure, as well as
governance issues, is likely to influence investors’ perceptions and preferences. When
considering alternative plantation investments, investors factor risk into their estimates of
potential returns. The magnitude of risk varies greatly by country and the discount rate applied
must reflect the availability of information and efficiency of the market (both currently low in
Myanmar). In effect, this means that expected returns should be 10 percent (or even more)
higher to compensate for all risks77; requiring financial returns in the range 17-25 percent.
Such returns would be difficult to achieve in many developing countries and risks in some
countries, would be too great to attract purely private capital. Myanmar’s risk estimated in
2019 as indicated by “Country Risk Premium”78 is highest amongst ASEAN countries (Lao PDR
is not available) and on par with Ghana (Table 4). Apart from biophysical risks present for all
plantation investments, Myanmar’s attractiveness is also influenced by factors such as political
stability, governance, security of tenure rights, and ease of doing business.
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Castrén, Tuukka et.al. (2014) Private Financing for Sustainable Forest Management and Forest Products
in Developing Countries: Trends and drivers. Washington, DC: Program on Forests (PROFOR).
78
Damodaran, Aswath (2019).
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Table 4: Country risk and ease of doing business for selected countries

Country

6.2.

Country Risk Premium79

Ease of doing business (rank
out of 190)80

Cambodia

6.20%

144

China

0.79%

31

Ghana

7.33%

118

India

2.15%

63

Indonesia

2.15%

73

Malaysia

1.35%

12

Myanmar

7.33%

165

Philippines

2.15%

95

Thailand

1.80%

21

Vietnam

4.06%
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Social risks
Land tenure claims increase risks of conflict as well as encroachment and timber theft.
Because of widespread land confiscation under previous governments, contested land rights
present a major risk for investors. Although according to current legislation, land claims should
be settled before forest land (RF and PPF) is gazetted81, illegal logging following legal selective
harvests opens areas for unauthorised settlement and cultivation so that most deforested
areas are occupied or claimed by communities to a greater of lesser extent. Previous
government plantations have also been decimated by timber theft and encroachment and
prevention efforts need to include adequate protection and maintenance budgets, as well as
management models whereby local community support is secured.
VFV land is even more contentious. Under the current VFV Law, the settlement process has
been criticised by land-rights activists as criminalising millions of farmers who were not able
to apply for permits within the time allowed, laying the ground for unchecked land seizures
by the government, the military and private companies.
Land disputes need to be addressed for plantation industry to become sustainable. Given a
prevailing atmosphere of distrust surrounding land tenure issues, it is likely that in almost all
cases, arrangements to work with local people to reduce potential conflict will be necessary
before plantation development in an area starts. A recent workshop on forest tenure82
recommended that efforts to address land disputes will need to be shared between
Government and private investors and should include a strong provision for Free Prior
Informed Consent (FPIC). Safeguards should go beyond mere information provision or an
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Ibid.
https://www.doingbusiness.org/en/rankings
81
However, a recent assessment of forest tenure in Myanmar (Myanmar Working Group on Forest Tenure
Assessment (2020) An Assessment of Forest Tenure in Myanmar: Securing Forest Tenure for Sustainable
Livelihoods) asserts that the 2018 Forest Law’s provisions fall short of internationally accepted FPIC
principles.
82
Myanmar Working Group on Forest Tenure Assessment (2020).
80
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occasional meeting – and communities should be able to give their consent to development
or withhold it.
Approaches for active investor-community cooperation in plantation development could
include:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Assistance with forming CFUGs and support for CF in adjacent areas, with first refusal
option to buy CF-grown trees on maturity;
Contract tree farming within or adjacent to the lease area, with similar purchase
arrangements;
Wide spacing between trees on establishment to allow for inter-cropping by local people
(which also benefit the plantations by reducing weeding needs);
Technical assistance to communities for small-scale plantations, agroforestry systems and
other livelihood activities; and
Sharing harvest proceeds with local communities (e.g. as in the Ghana plantation schemes
– See 3.2.).

With regard to benefit-sharing solutions, consideration should be given to replacing the
apparent cumbersome procedure of assessing royalties payable to the state on each harvest
by direct payments by plantation enterprises to local people assisting with plantation
development and protection.
Grievance redress mechanisms, participatory approaches and improved consultation
processes will need to be established. Large-scale land development is likely to attract
opposition from local people as it may affect their customary activities and other aspects of their
livelihoods. This underlines the need to involve local people in preparing plantation plans and
to develop and communicate ways in which they can benefit from plantation implementation.
In such cases, continued consultations with local communities to understand and address their
concerns are likely to be essential.
6.3. Environmental risks
There is a range of environmental risks associated with large-scale plantations, especially
where they involve intensively-managed monocultures. These may relate to the plantation
crop’s water demands, the effects of fertiliser, pesticide and herbicide use, soil depletion with
repeated short rotations, reduction in biodiversity, loss of natural habitats, and unintended
spread of introduced species. Concerns have recently been raised about increased planting of
tissue-culture eucalyptus hybrids in Myanmar and there are numerous reports concerning
planting species on unsuitable site – for example Acacia on deep peat land in Indonesia.
Industrial plantations of fast-growing species are themselves unlikely to contribute to
biodiversity, but by addressing demands for wood can reduce pressure on remaining natural
forests
These risks underline the importance of appropriate planning of plantations and monitoring
impacts. Species selected should be suitable for the sites and breaking up large contiguous
blocks of single species to retain (and enhance) natural vegetation and provide for wildlife
corridors should be an essential part of investment plans. Converting natural forests to
plantations (for example as took place in Indonesia) should be avoided.
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6.4. Compliance with environmental and social safeguards
Adoption of social and environmental safeguard standards is essential to address plantation
risks. To avoid conflicts which may arise from tenure, other social issues and environment
concerns, investments in industrial-scale plantation management are likely to need to adopt
measures to address risks. The eight IFC Performance Standards83 (see Box 2), which have been
adopted by several Development Finance Institutions (DFIs), are likely to set a benchmark on
which to base such measures.
Evidence that such standards are being met is likely to require certification of plantation
management to the FSC Principles and Criteria, or equivalent. At present there is no FSC
programme in Myanmar, but the Program for Endorsement of Forest Certification Schemes
(PEFC) is currently supporting the Myanmar Forest Certification Committee (MFCC) to develop
a national certification programme, which includes a draft standard for plantations.84
While achieving certification standards is likely to be a prerequisite to reducing reputational
risk for institutional investors and DFIs, certification may also be needed to access certain
export markets. As noted above, the EU and some regional export destinations require credible
verification of legal production85, which certification to an international standard would help
provide. Some Acacia producers have already cited lack of certified material as an obstacle to
their supplying Vietnamese customers. A credible and transparent certification system for
plantations will require the ability to access to Myanmar’s subsidiary legislation (i.e., procedures
and instructions), which are currently only available in the Myanmar language.
Application of best practice guidelines in land-use planning and allocation process will be
essential to address long term sustainability. Essential requirements, related in particular to
tenure, are included in the Voluntary Guidelines on the Responsible Governance of Tenure of
Land, Fisheries and Forests (VGGT). While generally setting out the responsibilities of States in
terms of recognition, respect and protection of the legitimate tenure rights of individuals and
communities, including those with customary tenure systems, they also encourage responsible
investments in resources in ways that increase sustainable production and generate higher
incomes. In this regard, responsible investments should do no harm; they should safeguard
against dispossession of legitimate tenure right holders and environmental damage; and they
should be implemented in partnership with relevant levels of government and local holders of
tenure rights. Other useful sets of principles include the Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights and the Voluntary Principles on Human Rights and Security.
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See https://firstforsustainability.org/risk-management/implementing-ifc-environmental-and-socialrequirements/establish-and-maintain-an-esms/ifc-environmental-and-social-performancerequirements/ifc-performance-standards/
84
https://www.myanmarforestcertification.org/wpcontent/uploads/2019/05/Plantation_ForestStandardsENG.pdf
85
Importing country legislation includes the EU Timber Regulation, the US Lacey Act, the Australian Illegal
Logging Prohibition Act, the Japan Clean Wood Act, the Republic of Korea Sustainable Use Act, as well as
controls to prevent imports of illegal timber in Indonesia, Vietnam and Malaysia linked to their VPA processes
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Box 2: IFC’s Performance Standards and their application to forest plantations
1. Environmental and Social Assessment and Management System: Investors should manage the
environmental and social performance of their activities, involving communication with
workers and directly affected local communities. This requires development of management
systems, appropriate to the size and nature of the plantation activity, that promote sound and
sustainable environmental and social performance.
2. Labour and Working Conditions: The basic rights of plantation workers should be protected;
they should be treated fairly and provided with safe and healthy working conditions.
3. Pollution Prevention and Abatement: Investors should integrate pollution prevention and
control technologies and practices. For plantations, this is likely to include controls on pesticide
and fertiliser use, and of effluents where associated downstream processing is established.
4. Community Health, Safety and Security: Investors should avoid or minimise the risks and
impacts to community health, safety and security that may arise from their activities. For
plantations, these may arise from accidents with roading or logging equipment, releases of
hazardous materials (e.g., pesticides), and impacts on communities’ natural resources
(especially water), as well as actions by security personnel to prevent encroachment.
5. Land Acquisition and Involuntary Resettlement: Investors should avoid physical or economic
displacement or minimize impacts on displaced individuals or communities through measures
such as fair compensation and improving livelihoods and living conditions of affected
communities. Where plantation areas are occupied (even if formally “illegal”), investors should
implement measures to reach accommodation with occupants, such as intercropping and/or
eventual benefit sharing and, if relocation is necessary, provision of alternative living and
farming sites.
6. Biodiversity Conservation and Sustainable Natural Resource Management: Investors should
avoid or mitigate threats to biodiversity arising from their business activities and promote the
use of renewable natural resources in their operations. Where monoculture plantations are
established, set-aside areas to retain or rehabilitate natural vegetation and creation or
preservation of wildlife corridors within lease areas should be included in management plans.
7. Indigenous Peoples: Investors should ensure that their business activities respect the identity,
culture and natural resource-based livelihoods of Indigenous Peoples and reduce exposure to
impoverishment and disease. This is likely to be a particular requirement where plantations are
established in Myanmar’s ethnic areas and, in these cases, communities Free Prior Informed
Consent (FPIC) concerning the development plan should be obtained before activities
commence.
8. Cultural Heritage: Investors should avoid significant damage to cultural heritage due to their
business activities. These may include properties and sites of archaeological, historical,
cultural, artistic and religious significance as well as unique environmental features and cultural
knowledge, innovations and practices of communities embodying traditional lifestyles.
Compliance with the Performance Standards requires risk assessment, a grievance mechanism,
independent auditing and reporting.

6.5. Forest governance related risks
Illegal logging and encroachment are identified as major risks for investors. Illegal logging has
two dimensions: (i) timber theft from plantations as they start to become valuable; and (ii)
widespread illegal logging in natural forests, both to supply timber for the domestic market and
its infiltration into export markets, which depresses markets and log prices for timber from legal
sources. Investors themselves have limited authority to exclude illegal loggers and, whilst FD
can confiscate illegally-harvested timber, only the police can make arrests. Moreover, the
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persistence of illegal logging and perceptions of the country’s overall governance environment
contributes to Myanmar’s reputation as a “high-risk country” for investors.86
Strengthening FD’s surveillance, detection and control systems, including introduction of IT
applications, as well as improved cooperation between the police and FD, and continued efforts
to tackle corruption at the local level, are seen as essential in reducing illegal logging and in
enhancing Myanmar’s reputation as a destination for investors.
6.6. Climate-related risks
A changing climate imposes significant challenges and some opportunities for the forest
plantation sector. Adaptation involves taking action either to reduce or avoid commercial losses
that may arise due to extreme weather events such as droughts (and associated fire) or tropical
cyclones, as well as increased risks of pest and diseases. For plantations, the most fundamental
measure is the choice of appropriate species for particular sites. However, predicting the nature
and magnitude of change is complex and adaptation needs to be a continuous process, involving
a process of ‘adapting well’ to continuously changing conditions. This requires learning based
on past experience, new knowledge and a comprehensive analysis of future options87. In the
short term it is unlikely that climate change considerations would lead to changes in species
selection because within the period of a short rotations, conditions would not change enough
to change a group of suitable species to that more suitable for another location. However,
climate change considerations could affect species choice for longer-term hardwood rotations
and this should be regularly reviewed, particularly in transitional environments and use of a
limited range of clones of a given species should be avoided.88
6.7. Biophysical risks
Good silvicultural practices are also essential for successful plantation establishment.
Whereas, larger companies typically adopt good practices, communities often do not have
access to pest control, quality planting material and management practices to address
biophysical risks to forest plantations, e.g.:
•
•
•
•
•
•

poor species and site matching
biological risks, especially diseases and pests
inter-annual variations in climate (e.g. prolonged drought in some years)
management practices resulting in site degradation
over-cutting the stands on shorter rotation cycles reducing site quality and yields
fire.

Several insect pests and diseases have been identified in plantations in Myanmar and
neighbouring countries. Both, private community partnerships and government extension
services will be crucial to support the plantation industry, small and large, to address those risks.
The risk of pest and disease outbreaks in plantations, especially those derived from a narrow
genetic base (as is likely to be the case with fast-growing introduced species) underlines the
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need for surveillance and reporting, and also cooperation between investors and engagement
with research institutions. Examples of pests and diseases include:
-

In Teak Plantations, shoot and stem borers and leaf feeding insects89 have been
detected. In 2019, significant areas of young plantations are observed to have been
affected by a leaf-skeletoniser, Eutectona machaeralis in the eastern Bago Yoma area
near the Yangon-Nay Pyi Taw highway. Biological measures have been assessed as
the most effective control for this pest.

-

Extensive areas of Acacia mangium pulpwood plantations in Indonesia have
become infected by red root rot (Ganoderma philippii or related species) and stem
wilt/canker (Ceratocystis sp.).90 These have caused mortality levels so high that a
significant proportion of the plantations were no longer viable. Evaluation of the
incidence of root rot suggested that build-up of inoculum increases with successive
rotations. Outbreaks of Ceratocystis are reported to have been more damaging than
root rot. It is spread through fungal spores carried by beetles that burrow into the
bark of trees, which is aggravated by bark peeling and stem wounding by squirrels,
monkeys and elephants, especially in compartments close to retained native
vegetation. These problems have led Indonesian plantation companies to change
species – including alternative Acacia species, Acacia hybrids and Eucalyptus. There
are reports of root rot becoming prevalent in plantations in Vietnam, so it is possible
that plantations in Myanmar will become affected as rotations of the species are
repeated.

-

Fungal diseases that affect the leaves and branches of eucalypts have caused
serious damage in some countries. In Thailand, thousands of hectares of clonal
plantations were killed by an epidemic of Cryptosporiopsis eucalypti leaf blight fungus
in one year. And in central and southern Vietnam, large areas of E. camaldulensis
plantations have been lost to attack by leaf blight diseases, notably Cylindrocladium
quinqueseptatum.91

-

Big-leaf mahogany (Swietenia macrophylla) is commonly affected by the shoot borer
Hypsipyla grandella, which bores into and kills young trees’ terminal shoots92. A
lateral branch grows replaces the terminal shoot, resulting in a crooked main stem.
Small trees whose terminal shoots are attacked repeatedly in successive years
become extremely deformed. This is widespread throughout the tropics and has been
observed in young plantations in Sagaing Region.

-

Pestalotiopsis microspora leaf fall disease has had severe impacts in rubber
plantations, affecting nearly 53,000 ha in Thailand, 368,000 ha in Indonesia and 2,500
ha in Malaysia. One of the causes was reported to be unhealthy trees due to lack of
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maintenance as a result of low latex prices93. As a preventive measure Myanmar has
banned import of Thai rubber seeds, seedlings, and saplings94.
Fire damage is a constant risk. There is a 6-8 month dry season in most areas of Myanmar and
fire in plantations during the latter part of the season is often caused by local people burning
grass and shrubs to stimulate new growth for livestock or hunting. Accordingly, effective fire
control measures – prevention-detection-suppression – need to be included in management
plans.
Insurance services for plantations are not yet available in Myanmar but have been provided
in other countries in the Asian region. These have covered teak, rubber, macadamia, acacia and
agar wood plantations, and buyers have included banks that lend to small growers.95 Cover is
usually for fire and wind, but generally not losses due to pests and diseases (although payments
covering the cost of treating pests and diseases can be included). Premium rates reflect the risk
of loss (e.g., young trees are far more prone to fires than mid-rotation ages); the tree species;
total value to be insured and the amount of insurance required; and the state of the insurance
markets (i.e., competition in the sector – which is very low in the case of plantation cover).
Typical premiums for small forestry enterprises may be about 1 percent of the risk limit (e.g., 1
percent of a US$5 million limit as part of US$15 million total value forest). For larger enterprises,
the premium for an insured limit of US$20 million could be in the order of 4 percent, or higher
for plantations in a typhoon/cyclone belt.
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7. Finance options
KEY POINTS:
• There are currently no suitable products for debt financing of plantations in Myanmar,
and local banks are not set up to be financial intermediaries for international
development loans.
• Examples from other countries where development finance has been utilised to
support plantation investment have normally required borrowers to meet
environment and social governance performance standards equivalent to those of the
Forest Stewardship Council.
• Other possible sources of finance are equity finance from institutional investors
(usually via Timber Investment Management Organisations) or large industrial
companies, and the voluntary carbon offset market.

As noted above, there are currently no suitable loan financing products in Myanmar, and it is
unlikely that domestic equity finance of this magnitude will be available. Therefore, scaling up
of forest plantations sufficient to meet MRRP targets will require external financing. Some
options are considered below.
Box 3: Cost ranges for plantation establishment
Typical costs quoted by FD for teak and hardwood plantation establishment over the first 5 years
range from MMK 1.2 million to MMK 2.5 million/ha ($2,000-$4,100/ha), depending on species and
initial spacing. Annual protection and maintenance costs are around MMK 18,000 ($30) /ha/year.
Costs for establishing fast-growing industrial species reported by the Private Plantation Association
from range from MMK 151,000 ($250)/ha to MMK 830,000 ($1,370)/ha. In most cases, maintenance
needs of these species after the first year are likely to be minimal. Weeding and climber cutting are
likely to be required for longer for Eucalyptus than Acacia, due the eucalypts’ thinner crowns
Assuming that the private sector would focus primarily on fast-growing industrial species with an
establishment cost of US$1,200/ha, and the FD on teak or hardwoods with a cost of US$2,000/ha, the
total cost of achieving MRRP commercial plantation targets would be about US$138 million and
US$222 million respectively.

7.1. Multilateral development bank loan via a local bank
International or regional development institutions have played a critical role in other
countries to develop the plantation sector. In Myanmar, financial products could be developed
to support a local state bank such as MADB, to create a facility for qualified local enterprises to
borrow from for bankable forestry projects, with an interest rate mark-up.
An example of this in the agriculture sector was a two-step loan from the Japan International
Cooperation Agency (JICA) to MADB for loans of MMK 50 million to individual farmers, and MMK
500 million to groups of farmers for purchase of rice mills, oil mills, and combine harvesters. The
interest rate payable by the Ministry of Planning and Finance (MOPF) to JICA was 0.01%, by
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MADB to MOPF 3.0%, and by farmers to MADB 8.5%. Loan security included farmers’ land titles
(“Form 7”), immovable assets and the purchased machinery. Equipment was purchase directly
by MADB on behalf of beneficiaries as shown in Figure 28.

Figure 28: Scheme of the JICA two-step loan (TSL) to farmers via Myanmar Agriculture Development Bank
(Source: http://open_jicareport.jica.go.jp/pdf/12304895.pdf)

Development Banks (such as the World Bank) would typically focus their support on the
development of smallholder plantations. As lending operations are based on subsidized rates,
these operations include poverty relevant interventions, focusing on small size plots operated
by smallholders and not private plantations. Local financial intermediary (FI) would be required
to meet the Eligibility Criteria for FIs.96 These are:
a)
b)
c)
d)

adequate profitability, capital and portfolio quality, as per audited financial statements;
appropriate capacity to carry out appraisal and supervision of loans;
capacity to mobilize domestic resources; and
adequate managerial autonomy, commercially-oriented governance, and business
procedures.

Financial Intermediaries would also need to meet the Bank’s requirements of the
Environmental and Social Standard on FIs (ESS9), which sets out how FIs must assess and
manage environmental and social risks and impacts associated with the subprojects it
finances. Forest sector borrowers also need to demonstrate high-quality environmental
performance, which generally means certification to the FSC’s standard or equivalent. Given
the current restrictions imposed by MADB (see section 3.6), it does not appear that this
approach will be feasible in the immediate future.
A specific example of development bank financing of a forestry project is provided by the
Public-Private Partnership for the Afforestation of Degraded Forest Reserves project in
Ghana (see section 2.2). A loan of US$14 million from the African Development Bank for a
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sustainable commercial teak plantation provided a concessional debt package at sub-market
terms and aligned incentives through a tripartite benefit-sharing agreement between the
Government of Ghana, the project owner (Form Ghana Limited), and local communities.97,98
In this case, the loan is made directly to the company, which is the sole loan beneficiary; the
interest rate is 5 percent; there is a 5-year grace period; and the repayment period is 15 years.
The loan is secured by corporate guarantee so physical collateral is not required.
7.2.

Development Finance Institution (DFI) loan to or equity in a national enterprise, or a joint
venture
A Development Finance Institution (such as IFC)99 may lend to directly to or invest in a
qualified national enterprise or a joint venture involving a foreign partner. Over the past
decade, IFC has invested US$1.5 billion in 56 projects along the forest product supply chain.
These include paper and board production, mechanical wood production, processing in pulp
mills, and primary production of wood. IFC Advisory Services have also supported 44 projects
worth US$30 million in spending, mainly on land and social and environmental-related issues
with upstream activities, including timber plantations.
The IFC is investing in a 356,000-ha project in Portucel Mozambique100, a forestry project
integrated with a paper pulp production industry. Total planned investment includes US$2.5
billion; in Phase I comprising US$260 million in 40,000 ha of plantations and a 1 million ton
woodchip mill; while Phase II will see establishment of a further 160,000 ha and a 1.5 million
ton pulp mill. The Mozambique Government has granted land for the plantations for a 50-year
period. The World Bank in parallel has supported activities related to community land
delineation, capacity building and policy reforms in the plantation and land-use planning sectors
to complement Portucel investments.
Other examples of DFI investments in forest plantations include the Dutch FMO’s investment
of US$5 million in the Lao-Swedish joint venture, Burapha, which is funding the CAPEX of the
plywood mill and expansion of the company’s plantations from 3,540 ha to 7,000 ha. FMO is
also investing US$15 million in the Tropical Asia Forest Fund, a EUR 76 million private equity
fund managed by Australian-based fund manager New Forests Pty Ltd, with projects in Lao PDR,
Malaysia and Indonesia101. The World Bank has also worked closely with Government to support
policy reforms for the plantation sector in Lao PDR to strengthen the enabling environment for
private companies to develop sustainable plantations.
DFIs generally subscribe to IFC’s Performance Standards (see Section 6.4), which its investment
partners need to meet.
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7.3.

Investor equity via Timber Investment Management Organisation (TIMO) in joint venture
with a national enterprise
Timber Investment Management Organisations act as brokers to find, analyse, and acquire
investment properties for clients, and subsequently manage them on clients’ behalf.
Financing may come from pension funds (for example) or from DFIs. Typically, management
standards equivalent to the IFC Standards would be required. Other commercial requirements
include returns that are sufficient to compensate for risks, ability to choose joint venture
partners and repatriation of investors’ capital. In general, investment in going concerns (i.e.,
existing forest assets) is preferable to planting on greenfield sites. New Forests Pty. Ltd. and
Form International, as described in previous sections, are examples of TIMOs.

7.4. Foreign forest industry company equity in joint venture
Large forest industry corporations with plans to increase their production may look for longterm investment opportunities to expand their raw material base and also markets. Some
large paper companies have established pulpwood plantations in the Asian region in countries
other than their home base with a view to creating a source of raw material for existing
industries, or to supply new investments in processing in the target country. The current
investment by J.K. Paper, in Habras-MZZ Plantation Myanmar Company and Double A in Paper
Tree, both in Myanmar; and by the Finnish-Swedish forest industry company, Stora Enso, in
Stora Enso Lao are examples of this financing approach.
7.5. Timber production grant scheme
In order to develop the plantation industry, several countries have developed grant programs
that co-fund plantation developers in their efforts to establish first-of-a-kind operations. The
Uganda Sawlog Production Grant Scheme (SPGS)102 recognises that subsidies are needed to
attract private sector investment into forest plantations. It provides financial grants and
technical support to commercial tree planters, rural communities, public and private
institutions, as a means of promoting investment in commercial tree planting and increasing
income of rural populations. A total area of around 82,000 ha of plantation will have been
established over 3 phases since 2004 with contributions of US$33.7 million from the EU, US$4.9
million from Norway, and US$2.2 million from the Government of Uganda. Most of its clients
have been small to medium-sized local entrepreneurs, with an average plantation size of 50 ha,
and areas split 50:50 between private and public land. Beneficiaries are paid a conditional and
retrospective grant (subsidy) after an initial investment in commercial tree planting has been
made and verified to ensure establishment of plantations to documented quality standards. The
current phase of SPGS is also supporting investments in timber processing, as the established
plantations are maturing and the development of value chains needs further support.
7.6. Voluntary carbon offset market
Airlines, oil companies, and individuals are using voluntary carbon markets to achieve net
reductions in greenhouse gas emissions. In 2018, transactions involving forestry and land use
equivalent to 50.7 million metric tons of carbon dioxide (MtCO2e) for a total market value of
US$171.9 million were recorded, compared with 16.6 MtCO2e and US$63.4 million in 2016103.
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Major investors include Shell, which has committed to invest US$300 million in offsets
associated with nature-based solutions from mid-2019 through mid-2022104. British Airways and
Air France, meanwhile, have announced they will offset emissions from all domestic flights
beginning in 2020, while EasyJet announced in November that it will offset all emissions from
its use of jet fuels immediately. These commitments may be affected by the 2020 COVID-19
outbreak; an informal survey of forest carbon project developers suggested “lean years
ahead”105, although large corporates seem to remain committed for the time being.106 However,
airlines’ appetite for offsets is likely to be hit by the impact of COVID-19 on their operations.107
Despite a focus on conservation of natural forests, carbon finance represents a possible
opportunity for Myanmar to fund forest rehabilitation. Most projects aim simply to pay for
developing a carbon sink, but timber production is not necessarily ruled out; for example, the
expected outcomes of the Afforestation of Degraded Forest Reserves project in Ghana (see
section 02) includes net greenhouse gas sequestration potential of around 2.8 MtCO2 over 40
years (a long-term average of 70,103 tCO2 per year). A total of 300,000 tCO2 have been sold to
date.108
Typical considerations for pure carbon projects include an acceptable level of risk linked to
good governance; ability to scale up to significant area (>100,000 ha for restoration/
protection); highest management standards and secure long-term land tenure. Carbon credits
must be able to be exported and also deducted from national carbon accounts to avoid double
accounting under countries’ NDCs.109
Another option for developing carbon finance operations is at a jurisdictional level. Norway
and other large sovereign carbon buyers prefer buying emission reductions from landscape
jurisdictional programs, which would include conservation and production forests of native
forests, community and plantations across the landscape. Typical partners would be
Governments but would require close partnerships with CSOs and private companies. First deals
were closed between Norway and Brazil, Indonesia and other tropical forest countries.
Myanmar might be good candidate in the future, if reform process continues to be a priority.110
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8.

Alternative plantation tenure approaches for private
plantations on State land
KEY POINTS:
• Variants of the current model for plantation leases on State land should be
considered. These should encourage mutually beneficial linkages between private
company plantations and community-based and smallholder plantations.
• Consideration should be given to incorporating existing government plantations and
areas of natural forest within lease areas and assigning management and utilisation
rights to lease holders.
• This would increase the attractiveness for investors by providing more immediate
returns and, at the same time, benefit the government through additional revenue
streams while also relieving it of the need to budget for future protection and
maintenance.

The current approach for private plantations is through leases of denuded RF land to investors
in accordance with provisions in the 2018 Forest Law and a set of FD instructions and
procedures. Because of size limitations of contiguous land areas, needs to involve local
communities in sharing benefits, a preference of some international investors to include existing
forest (as opposed to purely greenfield sites), and benefits to the State from allocating
management of State plantations to the private sector, a range of other options should be
considered.
8.1. Plantation leases on denuded State land
Plantation leases on denuded RF land represent the current approach to private sector
investment as provided for in the 2018 Forest Law, but this has certain disadvantages. The low
current upper limit of 1,000 acres (405 ha) for each lease area and what is seen as a cumbersome
acquisition process are potential obstacles to investment. Leases on VFV land is seen by some
investors as overcoming some of these disadvantages. Although primarily intended for
agricultural use, simpler acquisition procedures, the larger areas that can be leased (3,000
acres/ 1,214 ha) and the ability to acquire secure title (Form 7) once developed, may make VFV
land more attractive to investors than RF land. However, the requirement to develop the whole
lease area within 4 years could be considered too short for some investors.
8.2. Plantation leases with local farmer intercropping
This variant of the current model is not strictly a tenure arrangement, but it could increase
local community ownership and support. Trees are planted with wide spacing between rows
so that local farmers have use rights to the land between rows to grow annual crops until the
tree crowns close. This provides local people with income sources in addition to wages from
plantation work and also reduces weeding costs for the company early in the establishment
period. This approach is employed by both Stora Enso Lao and Form Ghana Limited. In the
latter case the agreement with government also prescribes that proportions of the stumpage
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values of each harvest is paid to traditional land owners and local communities, which could be
considered as an alternative to paying stumpage royalties to the State.
8.3. Plantation leases with tree out-grower schemes in adjacent community forest areas
Developing partnerships with local communities should benefit both the communities and
investors. This would give communities a stake in the plantations and reduce the risk of
encroachment and timber theft, provide additional sources of raw material for the investor,
while also supporting community forestry through:
a) Assisting households within or adjacent to lease areas to form CFUGs and to prepare
management plans to secure CF certificates;
b) Providing planting material (free or at nominal cost) and technical advice on forest and
agricultural crops;
c) Providing technical assistance to surrounding communities in more sustainable agricultural
practices to strengthen their livelihoods; and
d) Assuring markets for industrial forest crops grown by communities, by agreeing to
purchase on a first refusal basis.
There are several examples of partnership models which benefit investors and communities.
An interesting approach in Myanmar is the so-called “cluster” approach where groups of
smallholders within a defined area close to investors own plantations and/or processing
facilities are supported to supply raw material, as shown schematically in Figure 29.
The approach promoted by the Myanmar Bamboo and Rattan Association, which is working
with 19 communities and 5,000 ha of plantation in the Bago Region, is a variant of this model.
The investor provides seedlings and technical advice to Community Forestry Use Group (CFUG)
members, including technology for preliminary processing aimed specific products, and
purchases semi-finished products for further processing. This could be replicated for a range of
other products, including industrial woodfuel, wood chips for pulp, and solid wood products.

Figure 29: Schematic model of cluster approach combining community forestry and private plantations
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8.4. Plantation leases on state land with tree out-grower schemes in adjacent private land
Tree outgrower partnerships with local farmers contribute to rural incomes and secure their
support for plantation investments. This is similar to the community forestry approach
described above, with the difference that farmers with title to adjacent land are assisted to grow
trees in areas between fields, such as on rice paddy bunds. Benefits include provision of planting
material and technical support and guaranteed purchase of trees at maturity. This approach has
been employed by paper companies in Thailand, where (in 2012) some 60,000 contracted and
independent farmers growing eucalypts on about 336,000 ha were providing the companies’
main source of wood supply111. In India, State Forest Development Corporations and the paper
companies have worked with farmers to create a wood resource base – mainly of eucalypts – of
more than 3 million ha of plantations, under agro / farm forestry systems112. MZZ-Habras
Plantation Company plans to adapt this approach in its JV with JK Paper in Ayeyarwady Region.
8.5.

Plantation leases combining denuded State land and rehabilitation of degraded
plantations
Allocating degraded State plantations to the private sector for rehabilitation would reduce
the need for public funding for their restoration, management and protection, and may
provide investors with earlier returns compared to pure greenfield sites. Under MRRP,
rehabilitation of about 45,000 ha of degraded government plantations and establishment of
about 66,000 ha of commercial plantations on denuded FR land is seen as a State responsibility.
While this may be the best approach for slow-growing hardwood species, additional areas
identified for commercial government plantations could also be made available for the private
sector. This would help avoid a repetition of past problems with government plantations, where
adequate resources were available for establishment and initial maintenance, but not for longer
term protection. If degraded plantations still contained residual merchantable trees, harvest of
these by the investors under conditions agreed in the management plan could provide initial
income and make investment more attractive, especially for medium-length rotation species
such as teak. In such cases, the state would receive compensation both in the tender price
offered and stumpage royalties on harvest.

8.6.

Timber rights contracts combining new plantations on denuded land and sustainable
management of existing FD plantations
Allocation of existing FD plantations within and adjacent to plantation lease areas would
increase attractiveness of leases for private investors, while providing a means to protect the
plantations, and delivering early revenues to the State. This approach would involve plantation
leases on denuded FR land and encompassing adjacent well-established government
plantations, with arrangements for management and harvest rights transferred to the private
sector investor through a tender system. As with the previous model, this would make a lease
more attractive for investors and would result in better returns to the state, both from the
tender for the lease and royalties paid on harvest, while freeing the state of long term
management and protection responsibilities, which it may not have assured budget for.
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Assurance of quality management could be through imposing a legal obligation in the lease
contract to achieve forest management certification to an international standard within a
specified period (e.g., 3 years from the date of the lease agreement), and government retention
of the performance guarantee bond until all denuded areas had been planted and certification
had been achieved. This approach would affect Myanma Timber Enterprise’s (MTE) current
monopoly on extracting timber from state-owed forest, but MTE (as a state corporation) could
be allocated areas to manage, either by competing with the private sector or through special
allocation of plantation areas.
8.7.

Timber rights contracts combining sustainable management of natural forest areas, and
plantations on denuded land
Inclusion of areas of natural forest within or adjacent to plantation lease areas would help
ensure their protection and in some circumstances could provide returns to the State through
approved timber extraction. This approach would involve a competitive tender system to
allocate both the plantation lease and management and harvest rights of adjacent natural forest
areas to private sector entities113. This would require strict controls, including clear specification
and monitoring by FD of allowable harvests from the natural forest area, external audits of
compliance, for example through forest management certification of the whole lease area, and
retention by the government of the performance guarantee bond for the entire lease period.
One advantage of such an approach would be that establishment of smaller discrete forest
management units (i.e., combined natural forest-plantation management leases) would make
forest certification more straightforward than certification of whole FD forest districts as
currently envisaged under the MFCC’s programme. However, it would be a significant departure
from current government policy of FD having sole management responsibility and MTE an
extraction monopoly. Its political and practical feasibility needs further study.
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9. Policy options to encourage investment in sustainable
forest plantations and next steps
KEY POINTS:
•

Myanmar stakeholders have identified actions needed to incentivise plantation
investments.

• These include establishment of a National Coordination Committee to advise on revising
policies, laws, institutions, instructions, and procedures; stakeholder participation;
development of benefit sharing arrangements; and sourcing of sustainable financing.
• A coherent plantation strategy is needed that takes investor concerns and perceived
constraints into account.
• This should consider what level of investment is needed to meet Myanmar’s domestic
wood product demands, its export market ambitions, and employment needs.
• Potential reforms should be categorised and prioritised depending on how readily they
can be implemented.
• A key requirement will be to improve information on areas available for investment.

9.1.

National deliberations on plantation investment needs

Stakeholder workshop – May 2019
In May 2019, national plantation stakeholders discussed the needs for a reforestation strategy.
This identified four key outputs – each to be achieved through a series of actions.114 These
covered:
a) Enabling conditions - policies, laws, institutions, instructions and procedures – developed
through a collaborative policy mechanism among government organisations, authorities
and stakeholders, starting with establishment of a National Coordinating Committee to
guide further development of a land management system relating to reforestation and land
management of other sectors;
b) Responsible participation though round-table meetings to determine roles,
responsibilities and accountability of local leaders to discuss policies, with the inclusive
participation of stakeholders relating to land issues and development of procedures for
increasing private sector investment;
c) Benefit sharing, including addressing people’s needs and dependency on forest resources
as well as national and regional level objectives such as goals for climate change mitigation
and adaptation and other sustainable development goals; and

114

See Annex 3: Reforestation Strategy: Draft report, May 2019.
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d) Sustainable financing, including reinvestment of a proportion of the state funds (i.e., forest
sector revenues) in reforestation activities and providing investors with information that
enables them to obtain sustainable and secure rights.
These outputs provide a useful starting point for further discussions on developing a plantation
policy.
Private sector-government workshop – December 2019
A workshop involving representatives of government and the private sector held on 17
December 2019 discussed constraints to increased investment in plantations and ways in which
these could be overcome. The key outputs are summarised in Annex 3. Some key reflections
included:
•

Myanmar is competing for investment: International Investors make decisions based on
their assessment of the balance between risk and return. This means that Myanmar must
be able to present investment opportunities in a favourable light compared to
neighbouring countries. This applies to factors such as the ease of doing business,
regulatory requirements, availability of suitable land, transport and other infrastructure,
social issues, political stability and potential markets. Myanmar needs to ensure its
policies and regulations encourage responsible investment and better communicate the
advantages to potential investors.

•

Private management of government plantations could be possible: Government
representatives declared that FD is open to the idea of assigning management and
utilisation rights of government-established plantations to the private sector. This would
address the risk of lack of future funding for maintenance and protection and would also
provide earlier returns to both government and investors compared to pure greenfield
sites. Approaches to enable this, including valuation and transfer mechanisms, need to
be developed.

•

The current lease areas limits are too small for international plantation companies:
Areas limited to 1,000 acres (405 ha) are too small for plantation companies. Plantations
need to include at least 15,000 ha of plantable area (depending on species and product)
to be economically viable. For a minimum-sized pulp mill (producing 400,000 tons per
year), 100,000 ha of plantation is needed. The gross area of a lease could be much larger
and include non-plantable area such as HCV/natural forest and community-managed
land. Contiguous blocks are not necessary, but transport distance to processing facilities
or export ports is a crucial consideration.

•

There is a need for better information on available areas: There is a need for the
Government to improve information on areas available to investors. This will require a
better knowledge of what is actually on the ground and better maps, suggesting the need
for FD to invest in landscape planning when preparing areas for tender. A one-stop
window for information in FD should be considered.

•

The current lease term of 30 years is too short: The length of lease should be at least 50
years with room for multiple (at least two) rotations. Shorter lease terms will not allow
the owner to properly develop the land and ownership of the estate will be difficult to
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transfer (i.e., the entire tree crop will have to be liquidated prior to the end of the term).
Longer lease terms will also provide the assurance of continued raw material supply
required for investment in added-value downstream processing.
•

The lease acquisition process should be streamlined: There is a need to simplify the lease
tendering process. Although the list of requirements for investors (see Annex 2) is not
unreasonable, consideration should be given to adopting a staged process, e.g.: (i)
prequalification of bidders, based on demonstration of financial, management and
technical capabilities; (ii) the tender process, based only on the financial offer by
prequalified investors; (iii) pre-operational activities by the winning bidder, including
environmental impact assessment; management plans, social responsibility
arrangements with communities, etc.; and (iv) operations, when the pre-operational
activities have been completed and approved. Prequalified bidders would be able to
enter bids for subsequent blocks without having to reapply, although total limits to
prevent concentration of large lease areas amongst a limited number of investors would
need to be considered.

•

Regulation of plantation timber should be lightened: The requirements for FD scaling,
hammer-marking and issuance of removal passes for plantation timber should be reexamined. With large-scale plantations (and also community outgrower schemes)
measuring individual small-size logs is likely to be impractical and result in delays in
transporting timber. Bamboo should not be treated as a “forest crop” and not subject to
the same regulations as timber.

•

Revenues paid to government could be simplified: The need to have different revenue
sources should be re-examined. It may be possible to combine the three current revenue
streams (land rental, premium, and harvest royalties) into a single payment which would
be the determined through tendering (e.g., the winner could be the investor who offers
the highest annual payment for the lease area). Performance bonds to assure that areas
are developed are justified, but there is a need to speed up their return to investors once
establishment has been completed; they could also be returned in instalments as
development progresses according to the business plan.

•

Current tax exemptions are not suitable for plantation investment: Tax holidays should
take the time plantations start to taxable generate revenue into account. A minimum of
15 years tax holiday (as is the case in Malaysia) was suggested.

•

Funding is likely to require equity financing: Debt financing is likely to be very challenging
for greenfield projects, or existing plantations that require significant work before the
crop can be harvested. Even for short-rotation species, 10-15 year tenure would be
needed, as well as long grace periods (likely up to 10 years), and concessional interest
rates. Commercial banks will not be able to lend on these terms and neither would most
DFIs. For commercial operations, equity financing is therefore usually necessary and will
most likely have to come either from government (as a joint venture partner) or the
private sector.

•

A plantation valuation system is needed: There is a need to develop a system to assess
the value of plantations, both to allow transfer from one investor to another, and also to
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provide a basis (e.g., a tender floor price) for transferring management and utilisation
rights of state-established plantations to private sector investors. The need for third-party
assessors for this role was recognised.
•

Private plantations and community forests should be mutually supportive: CFs are
likely to need support from the private sector to be viable. Bundling their produce with
that from larger plantation companies can usually yield better pricing and provide access
to markets (especially in light of increased demands for international certification and
proof of legal origin requirements). Similarly, investors need to work with local
communities both to source sufficient raw material, and to understand their needs
thereby avoiding potential conflicts. From this viewpoint, FD policy should aim to
promote mutually-supportive arrangements between private plantations and CF. At
present they are regarded as separate activities.

•

Investors need to develop social licence to operate: Acceptance of investment by local
communities is essential to avoid conflict and possible damage to plantations. This means
that investors must work with communities and ensure that they see clear benefits from
the investment and that their concerns related to their local environments (e.g. water
use, safety etc.) are understood and adequately addressed. In general investors will need
to consider livelihood opportunities, including local employment, intercropping in young
plantations and future benefit sharing.

•

Investors need to be aware of and have measures to mitigate environmental risks:
Investors need to be aware of and have measures in place to address a range of
environmental risks arising from plantation establishment. These include: large areas of
single species; diseases; poor soil management and excessive use of pesticides. Sharing
knowledge on these risks is important.

•

Carbon forestry is possible, but Myanmar is probably not ready: This was seen as
complex and not considered practical in the immediate term.

9.2. Next steps
The December 2019 workshop validated the recommendations for follow-up set out below.
Strategy development
There is a need to develop a multi-sector coherent commercial forest plantation strategy that
maps out the transition from a timber economy based on natural forest timber to one supplied
by plantations. This should make realistic projections of timber needs both for the domestic
market and to guide the aspirations of the National Export Strategy.
In developing a plantation strategy, there is a need to consider the degree to which incentives
are needed and whether they should be focused on a particular segment, or whether a more
laissez faire approach should be adopted, with market opportunities guiding investor strategies.
This can be considered from viewpoints of domestic market needs and future export
opportunities:
a)

Domestic market: Currently the bulk of Myanmar’s domestic needs are met either largely
by the informal sector for solid wood products (sawnwood and furniture), or imports for
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paper and composite wood products. Without substituting natural forest timber, forests
will continue to be degraded. Some key questions are:

b)

•

What products can be produced from plantation-grown timber and to what extent
should some continue to be imported?

•

What types of plantation are needed to substitute for and take pressure off natural
forests (e.g., solid wood and woodfuel)? Do these need specific incentives to
encourage preferred species selection and rotation length?

•

What type of integrated forest industries would need to be attracted to produce and
supply timber products to the domestic markets? What kind of incentives should be
provided?

•

Should incentives that encourage log or sawnwood imports (or at least removal of
disincentives)115 to supply domestic demand until sufficient raw material from
plantations is available be considered?

Export markets: Myanmar’s long-standing reputation (and market niche) has been as the
source of high-value natural teak, but in the face of dwindling supplies, this can no longer
be sustained. Some key questions are:
•

Can plantation-grown teak adequately substitute for natural teak and should the
longer rotations required for quality teak attract special incentives?

•

Are there other products where Myanmar has, or could develop, particular
competitive advantages?

•

What gaps are there in export markets where shorter-term gains (e.g., from woodchips) that could be derived from plantation-grown wood?

The revised National Export Strategy (see 3.1) should also consider these options.
Institutional strengthening and skill development will be essential to support the transition
process. The respective roles of the state, the private sector and CF should be considered and
the need for amendments to policy and legislation concerning land, forests, investment
incentives, finance and trade. Categorising the required changes according to where decisions
are made, as follows, could be considered:
a)
b)
c)

Those that can be made by decision at the departmental level within existing capacity and
through issuance of instructions or procedures;
Those that can be made at the departmental level, but need capacity development
support (e.g., land use inventories, preparing tender packages, communications);
Those that need inter-agency cooperation in land use planning (e.g., cooperation
between FD and DALMS in landscape planning, or additional incentives needing approval
from MIC); and

115

Myanmar Customs Tariff (MCT) on imported hardwood logs and all sawnwood and plywood is set at
15%. Coniferous logs are zero rated.
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d)

Those that need legislative change, through amendments to the Forest Law, the Forest
Rules, or passage of the Land Law.

The establishment of a formal multi-stakeholder body to consider reforms would help ensure
that they have the widest possible support. Such a body should include representatives of the
private sector (e.g., associations), affected government agencies, CSOs representing
community interests and legislators. It would agree its terms of reference, which would
include deliberation with the aim of reaching consensus on reforms.
A significant increase in private plantation investment is also likely to require modifications to
FD’s current role – moving from one of active forest manager to that of a regulating authority.
This may require some organisational changes within the department. A further related aspect
will be bridging apparent gaps between community forestry and commercial plantations, in
which FD would need to be able to play a facilitator’s role
Information needed
To inform stakeholder deliberations on a strategy for commercial plantations, further
information is likely to be needed. This could include:
a) Land availability: FD should identify priority areas for large-scale plantations (such as
within the Bago Yoma, or western Ayeyarwady, where deforestation has been widespread)
and compile information on land use, including areas suitable for planting, taking into
account vegetative cover, topography, soils and occupancy. As well as areas for industrialscale plantations, this could delineate areas within broader landscapes for CF, continued
natural production forest management and conservation. Tendered blocks could include
non-plantable areas where management and protection by investors as part of their leases,
rather than by FD, is feasible, including existing government plantations. This will require
surveys, making use of remote sensing to determine and demarcate areas available for
plantations and to prepare packages for tendering.
b) Landscape-level planning: Ideally broader landscape planning, encompassing both forest
and VFV land should be considered (e.g., as being piloted by IUCN in Sagaing under The
Restoration Initiative - TRI116). This will require using information on land quality and use,
and discussions with other government agencies such as DALMS and General
Administration Department. The nature and intensity of planning should be proportionate
to the characteristics of the area, for example, the degree of occupancy and likelihood of
tenure issues, and the variation in forest cover types.
c) Economic analysis of different plantation models: There is a need to prepare analyses of
different plantation models to guide investors (and CFUGs) but also to inform the
Government on actions, such as the need for fiscal and other incentives and transfer of
state plantations to the private sector. This will require projections of costs, growth and
yield, and log prices for different species and site classes.
d) Fiscal incentives: There is a need to examine the overall economic costs and benefits of
alternative fiscal incentives that could be offered to investors. These should take non-

116

www.iucn.org/theme/forests/projects/restoration-initiative-tri/tri-countries-and-partners.
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priced environment and social benefits (that are assumed to be currently provided by the
State) into account.
e) Tendering models: The current tendering model appears to be cumbersome and the
practicality of alternative systems should be examined. This would include
prequalification criteria, information provided to tenderers, tender criteria, bidding and
performance bonds and transparency requirements.
f)

Research and Development: The range of risks and challenges faced in plantation forestry
call for research and development results that can be shared between investors. While
some investors, especially large companies, may consider the technology they develop to
be intellectual property, sharing information is likely to benefit all. One way to do this
would be by establishing a Research Cooperative that could be funded through an investor
levy proportional to the size of their investment. Collaborative research could be designed
and supervised by the Forest Research Institute, but contributing investors should direct
its priorities.

g) Plantation database: The ability to plan future needs to supply domestic wood needs and
possible export opportunities is limited by the current lack of information on commercial
plantation areas, species, age classes and potential timber volumes. National reporting to
FAO for the five-yearly international Forest Resource Assessment is currently based solely
on planted areas reported by districts, many of which, according to recent assessments,
have failed. To address this and to determine the possible plantation yields to supplement
natural forest timber, FD has started a pilot in two districts to assess the quality of its own
plantations that are over 30 years old. There is a need for a more comprehensive database
covering all planted areas and, ideally, projecting supplies from rubber plantations as well.
This would require expansion of on-the-ground surveys of FD plantations and also include
ways in which private investors could report. It would be important to define the range of
uses and potential outputs as a precursor to specifying database structure and means for
data acquisition.
Recommendations, actions and timing
Table 1Table 5 provides a matrix of recommendations for reform, the activities needed to
initiate action, a suggested timeframe and an indication as to whether and at what level (e.g.,
law, rules, instruction or procedure) these might require legislative amendment.
Table 5: Recommendations for policy reform, and suggested actions and timing.

Recommendation

Actions

Timing117

Legislative change
needed

Establish Multistakeholder Working
Group on plantation
reform

Decide group membership

Short

No

Prepare instruction on formation
Group to decide its rules and procedures

117

Short-term actions could generally be accomplished within a 12-month period; medium-term actions
within 36 months and long-term actions (because of legislative amendment) longer than 36 months.
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Recommendation

Actions

Timing117

Legislative change
needed

Improve information
availability

Compilation and translation of current
procedures, instructions and other
documents

Short

No

Shortmedium

Instructions and/or
Procedures

Medium

Forest Rules on
timber marking
requirements

Preparation of guidance document on
acquisition and management of
plantation leases according to current
regulations and instructions
Streamline lease
acquisition process

Review current lease procedures

Streamline
regulations on
plantation timber

Review requirements for FD harvest
approvals, log measurements, timber,
other forest product royalties and
transport requirements for plantation
timber and other forest products.

Prepare recommendations on investor
prequalification, bidders’ bonds, tender
criteria, pre-operational requirements,
performance bonds, etc.

Instructions on
fees and royalties

Consider need and requirements for a
streamlined plantation Timber Legality
Assurance System (including reviews of
systems in other countries)
Policy studies to
inform MultiStakeholder Group
work

Decide key studies (plantation
economics, fiscal options, tender
process options, etc..) and prepare
terms of reference

ShortMedium

No

Medium

Possibly, if
amendments
recommended

Engage consultants
Organise workshops to deliberate
recommendations
Review fiscal
incentives

Review Departmental procedures,
instructions, guidelines and other
instruments that could incentivise
plantation investment (FD, ECD, DICA,
IR, Customs, etc.)
Recommend revised incentives.

Identify target areas
for private plantations

Consultation with prospective investors
and other stakeholders on most suitable
areas with regard to area availability,
access, site quality, other infrastructure.

Short

No

Include government
plantations and
natural forest areas
within lease scope

Consider options in Multi-Stakeholder
Group

Shortmedium

Yes – probably at
Forest Rules level

Shortmedium

No

Review management acquisition
procedures and management
regulations, benefit sharing etc.
Prepare recommendations

Landscape planning

Develop appropriate planning
procedures in consultation with IUCN
TRI Project and FAO Sustainable
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Recommendation

Actions

Timing117

Legislative change
needed

Cropland and Forest Management in
Priority Agro-Ecosystems Project
Establish local ad hoc institutions for
consultation, including township offices
of FD, DALMS and GAD.
Procure imagery
Local consultations with communities,
CSOs and government agencies.
Site surveys
Prepare maps and area descriptions
Increase FR lease area
limits

Consultation with stakeholders on limits.

Medium

Forest Law
amendment

Increase FR lease
term

Consultation with stakeholders on limit

Medium

Possible ministerial
or departmental
instruction

Prepare lease tenders

Determine area boundaries.

Medium

No

Mediumlong

Departmental
procedures

Medium

Instructions to
mandate state
research
institutions’ roles.

Prepare area descriptions and tender
terms
Initiate tender process with pilot tender.
Review and refine tender procedures
Establish national
plantation database

Identify key plantation information
requirements (areas, species, age
classes, site classes, growth rates, etc.)
Explore possible linkages with the
national inventory project to be
supported by the Government of
Finland.
Prepare database specifications
Prepare data acquisition processes and
plans (remote sensing, field surveys,
investor surveys)
Initiate data collection.

Establish research cooperative

Consultation on role and structure
Decide priorities (e.g., tree
improvement, seedling production,
plantation silviculture and agroforestry,
growth and yield, pests and diseases,
extraction technology, wood quality and
utilisation, markets, etc.)
Consider financing opportunities
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Annex 1: Country and sectoral context
Country context
Myanmar is a second largest country in Southeast Asia, with a land area of 676,575 square
kilometres and estimated population in 2020 of 54.4 million people. Myanmar is lower-middle
income country, with a per capita Gross Domestic Product in 2017 of US$1,255.
Myanmar’s economic and political transition since 2011 has created opportunities for economic
growth and improved welfare outcomes. Myanmar’s GDP grew at an average rate of 6.5 percent
since the transition began (although declining from a relatively high rate of 8.4 percent in
2013/14), and poverty declined from 48 percent in 2005 to 32 percent in 2015. The transition has
generated significant changes in Myanmar, embracing all sectors of society. For example,
proportion of people using candles and kerosene as a source for lighting reduced from 40 percent
in 2010 to 7 percent in 2017, and mobile phone ownership increased from 4.8 percent in 2010 to
82 percent in 2017. Access to electricity has nearly doubled for Myanmar’s population,
particularly in rural areas. The elimination of media censorship in 2011, coupled with rapid
expansion of smart phone ownership, also led to a flourishing of civil society and social media.
The outbreak of the global corona virus COVID-19 pandemic in early 2020 and Myanmar’s
responses are likely to have significant impacts on the country’s economic growth, although the
severity and duration of these are currently unclear. The domestic lockdown and those in the
country’s main trade partners are predicted to slow the country’s economic growth to around 2.3
percent in the current financial year (ending 30 September 2020), followed by a recovery to over
6.4 percent in 2020/21. In terms of Myanmar’s domestic economy, impacts are likely to be
reflected in reduced demand, unemployment (including that of returned overseas workers, with
loss of income from their remittances) and a realignment of the government budget priorities, all
of which could affect the forest sector.
Myanmar has an immense richness of natural resources. It has the most intact forest cover of
any country in mainland South East Asia, and a large share of the coast of the Bay of Bengal. Its
huge range in altitude from sea level to the eastern Himalayas and its position between major
biomes makes it highly important for biodiversity and wildlife (Figure 1.1). Myanmar is one of the
world’s biodiversity ‘hotspots’ with, for example, over 300 mammal species, including least five
endemic mammal species, as well as greatest diversity of bird species in South East Asia.
Although resource-rich, Myanmar remains one of the poorest countries in Southeast Asia.
Despite significant reforms introduced in recent years, the economy remains centred on
extractive industries and agriculture. Nearly 40 percent of its GDP comes from primary industries,
including agriculture, forestry and fisheries. Poverty remains concentrated in rural and conflictaffected areas; in rural areas, 38.8 percent of the population are estimated to be poor compared
to 14.5 percent of those living in its towns and cities.
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Figure 1.1: Myanmar’s agro-ecological zones

There appears to be strong correlation between poverty and forest cover at the township level,
particularly in ethnic majority states, where 63 percent of rural land is either forest or woodland
(Figure 1.2). This is because of communities’ remoteness from and weak access to political
centres; state appropriation of forests and their management that restricts local people from
benefiting from forests; and the high value of forest resources, especially timber, attracting
powerful outside interest that seeks to control benefit flows.
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Figure 1.2: Relationship between poverty forest cover and forest degradation, indicated by a) prevalence of
poverty by township; b) remaining intact forests in 2014; and c) lost intact forests (ha) for townships between 2002
and 2014.

Forestry has a key role to play in Myanmar’s ‘triple transition’ towards democratic governance;
market-oriented reforms; and peace. Significant forest resources in the country provide a strong
foundation for sustainable forest management with the potential to benefit all segments of
society. They are critically important for jobs, incomes, and livelihoods, particularly for poor
communities and women. Forest tenure and resource rights are amongst the central issues for
the ‘21st Century Panglong Process’, aimed at resolving decades-old conflicts between the central
government and Ethnic Armed Organisations. This is because most remaining forests are in areas
where conflict is sustained through issues related to human rights and control of and benefits
from natural resources. Devolving responsibility for the management of forest resources to
States/Regions and local communities may help to alleviate conflict and provide sustainable
livelihoods. More broadly natural resource management institutions and practices need to be
strengthened to improve efficiency, equity, and sustainability.
Myanmar’s forest sector
Forests and the national economy
Forests cover 43 percent of Myanmar’s land area, but only 42 percent of this is closed forest. In
2015, approximately 29.39 million ha of Myanmar’s land area had forest cover, but only 12.6
million ha was closed forest and of this only 3.19 million ha was considered ‘primary forest’ (i.e.,
forest with no visible sign of human activity).118 Forests types include: hill and temperate
evergreen forest (27 percent); mixed deciduous forest (38 percent) Indaing forests119 (4 percent);
dry forests (10 percent) and scrub (2 percent); tropical evergreen forest (17 percent); and
mangroves (1.5 percent).120
Timber volumes in Myanmar’s forests are concentrated in the four largest States and Regions.
Kachin and Shan States and Sagaing and Tanintharyi Regions were estimated to account for 78
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percent of the country’s 1,342 million m3 total growing stock in 2015. Based on this estimate,
Myanmar’s forests are estimated to contain 3,300.57 million metric tons of forest biomass,
representing 1,293 million metric tons of forest carbon.121
Almost two-thirds of remaining forests are in the seven ethnic minority States. Based on 2010
data, 65 percent of forests are in the States as opposed to the ethnic Bamar- majority Regions.
The actual proportion of forests in areas with ethnic groups is likely to be higher because in several
Regions, ethnic groups predominate at local levels, and much of Shan State, the largest division
in the county, is categorised as ‘other wooded land’, just below the threshold classified as forest.
Myanmar’s forests are under pressure, resulting in high levels of deforestation and
degradation. About 10 million ha of forest cover was lost between 1990 and 2015, a total decline
of 26 percent, or an average rate of 1.2 percent a year. Myanmar had the third largest absolute
forest loss during the period 2010-2015, when deforestation increased to 1.8 percent annually.
Key drivers of deforestation and degradation are linked to agricultural expansion, excessive
timber extraction, excessive logging (including informal and illegal logging), woodfuel extraction,
and, to a growing extent, mining. These pressures are compounded by governance challenges,
with illegal activities affecting integrity of the forests.
Greenhouse gas emissions from land use change and forestry are estimated to be Myanmar’s
highest sector contribution to its overall national greenhouse gas emissions. The World
Resources Institute Climate Watch cites estimates of 105.11 million tCO2e emissions annually
from land-use change and forestry, with the next greatest contribution from agriculture with
66.51 million tCO2e. Emissions from deforestation alone were estimated to be 48.6 million tCO2e
per year for the period 2000–2015.
The forestry sector is an important, but declining economic sector. Historically, timber exports
have consistently ranked among the top-five export items, earning an estimated US$1.9 billion at
their peak in 2012, but by 2019, wood product exports had declined to 14th place, earning only
US$203 million.122 Despite reduced levels of timber extraction, the sector still generated about 5
percent of formal Government revenues ($322 million) in 2017/18. Of this, timber accounts for
97 percent while the formal contribution of non-timber forest products is less than 1 percent.
However, these figures do not include non-marketed wood and forest products, such as
woodfuel, informal timber extraction and the bulk of non-timber forest products, all of which are
likely to be significant.
Although the forest sector is a relatively minor source of formal employment, possibly twothirds of the country’s population depend on forests for part of their livelihoods. In 2017 an
estimated 34,200 people – only around 0.2 percent of Myanmar’s formal employment – were
employed in the forest sector.123 For most rural communities, however, forests provide essential
basic needs, particularly woodfuel, non-timber forest products, and fodder for animals. Woodfuel
(including firewood and charcoal) is the primary fuel for of 86-94 percent of rural households and
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41-74 percent of urban households.124 Woodfuel is also used by a number of small-scale / cottage
industries.
Forests deliver important ecosystem services with an estimated annual value of US$7.3 billion,
of which only US$1bn is from timber and non-timber forest products, the rest being value addition
to other sectors and avoided costs and damages. These include insect pollination, fisheries and
nursery breeding, watershed protection, coastal protection, and carbon sequestration125.
Forest management
The ‘Permanent Forest Estate’ (PFE) comprises 20.5 million ha, 31.1 percent of Myanmar’s land
area. Forested land gazetted to form the PFE is distinguished into Reserved Forest (RF) prioritised
for timber production; and Public Protected Forest (PPF) with lower timber priority, mainly for
local use. Together these comprise 25 percent of Myanmar’s land area. In addition, Protected
Areas (PAs) have been established for biodiversity conservation, on about 6 percent of Myanmar’s
land area. The National Forestry Master Plan (NFMP) aims to increase RF and PPF to 30 percent,
and PA to 10 percent of land area (Error! Reference source not found.). PFE areas are gradually
increasing as more areas are being gazetted, although some forest areas, where there are
settlements, are being de-gazetted. Only 60.4 percent of the PFE has forest cover (closed plus
open forest).
Table 6: Status of the Permanent Forest Estate
Source: Semi-annual progress report for MRRP, April–October 2018

Category
Reserved forest

Current Area (ha)

Current area
(% of land area)

12,041,601

17.80

Public Protected Forest

5,041,364

7.45

Protected Area system

3,510,685

5.85

NFMP target
(% of land area)
30
10

Only 41 percent or 11.8 million ha of Myanmar’s total forest area are within the PFE. Most forest
outside the PFE lies on land designated as ‘Vacant, Fallow, and Virgin’ (VFV), which is state land
available for development, including allocation for agriculture. Processes for statutory recognition
of such areas currently under customary community management are lacking and, under the
2018 VFV Law, customary tenure rights are vulnerable especially in ethnic areas. Other forested
land is in military ownership.
Myanmar’s natural forests have been managed under a diameter limit-based silvicultural
system, the Myanmar Selection System, designed to provide sustained timber yields on 30-year
felling cycles. Extraction was carried out primarily by elephants so impacts were less than with
methods using mechanical equipment. The system was partly abandoned after the military
government took power in 1988, leading to over-harvesting.
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Policy and legal framework
The key policy and legal framework in the forest sector comprises the 2008 Constitution of the
Republic of Myanmar, the National Forest Policy (1995), the 2018 Forest Law, the 1995 Forest
Rules (amendments were in draft in 2019) and associated instructions and guidelines, the 2019
Community Forestry Instruction (CFI), the 2018 Biodiversity and Conservation of Protected Areas
Law, and the 2012 Environmental Conservation Law and it Rules. Myanmar is a signatory to and
active participant in the major international environmental agreements. These include the
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES), the
Convention on Biological Diversity 1992, and the Paris Agreement on Climate Change 2015.
Forestry institutions
The Ministry of Natural Resources and Environmental Conservation (MONREC) has overall
responsibility for forest sector (Figure 1.3). Apart from forests, its role covers mining, geological
survey, land survey, environmental protection and greening of Myanmar’s central dry zone.
MONREC also administers the University of Forestry and Environmental Science and it oversees
five State-owned Economic Enterprises (SEEs), including the Myanma Timber Enterprise (MTE).

Figure 1.3: Organogram of MONREC and the Forest Department

The Forest Department (FD) within MONREC is the primary agency responsible for sustainable
forest management, biodiversity conservation, restoration of degraded forest ecosystems,
watershed conservation, and research and development. It has territorial offices in the country’s
14 States and Regions, 68 Districts and 312 Townships throughout the country; and 11 divisions
at its Nay Pyi Taw headquarters. The Dry Zone Greening Department (DZGD), a separate
department, is responsible for greening of central dry zone of Myanmar, through rehabilitation
of degraded forest lands, protection and conservation of remaining natural forest, and restoration
of the environment.
The Myanmar Timber Enterprise (MTE) is a state-owned economic enterprise (SEE) under
MONREC, with sole responsibility for harvesting from natural forests and state forest plantations
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and consequent log sales. It also operates sawmills and other wood-processing facilities, some in
partnership with the private sector.
The Environmental Conservation Department (ECD) is responsible for implementing National
Environmental Policy, strategy, framework, planning, and action plans for the integration of
environmental considerations into the national sustainable development process. Its
responsibilities include approval of Environmental Impact Assessments, which are required for
plantations exceeding 500 acres.
Some Ethnic Armed Organisations have developed forest and land policies as well as
administrative mechanisms over the areas under their control. Ethnic Armed Organisations,
such as the Karen National Union and the Kachin Independent Organisation have established their
own policies on forest resource utilisation.
Bodies representing private sector interests include the Myanmar Forest Products and
Merchants’ Federation, representing the timber trade; the Private Plantation Association; the
Acacia Mangium Association; and the Bamboo and Rattan Association.
The Myanmar Forest Certification Committee (MFCC) has been established under MONREC to
develop a national forest certification scheme and oversee the Myanmar Timber Legality
Assurance System (MTLAS), which aims to verify the legality of Myanmar timber product exports
to meet emerging international market requirements.
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Annex 2: Forest Department procedures for plantation
lease tenders
The Forest Department’s procedures for allocating and regulation large areas for plantation
leases are as follows:
a)
b)
c)

d)

After definition of 1,000-acre blocks, tender invitations are advertised in local media and
tender proposals may be submitted by interested investors;
Bidders must deposit a prescribed bond after their submitted proposals have been
previewed and the they have been briefed by FD;
If a tender proposal is accepted, investors must pay an operation deposit, comprising land
lease fee, 5% commercial tax, and the first instalment of 30 percent of the tendered land use
premium;
Operations may commence after all payments have been completed.

Tender proposals should include the following information:
a) Evidence of the investor’s long-term investment capability (investment capacity, possession
of financial resources);
b) Amounts held in bank deposits;
c) The deposit for operation (a refundable performance bond);
d) Annual investment amounts;
e) Evidence of long-term financial capability;
f) Description of benefits to the State from the plantation to be established;
g) Companies involved in establishing the plantations, and/or associated wood-based
enterprises;
h) Companies that will consume timber produced from the planned plantations;
i) Description and evidence of experience in technology to be used in forestry and related
enterprises;
j) Employment of adequate technicians/staff and work force;
k) Description of plantation establishment techniques that have least adverse impact on
environment and biodiversity and an operations plan to mitigate any adverse impacts;
l) Area, extent and type of plantation;
m) Enabling conditions for implementing short or long-term plantation operations;
n) Comprehensive tending, maintenance and protection plan;
o) Soil type of the area applied;
p) Proposed time of plantation establishment;
q) Enabling conditions for producing value-added products;
r) Research capability for plantation operations;
s) Ability/intention to comply with law, rules, regulations, procedures and instructions issued
by Forest Department;
t) Comprehensive annual plans and evidence of capacity to implement plans;
u) Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) plan for socio-economic development, education and
health of local people;
v) Guarantee of job opportunities for local people; and
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w) Plans for consultation with local people, including consideration of their views and addressing
their needs.
Prior to forest plantation establishment after timber extraction by clear-felling on RF, PPF (and
also previously forested VFV land), an Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) is required if the
area is 200 – 500 ha, and an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) is required if the area is 500
ha and above.
Investor performance is checked by FD according to whether:
a) the proposed yearly establishment has been completed as planned;
b) the entire area has been completely planted;
c) planted species are identical to those stated in the plan;
d) a survival rate of 70% has been achieved; and
e) the legal requirements have been fully complied with.
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Annex 3: Summary of outputs of a stakeholder workshop on
developing a reforestation strategy126
The situation of forest policy formulation can be analysed as follows:
Strength

Weakness

Opportunities

Threat

-

Sound organizational structure, provisions of own forest and land policy and
legislation, technical know-how, research and training centers are in place;

-

Definite goals (PFE: 30% and protected areas: 10%) are adopted, targets of 30-year
National Forest Sector Master Plan are set;

-

Collaboration of global and international/local NGOs is in place;

-

National financial support.

-

Policy, legislation and procedures are outdated;

-

Ineffective implementation caused by weak law enforcement;

-

Centralization causes difficulty in adaptive localization;

-

Outdated standardization, low technology, prevailing conventional methodology,
weak practical application of international best practices;

-

Lack of collaborative culture among government agencies, lack of enabling
conditions for local people’s collaboration;

-

Weak dissemination of information;

-

Lack of incentive and benefit-sharing mechanisms;

-

Uncertain market opportunities, uncertain long-term state funding.

-

42% forest cover, sufficient area extent of land;

-

International technology, job opportunity, possibility of new investment from
REDD+, NDC, Bonn challenges and FLR;

-

Peace process can be more progressive through the engagement of ethnic and
local communities.

-

Policy relating to forest and uses of land can be changed in the regions with weak
law enforcement;

-

Long-term programs can be devastated by illegal encroachment and extraction;

-

Increased control and use of natural resources by armed groups due to human right
[violations], inharmonious practices against ethnic customary traditions,
negotiation difficulties;

-

Dispute between cultural systems (scientific and conventional);

-

Decreased or terminated state financial subsidiary support due to cost-benefit
analysis results.

Basic Strategic Framework
Basically, weaknesses are to be addressed, threats are to be overcome, and opportunities are to
be taken to advantage in order to adopt strategy for successful implementation of long-term
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reforestation activities. According to the recommendations from analysis of present situation,
outputs are to be obtained from 4 basic strategic frameworks, namely:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Creating enabling condition – necessary institution, policy, law, instruction, procedures or
standard operation procedure (SOP);
Constructing responsible participation;
Putting benefit-sharing system in place; and
Establishing sustainable financing (mechanism).

Theory of Change and Strategic Actions
Based upon 4 strategic frameworks of reforestation, expected goals can be achieved with
strategic procedure through the theory of change.
Expected Goal: By systematic conservation and management of natural forests and plantations
necessary products such as timber, woodfuel, non-timber forest products and ecosystem services
can be provided to the people, and sustainable economic development is additionally achieved.
Output 1: Enabling condition of possible basic requirements (policy, law, institution,
instructions, procedures) for successful reforestation.
Proposed Activities
1.1 To develop a policy collaborative mechanism among governmental funding organization,
authorities and stakeholders.
Intermediate output 1: Guiding and monitoring National Coordinating Committee formed for
the land management system relating to reforestation and land management of other sectors.
1.2 To determine main policy, law, procedures and organizational capacity, and to carry out
experimentation in order to successfully implement Forest Landscape Restoration (FLR) through
the participation of multiple sectors relevant to the forest landscape.
Intermediate output 2: Application of lessons learned from experimentation for policy review
and coordination.
Output 2: Responsible participation - Definite rights and privileges determined, and mechanism
(process) for responsible participation of stakeholders developed to support reforestation
strategy and procedures.
Proposed Activities
2.1 To hold round-table meetings to determine role, responsibility and accountability of local
leaders (elected chairpersons of village groups/ neighborhoods present and discuss at regular
meetings of township General Administration Department), private sector, local authorities,
community leaders and representatives of CSOs.
Intermediate output: Role, responsibility and accountability of stakeholders can be identified
by holding national level round-table meetings in MRRP areas.
2.2 To provide support to inclusive participation of stakeholders relating to land issues from
community level to broadly connecting multi-sector/multi-layer level in community forestry,
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joint forest management, public-private/ private-community joint management of forest
resources and restoration of degraded forest land.
2.3 To develop procedures for uplifting private sector investment in extensive private plantation
establishment, and restoration of degraded forests and deforested areas.
Intermediate output: --- acres (data to be provided by relevant Forest Department District
Office) of community forests established, joint forest management initiated in --- acres (data
to be provided by relevant Forest Department District Office) of natural forests, reaching
consent between private sector and community to exercise joint management.
Output 3: Benefit sharing – Establishment of forest plantations and forest restoration activities
well fulfil objectives committed at national/regional level in addition to initial objective of
satisfying people’s need.
Proposed Activities
3.1 To assess the extent of intensive dependency on forest resources, to adopt locally adapted
(program) plan, and to ensure capacity of meeting local needs with locally extracted resources.
3.2 To obtain reliable estimate of woodfuel demand, and to adjust supply and demand based
upon the properly formulated District Management Plan.
3.3 To provide support to the national missions for climate change mitigation and adaptation,
and achieving sustainable development goals by incorporating them into the local level
planning and implementation.
Intermediate outputs:
a)
b)
c)

Satisfying woodfuel need of (definite) population/households within (definite) year from
properly selected (definite) fuelwood plantations;
Participation of local authorities in planning, decision-making and resource sharing;
Reduction of targeted extent (tons) of carbon emission from degraded natural forest
restoration and plantation establishment in targeted area extent (acres).

Output 4: Development of sustainable financing program – As mechanism and capacity to attract
and obtain financial assistance from global financing programs such as International Finance
Corporation (IFC), Global Environment Facility (GEF) and Green Climate Fund (GCF) are in place,
public and private sectors possess management capability to generate increased income from
ecosystem services and products, and costs of plantation establishment and restoration can
sufficiently covered.
Proposed Activities
4.1 To implement reinvestment program of appropriate proportion/ rate based on the state
funds (forest sector revenues) and budgetary calculations for reforestation activities.
4.2 To provide investors with market and information enabling them to obtain sustainable and
secure (including land) rights.
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Intermediate outputs:
a)
b)
c)

Increased government funding (regular budget allocation) for reforestation;
Increased investment of private sector in reforestation due to attraction of capital and
market accessibility;
Increased reforestation projects funded by GEF and GCF.

Through the Intermediate outputs and outputs by step-by-step implementing of
aforementioned proposed activities (to be added/revised by Forest Department) expected
goal.
5. Field Assessment, Planning, Implementation, Monitoring and Adaptive Management
With the leadership of mainly Forest Department and participation of relevant government
agencies and stakeholders, reforestation groups are to be formed at national, regional and up to
district levels. Strategic actions are to be incorporated into the formulation of 10-year District
Forest Management Plan as basic actions and are to be implemented in stages as follows:
a) Assessment: Within the set timeframe development of format and templates, field data
collection [current issues, priorities, main stakeholders, opportunities, needs, business
approach (public, private, community owned, small holder, cooperative, etc.), objective
(local, national, global), expected output, environmental impact, standards and
indicators, scales, etc. using database system], and data analysis are to be carried out for
each district.
b) Planning: This stage comprises of formulation of strategic actions and methodology based
on the findings of field assessment, allocation of work by location, scope and time-line,
economic benefit analysis (ecosystem, carbon, biodiversity value), and reporting of the
plan.
c) Implementation: Implementation of strategic actions using methodology (natural
regeneration, artificial regeneration, enrichment planting methods and agroforestry
methods), and innovation to adapt to the localities are included in this stage.
d) Monitoring: Continuous monitoring of the completion of activities as prescribed by the
performance index, learning, steering as necessary are included in this stage;
e) Adaptive Management: When monitoring results indicate change in conditions (locality,
tradition, human resource, climate, illicit extraction, encroachment, etc.), and when
previously adopted methodology is not well suited to those changes and implementation
efforts are hampered by difficulties, appropriate adaptive measures are to be presented
and discussed regularly in order to adopt them in time.
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Annex 4: Workshop on Policy Options for Incentivizing
Investment in Sustainable Private Timber Plantations
17 December 2019, Grand Amara Hotel, Nay Pyi Taw

Group discussions topic and suggested guideline questions
Outline questions

Output

Group 1: Finance
1. What level of finance is
needed to achieve MRRP
targets for private
plantations?
(Target areas by species and
sites and establishment/
maintenance costs)? How
much could be financed by
domestic investor equity?

Q 1. It depends on
➢what incentives for private sectors are in place in each state and
region,
➢location, area available, purposes (e.g. timber or industrial raw
materials, (species), source of planting stock, spacing and
rotation),
➢Under the MRRP the 280,000 acres (115,384 ha) are allocated
for private plantation for 10 years, approximately ~ 115 million
US$ (it means 1000 US$ for establishment of 1 ha plantation)
(cost only for 1st year establishment),
➢Combination of private and government plantations for 10
years, 637,542 areas (258,000 ha) ~ 258 mil US$ for 1st year
establishment,
➢Additional cost for infrastructure, road, building, Ports are
necessary to estimate,
➢Maintenance cost for weeding, patching, fire protection,
fertilizer application, growth monitoring, until 5 years old,
➢Additional overhead cost for staffing, travel,

1. What fiscal incentives
(e.g., tax holidays,
import/export duties…)
should be available to
investors? Are current DICA
incentives sufficient?

Q 2. DICA, Directorate of Investment and Company
Administration, and MIC, Myanmar Investment Commission,
➢Promote incentives: reducing commercial tax and Import duty
fees for special commodities, no private cars especially
inspection cars, according to MOC, Ministry of Commerce,
notifications): Tax Holidays (about 15 years) Performance
grantee (decrease?)
➢Appropriate arrangement for Small, medium – scale
plantations? (20-50 acres)
➢Paradigm change is necessary for government side, for
promoting timber production like other countries in the region,
Vietnam, Lao PDR, Indonesia,

2. What loan terms (e.g.,
interest rates, payback grace
periods, collateral…) are

Q 3& 4. Loan and Collateral (Trees/ land)
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Outline questions

Output

needed to make borrowing
by investors feasible?

➢Private plantation owners are not able to finance (not able to
cash flow) after 3rd year establishment of plantation,
➢ Land is not feasible as collateral due to state own,
➢Tree can be collateral with specified conditions (i) to take out
insurance against fire, theft, insect, etc; (ii) longer lease period,
(iii) with certified/ guarantee letter issued by third party
financial institution, (iv)to set up a new institution under
management of FD (Forestry Bank)
➢In order to tree as collateral, a number of requirements are
discussed, (how to valuation of plantation, how to do inventory
by remote sensing GIS, monitoring, Pay- back forms
➢Can PPA Private Plantation Association be independent third
party to evaluate valuation of plantation?
➢ Collective guarantee (a Group, 4-5 companies for guarantee)
possible to provide for collateral of trees?
➢Reconsider CB central bank’s existing regulations in tree
plantation,
➢FPJV to be a service provider: (FD – 10% , MTE – 45%, public
45% shared)

3. What form of loan
security would banks accept?
Could plantation insurance
to protect against loss or
damage to plantations?

5. How could Voluntary
Carbon Market funding be
used for forest restoration/
protection?

Q 5. Costa Rica – 25 years
➢Should consider possible funding requirements for voluntary
carbon market before plantation proposal submission to FD,
➢ Who are the rights to carbon?
➢Can use voluntary carbon
➢ It depends on government willingness, policy, commitment,
➢Wider Partnership (eg. Norway, German)
➢Reduce Emission (Policy change)

Group 2: Government policies and procedures
1. How could availability of
information on suitable land
areas and procedures for
applying for plantation
leases be improved?

Q 1. For small scale plantation, (there was no clarification what
small scale is) to get necessary information on land,
transportation, labour availability, from township FD office,
Whether land application is inside the forest reserve or specific
compartment,
• For large scale plantation land lease through tender process, to
get necessary information from FD head office,
• Private sector has to accomplish necessary soil test and site
quality by own resource,

2. How could private sector
investment in the plantation
sector be actively promoted?

Q 2.To get bank loan, private sector side has to find solution
overcoming practical/ field level constraints and improving
insurance system
• Create Incentives to release strict procedure and regulation in
cutting, transportation, selling, easier and faster,
• government and private joint shared grant in appropriate ratio
(e.g. Distribution of Solar energy to village
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Outline questions

Output
• in order to invite more investment in industrial plantation,
flexible regulation, release steps, 60% from donor 20% by
village fund 20% from state and regional government)

3. Are lease rentals, bid
premiums and performance
bonds appropriate?

Q 3. To pay back quick performance guarantee after successful
establishment of 1st year based on growth performance,
• Propose a single payment rather than land rental tax, premium,
performance guarantee,

4. How could the current
royalty system (e.g., for
harvest and transport of fastgrowing species,
intermediate thinning,
bamboo etc.) be reformed –
especially as these rules
don’t apply to rubber wood?

• Permission for thinning, harvesting, extraction, transportation,
loading and unloading permission must be in time and quick
action,
• royalty for thinning products 200 MMKs for post and 10 MMKs
for pole is fair but should be reduced,
• Permission for final harvest and hammer marking on log should
be in time without delay.
• Percentage of profit sharing for final product is also reduced,

4. What is the feasibility of
private sector management
leases for existing
government plantations,
combined with leases for
new plantations and
rehabilitation of failed
plantations?

Q 5. Agree to transfer ownership of old plantations ( after 5 years,
or after 1st thinning) from government to private,
• In order to transfer ownership, qualified third party is necessary
to evaluate plantation for valuation,
• And conservation of ecosystem services are

5. How could private-sector
investors support
community forestry or tree
farmer out-grower schemes
on private land?

Q 6. Indonesia and Thailand experience,
• Need to persuade local farmers/ CFUG though loan, and paying
agreeable price, in order to get sustainable/ secure/enough raw
material in one area,
• Requested World Bank to find/create reasonable market,

Group 3: Sustainable plantation management
1. What are the main social
risks associated with
commercial plantations and
how can they be mitigated?

Q 1. Poor trust between government, Private and local people,
• Weak law enforcement,
• Mis-management of plantation e.g setting fire, encroachment in
to plantation area,
• No clear land ownership,
• How to solve/ mitigate above issues by (i)practicing FPIC, (ii)
benefit sharing/ cooperation with local people, (iii) awareness
raising, (iv) job creation,

2. What are the main
environmental risks
associated with commercial
plantations and how should
they be mitigated?

• Q 2, impact on ecosystem and biodiversity loss in
remaining/remnant natural forest,
• Common negative impact of monoculture,
• Using insecticide, weedicide, chemical fertilizer,
• Soil erosion, soil degradation in following rotation,
• How to solve: awareness- education to plantation owners,
issuing legal document and certificate, practicing agroforestry,
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Outline questions

Output
planting along the contour in slope area, take back certificate if
not follow the standards,

3. How can illegal logging in
private plantations be
prevented?

• Q 3. Act 41 (e) of forest law 2018 can prevent illegal logging in
private plantations, and other existing law,
• How to mitigate/ eradicate: let people participate in policy
making and planning process, patrolling by private sector and
cooperation with local people,

4. What opportunities are
there for including
commercial plantations in a
broader landscape planning
approach – e.g. combining
with natural forests,
community forests, wildlife
corridors etc.?

•
•
•
•

Extra question: Financial
problem from private
plantation

• No market guarantee for intermediate thinning products in
addition to final yield,
• More advance technology and knowledge for management of
plantation,
• To do comprehensive research before plantation program,
• Fire protection program,
• Preventive measure from insect, pest and disease,
• To improve genetically sound planting stock production,
• To develop sound design for climate change adaptation and
mitigation and its impact,

Q 4, Job opportunity,
Regular income,
Revenue for government,
Corridor wildlife,
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